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Brazilian Militants
The leadership of the International Communist League has reached a
new low in its vendetta against the Liga Quarta-lntemacionalista do Brasil/
Internationalist Group. This issue of The Internationalist reprints IG statements from July and September 1997 (see pages 58 and 67) taking apart the
attempts by the !CL to stitch back together its patchwork of slanders and
distortions after we had already refuted its lie that the LQB had brought the
capitalist courts into the unions, when in fact Geraldo Ribeiro, the elected
president of the Volta Redonda Municipal Workers Union, and his LQB comrades were hit with no less than seven court actions, in retaliation for their
fight to get the cops out of the union. Now the Brazilian comrades have been
hit by an eighth court suit (see appeal page 48). In this context, WV (No. 68 l,
2 January 1998) comes out with a sinister smear in an attempt to undermine
international solidarity with the class-struggle militants under attack.
WV recycles the lies which we have already proven to be false, that
come from the same pro-police elements and popular front city government that launched this repression. Labor organizations around the world
have protested the repression (see article page 50). Yet not only does the
WV article s&y not a word in defense of the victims, it denounces our
campaign as "a cynical sham," sneers about our "'urgent' call" for solidarity, implies the repression is only "according to the IG," etc. It vilely
attacks as "dangerous huslers" the targets of this repression, a largely
black group of working-class militants with decades of struggle, who
have been fired from their jobs and hit by endless court and cop repression for fighting class collaboration.
We will refute the latest WV slanders, as we have every one of its past
attacks, and show the sordid role the !CL leaders have played throughout
this period. Our response will be mailed to our subscribers and published in
the next issue of The Internationalist. It will also be available on our web site
(www.internationalist.org), or can be obtained by writing to the Internationalist Group, Box 3321, Church Street Station, New York, NY l 0008.

Visit the Internationalist Group on the Internet
http://www.internationalist.org
Now available on our site are:
• Founding Statement of the
Internationalist Group
• Articles from The Internationalist No. 1, 2 and 3
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• Updates from the IG and LOB
• Articles from Vanguarda Operaria
• Articles from El lnternacionalista
• Marxist readings
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PRI Death Squads and Counterinsurgency in Chiapas
Cardenas Popular Fro'nt Ties Workers to Capitalism

Mexico
Down with the Regime of DeathFor Workers Revolution!
JANUARY 4-The Christmas eve massacre in the rural municipality of Chenalh6, in Mexico's southernmost state of Chiapas,
was a military action of hideous mass extermination and a calculated provocation. The slaughter by a paramilitary death squad
was intended to set the stage for a crackdown on the Zapatista
National Liberation Army (EZLN) on the fourth anniversary of
its New Year's Day uprising against the bloody regime that has
presided over Mexican capitalism without interruption since 1929.

Already, the government has used the slaughter as an excuse to
flood the area with thousands of army troops, extending their
occupation from the lowland rain forest region, the base of the
Zapatista rebels, to the Chiapas highlands.
The massacre in Chenalh6 is not an isolated atrocity, and
still less a case of feuding within the Indian population, as
Mexico's then interior minister cynically claimed. At whatever
level it was planned and ordered, this was an act of capitalist
state terrorism, including participation offorces armed
and trained by the U.S. military as part of
counterinsurgency operations. The professional killers will not be stopped by humanitar-ian appeals, liberal editorials for Indian rights, or by removing a few
officials. They cannot be defeated by peasant insurgents in remote regions, or by calls on the government
to "negotiate" with the guerrillas. The fight must be
taken to the cities, factories and the centers of power
both in Mexico and the United States.
l.
.
Acting in broad daylight, on the morning of December 22, a squad of about 60 uniformed men attacked some 350 Tzotzil Indian refugees while they
were praying for peace in the hamlet of Acteal in
Chenalh6, Chiapas. For six hours or more, the murderers went about the slaughter, executing the defenseless
peasants with shots to the head and ·mutilating their
bodies with machetes. Most ofthe victims were women
(21) and children (15); none ofthe refugees were armed.
A 13-year-old youth who survived recounted how he
watched from hiding as the killers shot his father on
the floor, slit the throat ofhis pregnant mother and then
ripped the foetus from her belly with a knife. This happened in other cases as well. A total of 45 dead bodies
were collected later, with another five reported missing while scores were horribly injured. Witnesses who
escaped said that many of the murderers kept smiling
as they carried out their heinous crime.
Caught in a hail of gunfire from gunmen positioned
in a half-moon formation, the terrified women and chilReuters dren fled from the wooden chapel in Acteal and
lndtan mourners bury 45 refugees slain in December 22 scrambled down an embankment, with the killers in
massacre in municipality of Chenalh6, Chiapas, Mexico.
pursuit. When the women tried to hide, their children's
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cries gave them away. After the killing was over, the assassins
methodically went from hut to hut, stripping cJothes from the
bodies and looting possessions. The pools of blood on the floor
of the religious shrine and the rivulets that flowed into the river
are the symbol ofthe dirty war against the oppressed Indian population in Mexico. This is a crime against humanity as religious
leaders and human rights groups have declared. But Chiapas is a
battlefield of a class war that extends around the globe, and it
will take the revolutionary mobilization of the power of the international working class to avenge the dead and subject the killers to proletarian justice.
As a result of an international outcry, Mexican president
Ernesto Zedillo Ponce de Le6n hypocritically declared that
the mass killing was a "cruel, absurd and unacceptable criminal act." Yet the massacre was the direct product of his government, his party and his policies. As evidence mounted that
the killers were tied to the government political machine, the
Institutional Revolutionary Party (PRI), the PRI mayor of
Chenalh6 was arrested along with 39 of his cohorts. To date,
16 have been charged with various crimes. In the national con- ·
gress, there has been a clamor for the resignation of Chiapas
state governor Julio Cesar Ruiz Ferro and federal interior minister Emilio Chuayffet, saying they did nothing to stop the
slaughter. This has also been a key demand of popular-front
protests in Mexico City. Now Chuayffet has resigned and Ruiz
Ferro (who was installed by Zedillo after a patently fraudulent
election) could be removed at any time. But this does not mean
the government's murderous policies will change.
Cuauhtemoc Cardenas, the leader of the bourgeois-nationalist Party of the Democratic Revolution (PRO) and now governor of the Federal District (Mexico City), has demanded a federal takeover of the Chiapas state government. Speaking to a
December 24 protest at the Angel of Independence in the capital, Cardenas declared: "it is necessary that the government of
the republic disarm and.dismantle the paramilitary forces" and
''bring back tranquility to the region." The archbishop primate of
Mexico also called for "disarmament." This is not only absurd,
since the same federal government has been arming and protecting the death squads, it is dangerous. Upon taking office, the new
police minister Francisco Labastida provocatively vowed to "disarm" the EZLN, as army troops entered the Zapatista headquarters at La Realidad. And while pretending to defend the Indian
refugees from the paramilitaries, the army is extending its occupation to the Chiapas highlands.
The possibility that the tense standoff in Chiapas could
explode in a regional civil war is ever-present. But it would be
a very one-sided civil war, closer to a giant Acteal massacre.
As thousands of Mexican. army troops have moved into the
highland communities sympathetic to the EZLN (and not into
the paramilitaries' base camps), Indian women with their bare
hands have resisted the military riot police carrying automatic
rifles, electrified shields, stun guns and tear gas. In the community of X6yep, Chenalh6 the Tzotzil population chanted at
400 soldiers, "Chiapas is not a barracks, army get out!" and
"Rapists of women go away!" Class-conscious workers and
defenders of the oppressed in Mexico and throughout the world
must demand that the Mexican army get out of Chiapas-and
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that the army of U.S. mjlitary, CIA, DEA and other operatives
get out of Mexico! An attack on the Indian insurgents and their
supporters must be met by mobilizing the power of labor, including strike action, to bring th_e country to a halt.
The rows of coffins laboriously carried back up the hills
by relatives of the victims to be buried in the killing grounds
of Chenalh6 are the grisly face of the New World Order of
Yankee imperialism. Emboldened by counterrevolution in the
Soviet Union and East Europe, the bosses and their governments want to jack up their profits by increasing the exploita~
ti on of working people worldwide. Today, Mayan Indian rebels
in Chiapas confront the same capitalist-imperialist enemy as
embattled unionists in the United States and Europe. The antiSoviet Cold War is over, but the death squads that spearheaded
it i.n Central America have reappeared in Mexico. To put an
end to the endless massacre, what is required is a fight for
workers revolution, mobilizing the powerful, millions-strong
Mexican proletariat, and extending across the borders to the·
imperialist heartland. To can for anything Jess is to perpetrate
a deadly hoax.

A Massacre Announced Long Ago
The Chenalh6 massacre was the bloodiest single crime in
Mexico since the 1968 army massacre in Mexico City's
Tlatelolco Plaza, in which hundreds of students, leftists and
workers were gunned down. This mass murder was long in the '
making, and key components of the PRl-govemment apparatus were directly involved in carrying out the crime.
During 1997, hundreds oflndians were killed in Chiapas by
the anny, state police and paramilitary groups. The New York
nmes (26 December 1997) wrote that "At least 300 people have
been killed in the rugged southern state of Chiapas since clashes
began four years ago between Indian guerrillas fighting for greater
rights and armed militia members opposed to their cause.'' ActilalJy, official statistics report ov~r 800 kilJings in the Chiapas highlands and the northern part of the state where the paramilitary
groups are active, and Mexican human rights groups report that
1,500 Indians have been murdered since early 1995 under Governor Julio Cesar Ruiz Ferro (Proceso, 28 December). And contrary to the Times' typical "evenhanded" portrayal, the overwhelming majority of the victims ,are Zapatista sympathizers.
· But the evidence ofgovernme~RI authorship ofthis mon~
strous crime is even more specific.:qonsider the following:
I ' i /""
•
On October 1, the PRJpn~yo1lof Chenhal6, Jacinto
Arias Cruz, handed a ·14-pag--e~1:1~~nt to President Zedino
during a presidential visit to San cifst6bal de las Ca5as, the
largest town of the Chiapas highfands. Signed by 89 municipal employees, it announced that they were arming themselves
to fight the Zapatista supporters who had set up an "autono- ·
mous" rebel local government. At the same time a new paramilitary organization, Mascara Roja (Red Mask), annotinced
its presence in the area with the d'f1ared purpose of expelling
or annihilating EZLN sympathizers. Its war cry: "We will put
an end to the Zapatista seed."
•
On October 2, four people were killed by hooded men
in the neighboring municipality of Pantelh6, a Zapatista stronghold. In succeeding days, masked men demanded a ''wanax"
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Mexican Army at .
the ready in
streets of the
capital. U.S. has
poured in millions
of dollars of
equipment to
supply military
forces of semibonapartist PRI
regime with
firepower to put
down"urban
insurgency."

Impact Visuals

from inhabitants, burning down the homes of those who refused to pay. In the municipality of Chenalho in the period
leading up to the massacre, paramilitaries left a toll of 16 dead
and almost 400 families driven from their ho.mes. Throughout
the fall there were front-page headlines in Mexico City papers
about the killings there.
On, December 21, the Catholic bishop of San
•
Cristobal, Samuel Ruiz, and his assistant in the diocese, Raul
Vera Lopez, spoke with the secretary oftheChiapas state government, Homero Tovilla,. to. alert him about the imminent
possibility of an attack on Indian communities in the municipality of Chenalh6. That evening, a meeting was held by the
PRI mayor, Jacinto Arias, in the nearby hamlet of Los Chorros,
headquarters of the paramilitary group, to plan the massacre.
•
On the morning of December 22, the 60 killers arrived in three pickup trucks belonging to the municipal governm~nt and paid for by the federal Secretariat of Social Development. All were wearing dark-colored uniforms, many had
their faces partially covere_d by hoods, ski masks or bandanas.
Others did not bother.to hide their identities and were recognized by survivors as PRI mempers.
.
•
A patrol of the sta~e police (S~guridad Publica) arrived in Acteal shortly afterwards, its vehicles passing the
trucks in which the gunmen had been transported, parked about
50 yards from where the .killing was taking place. The police
were joined by a team of black-uniformed commandos of the
militarized rapid reaction group (Agrup<}miento Fuerza y
Reaccion), an elite state police unit trained in
counterinsurgency.
•
The combined police detachment took up position in
a school approximately half a kilo meter from the chapel which
was the focal point of the massacre. The police could hear the

shots, and at approximately noon, peasants asked them to intervene to stop the killing, to no avail. Instead, the police fired
their weapons in the arr and spoke to their superiors by radio. ·
•
Other police units in position in different hamlets at a
distance of four kilometers, three kilometers and one kilometer from the site of the killing also heard the shots but did
nothing. The purpose of this heavy police presence in an arc
around Acteal was to hold off any counterattack by Zapatista
insurgents by setting up a shield behind which the paramilitary killers could act without interruption.
•
Alarmed peasants called the office ofthe National
Mediation Commission (CONAI) in S~n Cristobal around
11 :30 that morning to report the shooting. An official of the
CONAI called the secretary of the state government, Homero
Tovilla; who called the state police. Several helicopters and
light planes of the army and police took off from an air base ·
near the state capital of Tuxtla Gutierrez to inspect the area o(
Chenalh6. According to Tovilla, the police reported that they ·
"did not find any evidence of a tlash,_rio house burned, no
problem in the area."
.
•
At approximately 5 p.m., peasants asked the police
in the school to at least re~ove the wounded. Ag~in they refused . When the peasants asked for an escort so_they could
bring out the wounded, the police gave them a,password. When
the peasants shouted out the password, the paramilitaries let ·
them pass. After the survivors were removed, the polic~ fi- .
nally moved in, to collect the bodies and to hide them in a cave
and at the bottom of a ravine. The purpose: to get rid of the
,
evidence and disguise the magnitude of the crime.
•
When the Red Cross discovered the bodies late at
night, soldiers under the supervision of the head of the Chiapas State Security Council and the subsecretary of the state
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(Clarin [Buenos Aires], 26
December 1997)? Was it the "revenge of
the dinosaurios," the entrenched PRI caciques (local and regional bosses), whose
control was threatened by the spread of
"autonomous rebel municipal councils"
of Zapatista sympathizers, and who would
like to force Zedillo 's hand? In any case,
it was not some ancestral feud between
Indian families, nor a religious dispute (the
leaders of both the paramilitaries and the
. refugees are Protestant, while the bulk of
the ki11ers and their victims are Catholic). The assassins were recruited, paid,
trained, armed, transported and protected by the state, and their orders
clearly came from higher up in the chain
of command of the PRl-govemment/
military apparatus.
Th is corresponds to a growing
Marco Antonio Cruz
"paramilitarization"
of the war in ChiaCuauhtemoc Cardenas, leader of the bourgeois opposition PRO, visits
pas.
The
initial
army
offensive following
Zapatista rebels in Chiapas, May 1995.
the New Year's Day 1994 EZLN uprisgovernment, Uriel Jarquin, moved in to pile the bodies onto
ing was halted by then president Carlos Salinas after ten days
military trucks at 4 a.m. and transported them to the state capibecause of a mass outpouring of hundreds of thousands of protal ofTuxtla Gutierrez, 170 kilometers away, without identifytesters in Mexico City. The number killed by the army was offiing the cadavers. There they were hosed down to wash off the
cially put at around 150, but human rights groups estimate sevblood. The purpose: to remove the cadavers before journalists
eral hundred dead. After beginning .negotiations that soon ran
arrived on the scene, and to clean them up before photographs
into the ground, in February 1995 newly installed President Zecould be taken.
dillo (who set off an economic disaster in devaluing the peso
•
In almost every case, death was caused by hollowshortly after taking office) tried the lightning-strike plan intended
point bullets (which expand upon impact) in the back or the
to " decapitate" the rebe1s by seizing or killing EZLN
head. These were cold-blooded executions. After the shooting
Subcomandante Marcos. But again it ha~ to be called off when
had stopped, the killers ·systematically' removed the clothing
the Zapatistas retreated while protests escalated in the capital.
from the bodies and mutilated them, in many cases beyond
Since then, the army has occupied EZLN-held areas of the lowrecognition . The guns (AK-47 and AR-15 automatic rifles)
lying Lacandon rain forest in southeastern Chiapas with hunwere bought from army and police officials who regularly seize
dreds of roadblocks and scores of military bases.
them in raids on drug traffickers and then sell the "hot" weapMeanwhile, a series of paramilitary groups have sprouted
ons on the black market.
in the upland and northern parts of the state. Interior minister
Chuayffet tried to blame the Chenalh6 killings on local dis"Paramilitariza~ion" of the War in Chiapas
putes "going back to the I 930s." The paramilitary bands are
Simply ·relating the basic facts about the mass murder in
widely
referred to as guardias blancas (white guards), the priChenalh6 makes it clear that it was a deliberate provocation. Like
of gun thugs hired by big ranchers in the '3.0s to
vate
armies
the El Mozote massacre in El Salvador in 1981, for instance,
fight
land
reform.
Then and today, impoverished Indians are
they sought to terrorize the local population and to isolate the
the
victims,
but
today's
death squads are organized directly by
guerrillas from their social base. But in this case the killing was
the
governing
party
and
are run by local PRI leaders who were
clearly part of a broader counterinsurgency plan. Taking place in
some
of
the
prime
beneficiaries
of the land reform. Likewise,
plain daylight, by uniformed men transported in government vein
land
reform zones who opened
the
Zapatistas
are
settlers
hicles, who acted in military formation as state police stood nearby,
new
lands
in
the
1950s
and
'60s
where there were no
who shot women and children. on their knees in a chapel, just
latifundistas
(large
landowners).
In
the
lowlands
and highlands,
three days before Christmas: such a brazen action, flaunting wanthe
Indians
'
direct
oppressor
is
the
capitalist
state.
ton cruelty and viciousness, could only be intended to provoke a
response, both by the EZLN and govemmentforces.
Was it planned by high-level "hawks" in the army, seeking
to reverse cutbacks in ground patrols and troop withdrawals, and
anxious to put into action a long-rumored "six-hour plan" to exterminate the Zapatistas with a "rapid surgical operation" as many

Four years ago there :was only one paramilitary group,
grotesquely named "Paz y Justicia" (Peace and Justice); operating in municipalities in the northern part of the state. Today,
according to an article in the Mexico City daily El Financiero
(24 December 1997), there are nine paramilitary groups in
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Chiapas. The newcomers include "Los Chinchulines," centered
on the municipality of Bachaj6n; ''Los Degolladores" (Throat
Slitters), .in San Juan Chamula; "Mascara Roja" in Cbenalh6,
and an umbrella group, the MIRA ("Revolutionary Insurgent
Anti-Zapatista Movement") headquartered in Oxchuc, a lowland municipality with many EZLN sympathizers. Eight of the
nine groups are. openly led by PRI members, including mayors, federal and state deputies and ex-government officials.
A French anthropologist working in Chenalh6, Andres
Aubry, investigated the origins of the paramilitary groups. He
found 17 bases in the municipality and almost 250 members
of the squads. Typically, they were youth who because of population growth in the region could get neither land nor work,
and lived by stealing the crops· or possessions of those. who
were members of the ejido, the communally owned lands given
to the peasants under the land reform. Made desperate by the
economic conditions of the agrarian counter-reform legislated
by Salinas during his presidency (1988-94), which made it legal to sell ejido lands and quickly led to large landowners and
companies buying up large swatches of land, this "lumpen
peasantry" was easy prey for the police and PRI rural agents,
who offered them guns and told them to extract "war taxes"
from the Zapatista-sympathizing peasants. The amounts demanded, 25 pesos per adult every two weeks, were impossible
for most to pay (la Jornada, 23 December 1997).
While these groups sport a variety of names, they act in
identical fashion. In every one of the areas mentioned the
paramilitaries have staged massacres as state police stood by
only a couple hundred yards distant. They are armed with weapons supplied surreptitiously by the state. They have been observed receiving training from army commandos. Even the most
barbaric practices, like slicing out foetuses from the mother's
womb after murdering her, and then holding them up as trophies, are copied from the Guatemalan elite counterinsurgency
troops, the so-called kaibiles, who in tum were trained by U.S.
Green Berets. And on the day before the Chenalh6 mass murder, the weekly magazine of the left-liberal Mexico City daily
la Jornada published an article with a copy of the agreement
under which Governor Ruiz Ferro supplied Paz y Justicia with
4.6 million. pesos (about US$600,000).coming from the federal Secretariat of Social Development. The agreement was
cosigned, as a "witness of honor," by the then commander of
the VII Military Region, General Mario Castillo (Masiosare,
21 December 1997).
Now la Joniada (3 and 4 January) has published eyewitness accounts from the region detailing how the paramilitary groups in Chenalh6 were set up by ex-soldiers and expolice, paid for by the PRI agents, armed with weapons from
the ~government, supervised and trained by state police on
acdv.e duty, and aided by army officers to hide their uniforms
and weapons the day after the attack. Dozens of names of the
localleaders are supplied. And Proceso (4 January) has published an official army plan from 1994 for setting up paramilitary groups to destroy the EZLN's bases of support.
The direct ties between the paramilitaries and the PRl-govemtrient are now clear for all to see. But while they are led by
local caciques, these bands are not rogue operations but the prod-
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ucts of a strategy planned at the highest levels of the army and in
the Pentagon. This is part of the U.S. military's doctrines for
waging "low intensity conflict," the current name for
"counterinsurgency" techniques perfected from the U.S.' losing
battle against the Vietnamese National Liberation· Front in the
1960s and its extermination ofleftist Guevarist guerrillas in Latin
America, culminating in the assassination of Che Guevara ltimself in Bolivia in 1967. An extensive report on the "Massacre in
Chenalh6" by the Fray Bartolome de las Casas Human Right~
Center (named after the 16th centwy Domincan friar who challenged the policies ofthe Spanish crown and colonists that led tO
the decimation ofthe Indian population in the New World) noted
that today "Chiapas is living in a context of /ow-intensityw~"
In fact, it is a textbook example, literally. The U.SiAnny
manual on ''Military Operations in Low-Intensity Conflict"
(FMl00-20) states that "between war and peace is the ambiguous environment" which it calls "LIC." ·That conditiQn
certainly describes the situation of Chiapas today. "Military
operations in LIC," it says, are mainly "conducted for pC)litical, economic and psychological effects." The "how-to" manual
calls for the formation of "area coordination centers" at the
sub-national level (such as the Chiapas state security council).
It notes that "police forces often need assistance from military
or paramilitary forces, or from some kind of auxiliary organizations .... National mobilization nonnalJy includes establishment oflocal paramilitary forces." These forces are called upon
to carry out intelligence and psychological operations.
That would include the typical "civic action" programs
by which the military propose to "win the hearts and minds of
the people" while preparing to slaughter them. In this vein, on
December 27, the Mexican Secretariat of Defense issued a
statement detailing that troops of the VII Military Region had
in the previous day provided: "3 77 medical consultations; 164
dental consultations; 83 first aid treatments; 18 injections; 222
applications of fluoride; 49 talks about sanitary conditions;
carried out 124 tasks of carpentry, painting, masonry, repair of
electrical appliances, installation of electricity, cleaning oflatrines; and perfonned 135 haircuts" as welJ as providing toothpaste to 80 people, medicine to 644 people, and food to 569
displaced persons (Excelsior, 28 December). But the Mexican
army has not stationed 40,000 troops in the state of Chiapas,
one soldier for every 20 people, to provide haircuts, dental
exams and clean latrines.
In particular in the case of"mass·oriented insurgencies,"
the U.S. Army manual calls for "populace and resources control operations" designed to "deny support and assistance to
the insurgents by controlling the movement of people, information, and goods." This is precisely the role that the paramilitary groups in Chiapas have been playing. In Chenalh6,
the several hundred gunmen in the PRl-organized bands kept
thousands of Indian peasants trapped in their hamlets. In the
last month, the paramilitary forces cut off all food and refused
to let inhabitants come or go. Those who managed to flee were
bottled up in refugee villages, such as the one at Acteal. These
Indians, while sympathetic to the EZLN, had decided not to
join the fighting in 1994 and formed a Catholic church-led
civil society, Las Abejas {The Bees), to make local improve-
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1!ients. But they did challenge the local PRI bosses and marched
In antigovemment demonstrations in San Crist6bal. And so
the strategy was to drive them out or wipe them out.
In the aftermath oftheActeal massacre, several thousand
1npians were rescued from the hamlets surrounded by paramilitary gunmen in Chenalh6. While the press reported this as
a hwnanii,tian action. 9f the .army, it was for the .most part
car:ried out by v.arious non-governmental organizations. And
the re§ult.i~•..that tile peasants are not much safer than before,
8~poo,;pf them crowded into a tiny village. Meanwhile, taken
together, the ~tions of the official military and their paramilitary allies h~ve resulted in the creation of huge free-fire zones
inthe highlands, in preparation for a military showdownagainst
th,e Zapatistas. Whatever the ultimate goals, that was an imll!~diate purpose of Operation Chenalh6.
o;,., The New York Times (29 December) recently reported that
th~ U.S. rriilitiuy has been pouring funds into Mexico, supplying
the Mexican anny, ·nary and ajr force wi~h equipment, training
more than 3,'000 troops~ and lacing the country with CIA and
DEA (Drug Enforcement Agency) agents. They report that among
tne young' officers trained in the u.s. military schools are hundreds who form the core of Air-Mobile Special Forces Groups
(GAFE), whose tasks ''ranged frorh air-assault operations and
military policing to human rights." The Times article notes that
there is '~nothing to stop the transfer of U.S.-trained army officers to similar special forces units that might be deployec:l against
leftist insurgents in southern· states like Guerrero and Chiapas."
In fact, they have been deployed in Guerrero and Chiapas.
What the Times article does not mention is that these "special forces units that are now stationed at the headquarters of the
12 regions and 40 zones that make up Mexico's military geography" are already some ofthe most notorious killers ofthe blooddrenched Mexican army. The most infamous recent incident of
assassinations by governmentforces >before the Chenalh6 massacre was the murder ·-Of six youths seized by a police squad in
tQe:Buenos Aires district of Mexico City last September. It now
fums out that in the urtitunder the command of two top police
officials there were a number of GAFE members, infiltrated into
the police special forces (Jaguars and Zorros), which have since
been dissolved. Described as "an elite commando trained for
extreme situations and prepared to kill without hesitation" (La
Jornada, 21November1997), the U.S.-sponsored GAFE were
accused by other police of perpetrating the murder.

Break with the Popular Front!

As part of the struggle for permanent revolution in Mexico,
TrotskYists fight to break the working class and oppressed from
the popular front around Cuauhtemoc Cardenas. In the 1930s,
Trotsky wamed that su~h class-collaborationist alliances, tying
the workers to a wing ofthe bourgeoisie, would pave the way for
fascism or brutal military dictatorship. This is what happened in
Spain and France in the 1930s, in.Indonesia in 1965, in Chile in
the 1970s. Today, as the decrepit PRI regime totters, sectors of
the bourgeoisie in· Mexico and. internationally have looked to
Cardenas to divert popular discontent into safe channels ofbourgeois parliamentarism. Leaving the government party in 1987 to
run for president the next year, he drew around him most of the
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burgeoning "independent'' unions which had broken frmn the
corporatist CTM (Confederation ofMexican Workers) and CT (Con- ·
gress of Labor), and ·a host of smaller PRI-controlled federations
(CROC, CROM). The result was a nationalist popular front.
Subsequently, Cardenas and other ex-PRI politicians
formed the Party of the Democratic Revolution. Various ex~·
leftists liquidated into the PRD, including the remnants of the ;
Sta.linistPC:::M and much of the pseudo-Trotskyist PRT. By
1995, following the Zapatista revolt fo the south and the nationwide 'economic crisis that sent workers' real wage's plum- '
meting,the PRI "labor" officialdom was panicked. The.CTM/
CT called off the traditional May Day parade in the huge Z6calo ,-,
plaza in front of the presidential palace, fearing that instead or'·
saluting Zedillo, furious workers would boo him or even try to ·
storm the building. For the first time in decades, half a million
workers marched independently ofthe Pl,ll. In 1996 and 97,
the May Day marches, though smaller, still numbered several
hundred thousand. Among the various "independent" federa- '
tions that marched was the May I Inter-Union Coordinating
Committee (the Intersindical), at whose invitation Cardenas
spoke in the Z6calo on May Day last year.
As social conditions in Mexico have continued to deteriorate, the ruling class needed an escape valve to allow the accumulating steam to blow off. Cardenas was their man. In 1988,
when he was cheated out of the presidential election by Salinas
(election commission computers conveniently crashed, and later
the evidence of ballot fraud was destroyed by a mysterious fire
in the federal congress), and again in '94 when he lost to Zedillo,
who was unknown but had the unlimited finances and organizational steamroller of the PRI behind him, Cardenas faced a relentless blackout from the PRI-controlled media. But when he.
ran for governor of the Federal District in 1997, he was given
lots of TV exposure, much of it favorable. Cardenas won a three-.·
way race with almost half the vote, and the PRD became the
second-largest party in the n~tional congress.
Virtually the entire ostensibly socialist left in Mexico is in
Cardenas' tow. Some, such as the Militante group (followers
of the British. Labourite Ted Grant), are actually part of the
PRD, calling on this bourgeois party to adopt a "socialist program"! Others, incll}ding remnants of the PRT (Revolution..
ary Workers Party), supporters of the late Ernest· Mandel's
United Secretariat, ran candidates· on the PRD slqte. In another variant, the POS (Socialist Workers Party), part of the.
Latin America-based current formed by Nahuel Moreno, did
not call for votes to the PRD, but tails after it. under the watchword ofa supposed "democratic revolution." In ditfeterit ways,
they are all part of the Cardenista popular front.
For the last decade the International Communist League
warned Mexican workers and leftists of the danger posed by the
popular front around Cardenas, the main "alternative sol,W:ion"
for the bourgeoisie should the PRI unravel. Yet at this J110Jllent
when it was more urgent than ever for Trotskyists to call tQ 9reak •.
from this class-collaborationist coalition, ICL leaders sudpenly
declared that there was no popular front in Mexico. What with
the weight of nationalism and the PRl's control of labor (not to
mention supposed "semi-feudal" social conditions, see pa~ 11 ),
they suggested, a popular front was out of the question f9r the
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benighted Mexican masses. This shift was in line
with the growing abstentionist tendency in the ICL,
which coincided with the purge of the longtime
cadres who fonned the Internationalist Group. If
the popular front doesn't exist, you don't have to
intervene in struggles to fight for breaking with
th is class-collaborationist coalition.
Yet the popular-front character of the
Cardenista coalition is confinned by recent events.
Among those elected federal deputies as "external candidates" on the ticket of the PRD were several leacjers ofthe Intersindical. In the new Mexico
City government, Cardenas' chief of staff is
Rosario Robles, an ex-member of the Maoist
Organizaci6n de Izquierda Revo~ucionaria-Linea
de Masas who was also the fonner secretary of
the union of National University workers,
STUNAM. At its inaugural session, the head of Mexico City, May Day 1997: (Above) Contingent of CNTE, leftist
the new Federal District assembly, long-time left- opposition in teachers union. (Below) Platform o·r May 1 Inter-Uri ion
ist student activist Marti Batres, declared that the Coordinating Committee where Cardenas spoke.
Cardenas government was "the result of intense
social, civic and political struggles .... the students
of 1968, the trade-union insurgency of the 1970s,
the neighborhood organization after the 1985
earthquake" (La Jornada, 6 December 1997).
As we noted in our last issue, one of the
purposes of the popular front coalition was to
cut down on the huge number of street demonstrations in the capital. A PRO leader called Qn
"social organizations" to give Cardenas a respite from "unjustified pressure" (quoted in
"Mexico Elections: Cardenas Popular Front
Chains Workers to Capitalism," The Internationalist No. 3, September-October 1997). Now,
in a December 5 march to the Z6calo to greet
the new city government, a loudspeaker proclaimed: "We are conscious that change is necessary and we must all support engineer
Cardenas to get it. The pitched battles in the streets are over....
that he had covered for one of the drug cartels.
There will be no more closed offices or streets."
Meanwhile, the PRO is dutifully carrying out its role as "loyal
opposition" in helping to maintain Zedillo's anti-working-class
The Cardenas popular front would like to achieve this by
heading off militant struggles from within the unions, student
austerity policies. In early December, an anti-PRI coalition of
groups, neighborhood associations and the like. At the same tirrie,
the bourgeois opposition parties of the right and "left" in the
it must still periodically put itself at the head of protests in order
federal Congress unexpectedly passed a reduction of the valueto keep them under control. Thus in the first demonstrations in
added (sales) tax from 15 percent to 12 percent. But when the
right-wing PAN (National Action Party) quickly backpedaled and
the capital after the massacre in Chenalh6, Cardenas was the
joined with the PRI in passing Zedillo's IMF-dictated budget,
featured speaker and his message was "to reaffirm ... that the PRO
the PRD left the session in protest...and did nothing. Speaking
continues to be the party that is leading the national protest against
on behalf of imperialist capital, the New York Times (16 Decemacts of violence in Chiapas" (la Jornada, 26 December). But
ber) praised the new "democratic civility" in ramming through
just in case undennining struggles from below and detouring from
the budget, saying that this ensured that Mexico would "stay on
above are not enough to hold things in check, Cardenas appointed
Lieutenant Colonel (Ret.) Rodolfo Debernardi head of the Fedthe path of fiscal conservatism and global engagement." Earlier,
eral District police. Debernardi, in tum, appointed three other
the Wall Street Journal (10 November) hailed the PRO as an
military officers to top-level positions in the chain of command.
example of a new trend: "Latin America Leftist Parties Trumpet
Capitalism." It quoted PRO economic spokesman Senator Jorge
This shocked many in the capital, coming after growing popular
Calderon saying; "Our party is postulating a market economy
protest against militariz.ation of the police. And after only a few days
with adequate public regulation."
·
in office, one ofCc:lrdenas' rnilitruytop cops had to resign amid charges
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As the semi-bonapartist PRI-government comes apart, and
its rigid control of labor thFough corporatist "unions" weakens, ·
the popular-front oppo.sition coalitiorl ardund the PRD ·is doing
its job to shore up capitalist rule. Cardenas & Co. say they are
ensuring a peaceful "democratic transition" from decades of one- ·
party rule. The bloodbath at Chenalh6 underliiles~ as ' we have ·
repeatedly stressed, that the crisis of the PRI regime is likely to
be anything but peaceful...or democratic. The long-expected
massacre is a signal of the long-expe~teq ~risi.s of~e regime.
Whether it puts on ·a "left" face with Cardenas or is headed
by the Harvard- and Yale-educated technocrats who front for
Wall Street and the White House w\}ile siph9ning off millions
to their family and friepds, any capitalist government ofI\:fexico
today will impose deadening poverty on the masses in the name
of"stabilizati6n" and "adjustment." To prevent an outcome of
more misery and more massacres, Trotslcyists call ~n the working people to break from the Cardeni~ta popular fr~nt. It js
necessary to forge a r::'.'o/utionary worket:s party to fight for a
workers and peasants goverhmeni t hat can sweep away the
Internationalist Group supporters at NYC demo
rotting edifice ofthis rundown regime arid the brutal exploitaprotesting massacre in Chiapas, January 2.
tion it has enforced on behalf of its.capitalist masters.
While claiming to defend democracy and liberty, to oppose
Build a Trotskyist Party in Mexico!
ethnic cleansing and genocide, they simultaneously launch satuIn the international outcry over the mass murder at Chenalh6,
ration bombing raids against Serbian villages ortl ~Iraqi capital.
the plethora of human rights groups all directed their appeals to
The OAS was the vehicle through which the U.S. gdve a "panone or another capitalist government. The National Commission
American" cover to its counterrevolutionary embargo against
on Human Rights (CNDH), an obedient senrantofthe PRI govCuba. The Yankee global gendarmes who rained death on the
ernment, joined the "investigation" being carried out by,the fedimpoverished Panama City district of El Chorrillo on 20 Decemeral prosecutor, Jorge Madrazo, the former head of the CNDH~
ber 1989, murdering more than 3,000 Panamanians in order to
who in that capacity managed not to indict Governor Ruben
pursue Washington's vendetta against its former puppet Qeneral
Figueroa for the 1995 massacre of23 peasant militants by state
Manuel Antonio Noriega, today use the same excuse of a phony
police ip Guerrero. The Inter-American Commission on Human
''war on drugs" as a cover for their intervention in Mexico and
Rights (CIDH) gave the Mexican government a deadline of six
their racist terror in the ghettos and barrios at home.
m~~thfi · to investigate. The Center for J~tice and JntemationaJ ·
From paramilitary white. guards in Chiapas to black-uniLaw and the Catholic Miguel Agustin Pro Juarez Center for
formed hit teams in Mexico's capital, the U.S. is up to its neck in
Human Rights (named after a. fa,natical .right-wing priest killed , training and arming the death squads, just as it was in the 1980s
by government forces in the clerical-led Cnstero Revolt in the
in El Salvador and with the Nicaraguan contras. This is one more
1920s)joined Human Rights Watch Americas in calling on the
proof that it is impossible to defend the downtrodden indigenous·
Organization of Amei;ican S~tes to pressure Zedillo.
population of Mexico without fighting imperialism. PopularOther groups appealed to various agencies of the United
frontism props up capitalism while pe~s~t guerrillas are inca- ,
Nations. The liberal Catholic Fray Bartolome de las Casas
pable of replacing this system of mis~ry and m~~!es with a .
Human Righ.ts Center in San Cristobal and the Mexican Com•
society of abundance and equality foJ'~ho~ w1lo to~l. ~e__ . _
mission for the Defense and Promotion ofHuman Rights called
Zapatistas led a caravan of 1, 111 ¥i4'ia11s to Mexico City last ----.___
for the UN special reporter,on extrajudicial executions to come
September, they were met with an! outpo~\ing ~f sympathy all
back to Mexico, and for. the International Court of Justice to
along the way, capped by an impr~ss\~e s~fsolidarity by a
try individuals or state officials for genocide. Although they
quarter million people in Mexico fity's ~lpza de la Constituci6n.
chose different addresses to lodge their appeals, all these huYet this was also~ display of i171poten9e, for t~~y could only
man rights organizations looked to organs of the bourgeoisie
stage this event with the toleranfe of the authont1es. And a reto defend the Inpian masses. Appeal to the United Nations,
gime which slaughters scores ofi Indian women and childre~ in
that den of imperialist thieves and their neocolonial lackeys?
far-off Chiapas is fully capable \in its dea'th agony of mowmg
For what, so that they can stage another Somalia massacre in
down hundreds of students, workers and leftists, as it did in the
the name of"peacekeeping" and human rights? Appeal to the
Tlatelolco Massacre of 1968. 1 \
\
OAS, which Che Guevara rightly referred to as a Yan)cee minTrotskyists have long proelaimed.that inlthis epoch of impeistry of colonies? The fact is that the Mexican government, the
rialism, the stark cho'ice facing humanity i~ s{tcialism or barbarU.S. government, the OAS, the UN and the rest are agencies
ism. On the eve of the 21st century, the Chiapas Massacre is the
of the capitalist ruling classes who have unleashed the terror
face ofmodem barbarism. The killings in Chenalh6 are the prodon the oppressed Indian masses, in Mexico and elsewhere.
contin«ed on page 20
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For Permanent Revolution
in Mexico

Once again, Chlapas andthe Z~patista peasant rebeHion are
on the front pages of the world press. After a brief period of
fighting in January 1994, and the February 1995 anny man,:~unt
EZLN leader Marcos, the uprising settled down into intenni..:
nabte "negotiations" between the insurgents and the government.
This produced an interim "Agreement of San Andres" (February
1996}on "autonomy" for the Indian populations, which Zedillo
has refµsed to implement, alleging that i~ would undermine
Mexico's sovereignty. This is pretty rich comingfrom a presi-.
dent who has mortgaged Mexico's oil income and sold o:ff B,ig
chunks of the country's economy to Wall Street. In responseto
the Chenalh6 massacre, the EZLN and many liberal intellectuals
have demanded that the federal government implement the San
Andres accords, while Zedillo caJls for new negotiations. Either
way, this .is a dead end. The liberation of Mexico's masses from
poverty and racist oppression will not come through negotiations with their exploiters and oppressors.
Mexico is a classic case of what Marxists have analyzed
as uneven and combined development, characteristic of countries of belated capitalist development. Alongside the most
modem industries there is tremendous economic and social
backwardness. In this context, the S41I inist refonnists have put
forward different versions of a program for revolution in stages,
the first stage supposedly being bourgeois "democracy" while
socialism is relegated to never-never land. Carrying this program to its logical conclusion, the pro-Moscow Communist
Party ended up liquidating into Cuauhtemoc Cardenas' bourgeois PRD, while more militant-posturing Guevarists and
Maoists undertake peasant guerrilJa struggles on the basis of a
"democratic" (i.e., bourgeois) program. Claiming to be fighting the remnants of feudalism, they wrap themselves in the
nationalist imagery of the Mexican Revolution. But the reality is that Mexican working people face a U.S. imperialistdominated capitalist regime, and what is required to defeat it
is a workers revolution, supported by the peasantry and fired
by proletarian internationalism.
This is the perspective ofpermanent revolution, as developed by the Russian revolutionary Leon Trotsky. He first developed this theory on the eve of the 1905 Russian Revolution, and later extended it to other countries of belated capitalist development, particularly colonial and semi-colonial countries. Trotsky held that in such countries, the tasks of achieving democracy, national emancipation and.agrarian revolution
could only be achieved through establishing the dictatorship
of the proletariat, leading the peasant masses behind it; that
such a workers revolution, led by a communist vanguard party,
woulq necessarily soon pass over to socialist tasks; and that
this could only be secured and the basis laid for a communist
society of equality and abundance through international socialist revolution extending. to the most advanced capitalist
. countries. This was the program of the October 1917 Revolu-

for

tion under the Bolsheviks, led by Lenin and Trotsky, that gave
birth to th~ first workers state in history, .the Soviet Union. It
was the inteinatioria1ist program that Stalin denqunced in inventing the nationa1ist mYth of building "socia1ism in one country" (while pea{:efully coe~isting with thebourgeoisie internationally). The latter was the ideology9f the bureaucratic degeneration of the. revoh.~tion that paved the. way for the. ultimate demise of)he ,USSR urider the pressure of imperialism.
In polemics over the last_ year against the Internationalist
Group, Workers Vanguard, the newspaper of the Spartacist
{;eague, l).S. section of the International. Communist League,
has claimed that the IG supposeqly opposes permanent revolution. Why? Becau~e we reject the ICL's insistence that peasants
in Latin America are fighting remnants of feudalism. WV No.
657 (6 December 1996) refers to the need for "the destruction of
feudal peonage ii1 the countryside which continue[s] to plague
the countries of Latin America," supposedly beset by ''the inheritance of Spanish feudal colonialism." Likewise, a lengthy article on Mexico in WV No. 672 (8 August 1997) harped on the
need for a fight against "elements of the Spanish colonial feudal
heritage [that] slirvive in the countryside," including "The hacienda (landed estates), peonage and the tienda de raya (stores
that take scrip instead of money...."In articles in The Internationalist Nos. ·l, 2 and3, we pointed out that peonage and company stores are capitalist phenomena, that large landholdings in
Mexico today are thoroughly capitalist in character, and that
Spanish colonialism had a combined character, with feudal and
pre-feudal fonns ofsetvitude used to produce for the world capitalist
market, as was also the case with slavery in the American South.
In short, we wrote:
"Peasants in Mexico are fighting against capitalism, not feudal holdovers. Far from negating Trotsky's program of per•
manent.revolution, this makes it all the more urgent."
-The Internationalist No. 3, September-October 1997
We noted also that the m}'th of Latin American feudalism,· now
repeated by the ICL, was invented by the Stalinists in order to
justify their program ofa revolution in "stages." It is flatly contrary to Marx's analysis of Spanish colonialism and American
slavery. In his Economic Manuscripts o/1857-1859 (known as
the Grundrisse), Marx remarks: "That we now not only call the
plantation owners in America [i.e., the entire Western hemisphere]
capita1ists, but they are such, rests upon the fact that they exist as
anomalies within a wotld matket based on free labor." And in his
famous description ofthe genesis ofthe industrial capitalist (Capital,
Vol. I, Chapter 31 ), Marx writes, his pen dripping with bitter irony:
"The discovery of gold and silver in America, the extirpation, enslavement and entombment in mines of the aboriginal population, the beginning of the conquest and looting of
the East Indies, the turning of Africa into a warren for the
commercial hunting of black-skins, signalised the rosy dawn
of the era of capitalist production."
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But the ICL leaders' view of Mexico is not derived from
a misunderstanding of Marx. It certainly has more to do with
what they remember ofthe Marlon Brando movie Viva Zapata!
(as well as more recent trash such as Bring Me The Head of
Alfredo Garcia) than with a materialist analysis of actual social conditions in Latin America. They have picked up a theme
sounded by the imperialist bourgeoisie, for whom it serves
very definite political aims. In a rec.ent typic'11 example, a
Reuters (4 January) news dispatch headlined "Is Mexico's
Chiapas Slipping Out of Control?" states: "Observers trace
Chiapas's semi-feudal politics back to colonial times when
autocratic caciques (local bosses) fiercely defended their
spheres ofinfluence." The purpose of this simplistic and false
view is to absolve the PRI ofresponsibility for the massacres,
ascribing them to local backwardness.
The ICL leaders' anti-Marxist view is belied by looking at
conditions in Chiapas. Even in this most economically backward
state of Mexico, the contemporary' Zapatistas are not fighting
feudal or semi-feudal landowners and demanding an agrarian
reform to institute land to the tiller; in fact, the Zapatista peasants
(who live in agrarian reform settlements) rose up against the abolition of land refonn by Zedillo's predecessor Salinas that has
enabled big capitalist corporationsto buy up ejido lands, forcing
millions of peasants from their homes. The fact that the EZLN
revolt broke out on the day the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) went into effect is no accident. One oftheir main
complaints is over cheap Iowa com being brought in by the trainload, sprayed with green goo so that it supposedly can only be
used as feed grain, but which has been sold for human consumption, -undercutting local producers. This and the drastic fall of
coffee prices on the world market in the early 1990s drove many
of these small peasant commodity produ9ers to the wall economically. Chiapaspeasants have demanded maintenance ofprice
supports for basic grains.and bank credits to buy fertilizer, hardly
"anti-feudal" demands.
The situation of the Chiapas pea5antj can be seen in a microcosm by looking at the conditions in Chenalh6, the site of the
recent massacre, as detailed by the anthropologists Andres Aubry
and Angelica Inda (Masiosare, 28 December). By 1910, the
lands-which a century earlier had belonged to the Spanish crown
and were then seized by a leading post-independence politicianhad passed into the hands of a former administrator, who briefly
became governor ofthe state during the Mexican Revolution. In
1939, when General Lazaro Cardenas (father ofthe present bourgeois opposition leader) launched the land reform, the lands in
Chenalh6 were expropriated from a German administrator of
coffee plantations. (Both before and after World War II, Germans were among the leading landowners in Chiapas, including
the Kronthals, Hesses, Obermayers and Blums, all ofwhom held
land in Chenalh6.) While much of the land was given to the agricultural laborers to be held as communal ejido lands, larger estates were given to local Mexican fanners. Their descendants are the
present landowners, PRI bosses and organizers of the paramilitary
death squads. Feudalism or even semi-feudalism? Hardly.
This is not simply an abstract, analytical point. Were the
ICL's anti-Marxist distortion of permanent revolution ever intended to be implemented, in Mexico or anywhere else in Latin
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America, it would lead to serious disorientation. Ifcondftions in
the countryside were still semi'-feudal, it would be normal for
rural rebels to call for carving up large estates and handing out
parcels to, individual peasant cultivators. Yet even the peasant
guerrilla reformers of the EZLN call for lands expropriated from
large landowners to be distributed "to landless peasants and agricultural worker~ who request· it, in COLLECTIVE PROPERTY." Under semi-feudal conditions, the technical and economic bases would not exist for voluntary coHectivization ofland.
Yet not only the EZLN but landless peasants in various countries
of Latin America, notably the Movement of Landless Rural
Workers (MST) in Brazil, call for co11ectivization of agriculture,
a demand raised as well in Trotsky's Transitional Program. But
does the ICL leadership even care about such questions? •

The LTS and the Cardenista Popular Front

Another Invention by WV
In its obfuscating polemic against the Internationalist Group,
Workers Vanguard (No. 672, 8 August 1997) uses a rather curious "argument" to justify the new line of the ICL that there is no
Cardenista popular front in Mexico: it claims that the IG denounces the existence of a popular front in order to capitulate
before this class-collaborationist coalition (which according to
WV does notexist). In justifying this absurdity, it makes an amalgam between the Internationalist Group and the Liga de
Trabajadores por el Socialismo (LTS-Workers League for Socialism), an "ex"-Morenoite tendency which supposedly holds
this position. According to WV: "The LTS• favored device to
cozy up to the bourgeois PRO is to discover the existence of a
popular front around Cardenas, although it is unable to explain
what are the components ofthis 'popular front'."
Any careful reader of the new Workers Vanguqrdwill have
noticed that the article doesn't provide any quote from the LTS
saying any such thing. This is no accident. The LTS newspaper
cited, Estrategia Obrera (May 1997), does not once mention the
words ''popular front." Nor is this to be found in its post...election
supplement (July 1997). But perhaps the LTS said this somewhere else, or using other words. Where? When? The LTS does
indeed capitulate before Cuauhtemoc Cardenas' PRD, and itd~
so in the classic manner, by calling for "Down with the PRI!" without
mentioning the PRD in its demands. The LTS also spread' illusions in
the popular-frontist National Democratic Convention.
However, in accord with Morenoite tradition, one ofthe "favored devices" of the LTS to cozy up to the PRD is to deny the
existence ofa popular front in Mexico. Thus the magazine ~fits
international tendency, Estrategia Internacional (No. 6, Winter
1996), reproduces an LTS document which says that ''we ~e not
yet fighting a Popular Front in the government," that "1,t's not
even sure that such a government will be installed soon in
Mexico," and that the capitalist alternative to PRI rule is "a coalition government among the various bourgeois forces."
As with all of the "proofs" by WV of its "discovery" that
there is no popular front around Cardenas and the PRD, just at the
moment he was elected governor ofthe Federal District, its latest
device is a total invention in the service of a policy of abstention
from the struggle against the Cardenista popular front. •
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Mexico

Victory to Tijuana
Maqu iladora Workers

David Maung/Impact Visuals

Maquiladora workers fight for independent union at Han Young subsidiary of Hyundai in Tijuana.
Over the past seven months, workers at a steel manufacruring plant in Tijuana have waged a tenacious struggle demanding an independent union. Begun in June as a struggle
against wage gouging, the fight at the Har;i Young metal plant
q'uickly turned into a fight against firings, as union activists
were summarily dismi_ssed. On October 6, a union representation election was held at the plant under ·the auspices of the
state Arbitration and Conciliation Board. After the workers
voted almost unanimously in favor of the STIMAHCS, a metal
workers union affiliated with the FAT (Authentic Labor Front),
the company management brought in fictitious employees to
cast votes for the supposedly existing "union," the CROC. The
latter is one of several corporatist groups tied to the long-ruling Revolutionary Institutional Party (PRI) which have
straitja<;:keted Mexican labor for decades.
· A number of international observers watched the voting
in the election as a means of pressuring the arbitration board,
which routinely favors management. This had no effect, however, and on November 10, the board ruled against the workers, sa~in~ that STIMAHCS could not legally represent them

since it organized steel, iron and other metal workers and they
produced "auto parts" (the workers weld and as~emble chassis for the nearby Hyundai tractor trailer plant)! Furthermore,
the board cynically claimed that the overwhelming vote for
the independent union only reflected the sentiment of the workers at the time of the election. On November 24, several workers fired by Han Young management went on a liquid-only
hunger strike demanding that the vote recognizing their Jnion
be certified.
Meanwhile, lawyers with the National Association of
Democratic Attorneys and associated with the opposition bourgeois Party of the Democratic Revolution (PRO) of
Cuauhtemo<; Cardenas appealed the government board's decision .to the "National Administrative Office," a toothless
body set up to oversee compliance with the labor provisions
of the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA). Last
fall, a number of groups in the U.S. involved in protests against
sweatshop labor took up the cause of the Han Young workers.
The case became a focus of opposition to the White House
request for "fast track" authority to negotiate a hemisphere-
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wide free trade zone without Congressional "interference."
Appeals were made to Hyundai management, as the de facto
bosses of the feeder plant, to live up to their "corporate responsibility." A consumer boycott of Hyundai automobiles
was organized in a number of U.S. cities, with protests at dealers' showrooms.
Boycott organizers have focused their campaign on pressuring the capitalists as opposed to organizing the working
people in defense of their own class interests. They have
looked to one or another representative of the bourgeoisie
(company management, government agencies, bourgeois politicians and media) to "support" the workers. This is not only
futile but counterposed to the wrokers'interests. The capitalist rulers on both sides of the border are united in their efforts
to squeeze profits out of the lifeblood of ihe workers. The
only "corporate responsibility" they feel is to defend the interests of capital.
The Campaign for Labor Rights (CLR) focused its efforts
on lobbying the U.S. Congress, amid the squabbling among the
capitalist politicians over Clinton's defeated "fast track" freetrade bill. Rep. David BoniorofMichigan, the Democi:atic whip
in the House, took up the Han Young case to' build sentiment for
bourgeois protectionism, such as pushed by Missouri Democrat
(and presidential hopeful) Dick Gephardt. An appeal by 18 Democratic Congressmen called on .President Clinton to raise Han
Young in his talks with Mexican president Zedillo, which Clinton reportedly did. The New York Times got in on the act with an
editorial.
The organizers of the Hyundai boycott figured they had the
wind in their sails because of the great publicity around the case
and the defeat of"fast track." Then in mid-December, Han Young
agreed to new negotiations. The company demanded a new union
recognition election, which was held on December 16, and again
STIMAHCS won against the govetnment:-eontrolled "union,"
now the powerful corporatist CTM since the CROC bowed out.
Management supposedly agreed to recognize the independent
union. Newspaper articles announced a settlement. A CLR Labor Alert (17 December) proclaimed "Victory in Tijuana!!!"
However, when the time came for the company to transfer the
union contract to STIMAHCS, they didn't show. A new Labor
Alert (20 December) declared: "Han Young: More Betrayals!!!"
The struggle at Han Young is a classic case of why liberal pressure politics is against the interests of the working
class, and sets the workers up for defeat after defeat. The new
CLR Alert acted shocked: "International supporters of the
workers had been pressuring Zedillo to intervene as a positive force. The federal intervention on Tuesday was exactly
opposite of what we had requested. The federal govemmt:n~
stepped in on behalf of the government-controlled union. For
the feds to come in supposedly as impartial mediators" and
then to support the company's maneuver showed that "the feds
are operating on behalf of management and the CROC/
CTM .... " Some revelation, that the capitalist government operates on behalf of the capitalists and their government-controlled corporatist "unions"!
This incident does dramatically show how dangerous lib-
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eral and reformist illusions in the supposedly "impartial" character of the government can be. Yet the campaign organizers are
still at it. The latest CLR communication says that "Han Young
workers are putting their energy into pressuring various sectors
of government in Mexico!"
Maquiladora and other workers throughout Mexico
should be putting their energy into organizing class-struggle
unions that are organizationally and politically independent of the capitalist rulers and their parties, and building
a revolutionary workers party with a program to mobilize
the class power of the proletariat on both sides of the border. In contrast to the liberals and labor bureaucrats, whose
protests against NAFTA are based on protectionist poison,
against "foreign labor," we fight against the "free trade"
rape of Mexico in the name of proletarian internationalism
and opposition to imperialism. Not appeals to Clinton and
the capitalists, but powerful labor action in defense of the
embattled Mexican unionists is what's needed. To lay the
basis for this, Han Young workers should directly declare
their solidarity with the struggles of U.S. and South Korean workers.
We print below a translation of an article on this struggle
in El lnternacionalista (October 1997), published by the Internationalist Group in Mexico.
The last years have witnessed the intensification of workers' struggles in the "free trade'' maquiladorazone in Mexico's
border area with the U.S. A new industrial belt has been consolidated in northern Mexico at an accelerated pace after
NAFTA took effect, composed mainly of assembly plants,
which are subsidiaries of large U.S. and Japanese "multinational" corporations. The number of workers in the rnaquiladoras is now over 800,000.
This young labor force, made up primarily of women, has
given increasingly clear examples ofits determination to fight
for its rights. Mobilizations to commemorate May.Day in the
last three years have gone beyond the control of the corporatist CTM charros, and from Tijuana to Matamoros combative
actions for better conditions have broken out. But at every
point the struggle to organize truly independent unions confronts capitalist state power. Thus, the necessity to break with
the bourgeois parties and to forge a revolutionary workers party
that will be the tribune ofall the oppressed is posed (see ''Mexican Maquiladora Workers Fight for Their Rights," The Internationalist No. 1, January-February 1997).
In Tijuana, Baja California, the workers at the Han Young
Plant, supplier of trailer chassis to the Korean company
Hyundai, have started to organize. As a result, seven of the
main organizers in the organizing drive have been fired over
the last two months. It all began in June when 120 workers at
the plant took management and the CROC by surprise-CR.QC
is the government-controlled "union" which is paid directly
by the companies. They stopped work in order to call 'atten. tion to their economic demands (payment of profit-sharing in
accordance with Mexican labor legislation) and to demand improvement in their working conditions.
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Because many workers are exposed to. toxic fumes and
do got have adequate protective gear; they suffer skin bums
·and are gradually losing their sight. Also, the workers have
no independent organization to fight for their interests. The
majority of the workers in Han Young are unfamiliar with
their work contract; they are also not aware·of·the "union"
meetings organized by the CRoc:;~:As is the case in a large
portion of the maquiladoras along the northem border of
M~xico, the .company directly contracts the services of the .
CROC or CTM (branches ofthe cQrporate control of the work- .
ers movement by the PRI, the.ruling J'8l1Y for over sixty years),
to block any attempts at independent organizatiop. ·
This past June 2.,immediately after the company.administration found out thaHhew()rkers were not going to come to
work, they called the police. At ~e same, tim~ one of the CROC
representatives arrived tQ try to calm down the workers. The
workers rejected this attempt.· The next day, aS: the factory
remained shut down, elected workers representatives and company management began .negotiations. Han Young.promised
to take action on .all the demands,including recognition ofari
independent union. With these promises, the workers retumed
to work one day later.
It was immediately obvious .that the bosses' promises
would not be kept. The Conciliation and Arbitration. Board
(JCyA, government body that suppresses workers struggles)
advised Han Young managers .to hire ·an expert in "psychological conflicts/' that is, a strikebreaking advisor. Han Young
management followed this advice and from August 6 through
13 fired three out of thirteen workers-who had been elected.to
the executive committee of the new union. Before firing them,
management offered the. three union members large sums of
money to desist from their organizing efforts. They didn't accept the bribes and were thrown out without any compensation whatsoever.
On August 14, a new work stoppage was called in response
to the firings .. This time, one of the workers was physically attacked by a· Han Young manager. On September 1, two days
before,thedate ~d for union.elections, management threat..
ened to close the plant if.the independent slate won. When September 3 rolled arO\ln<l,theJCyA canceled the elections, claiming an el'ror in the filing of legal forms.· At the same time, state
government representative sent instructions to television stations
not to mention what was happening at the Han Young Plant. The
threats and ·repressive acts· continued and. on September 9 four
mQre union activists were fired.
Meanwhile; in Reynosa, Tamaulipas, the management at
the Delnosa plants,·a General Motors affiliate, fired 33 workers because of a work stoppage on June· 12. The movement
spread to the majority ofGM's six plants in that city; with the
participation of over 400 workers. As at Han Young, the strikers demanded that ptofit-sharing payments be distributed in
accordance with Mexican legislation. As in Tijuana, management agreed to pay up to 600 pesos (US$75) in cash and coupons~ and promised that there would be no repression. But
ten days later, the firings began, including the entire committee elected by the workers.
1
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Workers action is urgent on both sides of the border in
order to win. The mobilizations at the Han Young Plant
have b~en ·organized by the Frente Autentico de Trabajo
(FAT) and supported by the San Diego·based Support Com- .·
mittee for Maquiladora Workers. These groups .have filed
several lawsuits against the Han Young company and the
Hyundai. corp.oration for illegal firjngs, nonpayment of sala- 1
ries.and ph.yskaLattacks against workers. However, Mexi"'.
can courts, ;like. those. in,Jhe lJ:.S,,, .are neither neutral, .nor
potentialaUies. of the workers:.togetber with. the "conciliation" and arbitratiol)lx>ards, they are part ofthe ~apitalist
state apparatus which represents the class enemy. Their ,
purpo~e is to smash.or tam,e any attempt by the workers to
organize.
'
For this struggle tQ,.be victorious what is needed is the)
mobilization of the working class in international action. If
the workers in each factory act separately, they will be weak,
compareditO the"pt:>Werful imperialist conglomerates. But, if
the· tens of thousands of workers in the maquiladoras unite ,
thejr ~ffons, they may: unleash.~:explosive workers mQvement that would shake this new industrial belt In Tijuana,
there are more than 700 maquiladoras, and there have been.
industrial conflicts in sev~ral plants contracted by Hyundai.
In July 1996, 16 workers were frred at Daewon, and at Laymex,
90 workers sfopped. work in August 1996, joining Daewoo
workers in a march on the)nain 1'Jyundai plant demanding
better wages. There they were met by residents of the Maclovia
Rojas neighborhood, who were threatened by Hyundai expansion plans (San Fran_ci§co /;Jay. GuarcJian, 11 June).
Efforts are underway to organize workers in the maquila
industry. In Tijuana,_ Ciud.~·Juarez and other areas, workers
centers have been formed~ Various organizatioi:is offer legal
consultation. But above all it·is.necessary to forge a revolutionary leadership .to mobilize the working class in action
against the bos~s and.their state .. Based.onthe Marxist program, .this leadef5h,ip woulci not )imit itself to a nam>w union .
focus, but rather would aim at a wicie class. struggle. Thus,. it
would struggle directly against w.omen 's oppression, demand":" .
ing an end to pregnancy exams, defending .the women workers
who have been fired for.being pregnant, while demanding th,e
right to free abortion on demi;ind and free child care centers,
open 24 bours a day. A class-struggle leadership wQuld also
fight tQ forw \\forkers ,~elf-defense groups, against the corporatist pseudo-unjQn thugs.,
Above aU,.there must be a struggle forthe international
extension of workers strµggles. The combative strikes.of South ,
Korean workers a few months ago highlight this.necessity (as
well as the need to combat anti-Asian racism wpich is part of
nation~list ideology). ~ackec;l in action by U.S., J~panese, and
Korean workers, the ·maquiladora workers would gain strength
to smash the capitalists.··But this requires a struggle to throw
out the ·current µnion leaderships, rep\acing them with a leadership forged in the.struggle for a revolutionary workers party,
a party oased on the 'frotskyist program of permanent revolu. .
tion, animated by proletarian intremationalism ext~nding
across the border into the heart of imperialism. •
1
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Mexican Morenoites call for
"Freedom for the Jailed Rebel
Police."

Brazilian Morenoites call for "Full Support
to Minas Gerais Police Strike."

,:, For m~re than a month beginni~g in late June, Brazil was
· 9on~lsed by .a series ofuprisings by armed police, led by the
Military Poli Ge, notorious for their racist massacres of the oppressed. The cops were demanding higher pay for carrying
o~t their dirty work for the capitalist rulers. Yet the top leadership of the CUT labor federation, in a case of suicidal reformist myopia, fulsomely supported this ominous cop mobilization. And, sc.andalously, so did most of the parties claiming to
be so~ialist and ~ven comm~nist. In some cases, these pseudorevolutionaries were sporting T-shirts with the 1ikeness of Che
9m~vara as they demonstrated in support of the uniformed gun
thugs of the bourgeoisie!
_ In Mexico, on the eve of the November 20 commemoration
of the Mexican Revolution, an elite paramilitary police force (the
zorros, or foxes) in the capital barricaded themselves in their
barracks. The next day they clashed with a military column sent
to dislodge them. The masked cops were resisting the arrest of
14 of their number implicated in the kidnapping and assassination of six youth on September 8. The Mexico City police are
notorious killers and thieves, indicted by human rights groups
for routinely using torture on "suspects." But last May when the
cops mutinied, various self-proclaimed socialists actually hailed

these professional assassins and uniformed gangsters!
Our fraternal comrades of the Liga Quarta-Intemacionalista
do Brasil have repeatedly warned that the cops are the armedfist
ofthe bourgeoisie. In contrast to much ofthe left, which calls for
"unionization" of the police, the LQB has waged a courageous
and bitter fight to remove municipal guardas (police) from the
municipal workers union of the steel city of Volta Redonda. In
consequence, the LQB has been the target of sustained judicial
assault, by the cops, the Popular Front city government and propolic~ elements installed by the courts to seize control of the
Municipal Workers Union. (See "New Repression Against Brazilian Trotskyists" on page 48 of this issue, and also "The Crisis
of the Brazilian Capitalist State," in The Internationalist No·. 3,
September-October 1997, translated from Vanguarda Operaria,
newspaper of the LQB.)
Support for the cops is no special quirk of the Brazilian and
Mexican left. Across Latin America, supposed "far leftists" have
hailed "rebellions" by the various police and military forces, including by the officer corps ofthe capitalist armed forces. This is
an accurate measure of the real politics of groups which claim to
be Trotskyist but which actually range from centrist to outright
reformist, with varying doses of nationalism and social democ-
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from "their" neighborhoods, where they
regularly shake down and beat up anyone
who cro~ses their path, terrorizing workingclass and poor colonias (neighborhoods).
Police "strikes" for better wages and
"working conditions" inevitably have a
bonapartist content, that is, they are fighting for more power to the police. Better
working conditions for these enforcers of
capitalist law and order means increasing
their capacity to persecute minorities, bust
strikes and perpetrate provocations against
leftists. To believe that the police could be
an ally of the oppressed amounts to saying
that the capitalist state can be reformed into
socialism. Nothing could be more wrong.
It is an elementary Marxist principle that
the assassins whose guns are trained on the
Ronaldo Bernardes/Zero Hora ·oppressed have no place in the workers
Military police in Porto Alegre, Brazil come off strike in order to attack movement.
students protesting privatization and attacks on peasants, July 1997.
This is also an inescapable lesson of
racy. Behind their support for bonapartist cop mutinies is a franthe history of the class struggle. In Mexico, one only has to
tic reformist drive to "unite" with any opposition to "neo-liberalrecall the massacre in June 1995 of 17 peasant protesters in
ism," including forming "popular fronts" with the most reactionthe ravine of Aguas Blancas in the state of Guerrero at the
ary right-wing forces. Yet such opportunist crime doesn't pay,
hands of the motorized state police. Or the massacre of hunfor as the cops get their 50-100 percent raises, they keep on be~t
dreds of courageous Indians in the state of Chiapas following
ing workers and peasants, shooting Indians and black slum dwellthe Zapatista uprising in January 1994. Or the more than 40
ers, and torturing leftists. In the Brazilian state of Rio Grande do
peasants tortured by the police in the state of Oaxaca since the
Sul, the day after the police were paid off they brutally attacked
appearance of the EPR guerrillas in June 1996. Or the brutal
an MST (landless peasants movement) occupation ofland owned
beating of Tarahumara Indians by state police in Chihuahua
by General Motors.
this past May. But according to the Morenoites, the brutal poIn Mexico, the .newspaper of the POS-Z (Zapatista Solice thugs just want their "human rights" respected.
cialist Workers Party), El Socialista (No. 228, second half of
The recent wave ofintense police repression in Mexico City
May 1997) devoted its entire front page, including a big photo
began in the first week of August, as police staged 70 operations
of a confrontation between cops and the military, to an editoin a supposed crackdown on crime. There were four massive
rial headlined "Freedom for the Jailed Police Rebels" and highraids in five days in the colonias (neighborhoods) of Buenos
lighting the slogan, "Police Have the Right .to Unionization."
Aires and Doctores, supposedly in search of stolen auto parts.
(As an afterthought, down at the bottom of the page was a tiny
More than 700 people were hauled in without warrants, yet all
headline about the sit-downs by striking teachers that tied up
but a dozen were released because there was no basis for arrestthe Mexican capital for days.) The military takeover of the
ing them. The point was to intimidate the working-class and poor
Mexico City police is a dangerous bonapartist move threatenpopulation. The September 8 police killings were part of this
ing democratic rights and targeting poor and working-class
campaign. The six youths were seized in another cop sweep, as
the zorros cruised through the Buenos Aires district, shooting up
neighborhoods such as Tlalnepantla in particular. Yet this pomotorists and grabbing youths off the street. The bodies of the
lice "rebellion" was no blow for "democracy"-it was a mutiny
victims were later found dumped outside of town, shot in the
whose central demand was for untrammeled cop power.
The POS-Z is the main organization in Mexico of followback of the neck and with signs of torture.
ers of the late Argentine pseudo-Trotskyist caudillo Nahuel
Far from this being a "war on crime," the cops run some of
Moreno. With their latest show of confidence in the bourgeois
the biggest auto theft gangs. Instead, this is part of the
state, the Mexican Morenoites lay bare the unbridgeable chasm
government's campaign to prepare to put down "urban insurthat separates them from the program ofrevolutionary Marxgency," for which the army and police have purchased large quanism. In solidarizing with the cop "protest," the POS-Z claims
tities of military hardware and received training from the U.S.
that "the police have been contaminated by anti(s~e "Mexico: Militarization Made in U.S.A.," The Internationauthoritarianism, because of their desire to have their labor
alist No. 2, April-May 1997). As the head of the human rights
and human rights respected"! This is a dangerous (not to say
commission of the Assembly of Representatives of the Federal
demented) lie. What El Socialista doesn't mention in its arDistrict noted, the practice of police indiscriminately arresting
ticle is. that the cop "rebels" were protesting being removed
people on the street in "identification checks" began during the
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. Marxists fight not
for "unions" of
capitalist cops but
for red guards of
revolutionary
workers and soldiers! In 1917, soldiers in the Russian army rallied to
the cause of workers revolution.

visit of U.S. president Bill Clinton, and now the police are "mobilizing as if we were in a state of exception" (la Jornada, 8
August). Some "anti-authoritarian" police!?

Marxism on the Role of the Police
The support by leftists to police "strikes" goes straight to
the question of the state, which is at the heart of Marxism. As
Lenin stated in his work The State and Revolution, written in
August and September 1917 as part of the preparation for the
Bolshevik-led October Revolution:
"According to Marx, the state is an organ of class rule, an
organ for the oppression of one class by another; it is the creation of 'order,' which legalises and perpetuates this oppression by moderating the conflict between the classes. In the
opinion of the petty-bourgeois politicians, however, order
means the reconciliation of classes, and not the oppression of
one class by another; to alleviate the conflict means reconciling classes and not depriving the oppressed classes of definite
means and methods of struggle to overthrow the oppressors."
The task of the police is to protect the interests and property of
the bourgeoisie, that tiny minority which exploits and lives off
the labor of the vast majority. The cops' daily duties consist of
breaking strikes, throwing peasants off the land, terrorizing oppressed minorities, persecuting leftists, torturing and even killing anyone who is seen as a serious threat to the existing order. In
Latin America, the cops are often the death squads in uniform.
In order to justify support to the police, Latin American leftists offer a variety of pseudo-Marxist arguments. The most egregious comes from Guillermo Lora, long-time centrist leader of
the Bolivian POR (Revolutionary Workers Party), who argues
that in Bolivia, "one can say that a soviet-type organization, an
anti-imperialist front, could include the whole of the police, as
an institution" (Guillermo Lora, Respuesta al impostor N. Moreno
[ 1990]). This suicidal reasoning is a reflection of Lora's patented
conception of an "anti-imperialist front" with sections of the lo-

cal bourgeoisie, which led to the POR's bloc with General Juan
Jose Torres in 1971. While painting walls with slogans such as
"For proletarian revolution and dictatorship!" the POR's actual
politics consist ofeternally seeking a popular front with the bourgeoisie, as dramatically shown in its position on the police and army.
A new bunch of centrist imposters is the Brazilian LBI
(Internationalist Bolshevik League). The LB I recently claimed
to be the most militant fighters for the "dissolution of the Military Police." However, following the outbreak of the cop
"strikes" and unable to resist the whiff of a mass movement to
tail after, they suddenly dropped this slogan from their press.
Instead, the the LBJ's paper, luta Operciria (July 1997), says
it is "unconditionally for freeing all the arrested strikers," delicately neglecting to mention that this refers to cops, while in
the next breath admitting that the head of the civilian police
"union" inthe state of Ceara (the main one arrested) had killed
a civilian "in carrying out his police duties." The paper also
calls for "no punishment" of the military police personnel who
participated in the demonstrations-that is, they should be allowed to return to their "police duties"!
The LBJ's article goes on at length about the importance
of the police "strikes," saying that due to an "irony of History," in this "strange conjuncture" the "agents of state repression against the workers [were] acting as the vanguard of the
struggle against wage cuts"! The centrist fakers of the LBJ
then try to cover up their outrageous defense of the cops by
pretending to give "No Support to a Reactionary Strike of the
Police" and even calling for the "Formation of Red Unions In
the Troops of the Armed Forces and Military Police"!! What
cynicism. These charlatans appeal to the muses of History, who
in their "strange" and ironic way tum the agents of state repression into the "vanguard" of the wage struggle, and then try
to cover their rank opportunism with a fig leaf of deniability
and a fantastical "red" slogan.
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"Red unions'' ofthe Military Police?! Such creatures have
never been seen by man or beast, but only by pseudo-Marxist
poseurs when they· are in their cups. The LBI is calling here
for "red unions" of the Brazilian bourgeoisie's counterrevolutionary white guards---the professional strikebreakers and racist
murderers who are the guatd dogs of capital. Naturally, the
LBI never mentions the fundamental Marxist analysis of the
role of the police: as a pillar of the capitalist state. To do so
would expose the utterly ftaudulent character oftheir call. They
might as well call· for unionization of the Freikorps in Germany, the forerunners of the Nazi SA shock troops. Indeed,
even 8$ it argues that the cops were the "vanguard'' ofthe wage
struggle, the LBI admits that in the state of Pemambuco, the
"vanguard" ofthe police "strike" was the notorious Shock Battalion of the Mitiiary Police!
Meanwhile, the PSTU (United Socialist Workers Partymainsteam Morenoites in Brazil), writes that "The principal
sector mobilized in the rebellion in Minas Gerais was the Shock
Battalion, which is accustomed to breaking our strikes"
(Opinitlo Socialista, 3 July). Their article calls for unity between "workers in uniform" (the Military Police!) and their
"disarmed brothers." Evidently the PSTU has had some difficulty selling this line, commenting: "Various readers of this
article have possibly already confronted or suffered repression by the police. The images ofDiadema, of the homeless in
Slo Paulo, ofthe police raids in the Rio slums are in our heads."
A couple ofissues later (Opiniao Socialista, 31 July) they write:
"Many comrades ask themselves if we should support the
demand of officials whose principal functions are to repress
strikes, land occupations, the struggles of the hnomeless and
popular demonstrations in general. Many think: can it be
that after this whole movement by the police receives our
support, the Military Police won't keep beating up strikers
and other sectors, the landless, etc.?"
The PSTU answers with a dozen paragraphs of reformist nonsense when for any Marxist or class-conscious worker the
simple answer is: "No, that is an illusion. Cops are cops, and
therefore they win keep brutalizing the oppressed."
Like the rest of the social-democratized pseudo-Trotskyists who call for "unionization" of the police, the LBI tries to
equate the cops with the army. In periods of revolutionary
fennent and struggle, particularly at times of imperialist war,
Marxists seek to build cells in the conscript armies, to mobilize the drafted soldiers against the bourgeois officer corps.
As a revolutionary crisis comes to a head, soldiers committees may be fonned, as occurred in Russia and Germany in
1917-18. This is quite distinct from workers' unions, and in
any case such calls do not apply to the police who are the
professional enforcers for the bosses, who voluntarily take
on the "duties" ofstate repression.
The LBI is a gaggle of cynics, whose vermilion rhetoric
serves only to cover their direct collaboration with the agents
of the capitalist state. Meanwhile, the thoroughly reformist 0
Trabalho current of the Workers Party (PT) is actualJy organizing the cops. One of these folJowers of the French pseudoTrotskyist Pierre Lambert is.the leader of the "union" of the
civilian police of the state "of Alagoas, scene of a shootout
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between the cops and the army in mid-July. This led the Brazilian news. weekly Veja (23 July) to talk of "Trotskyist cops"
and make fevered comparisons to the Bolsheviks in Russia:
"Macei6 [capital of Alagoas] in a way recalled the Russian
Revolution of 1905: the state power was shaking, but the Bolshevik party was not yet strong enough to lead the downtrodden and lay. hands on power, ~s it did in 1917." '
The Bolsheviks of Lenin and Trotsky have nothing in common with these consummatepopular-frohtists Who join with and
even are part of the capitalist police! In all his. writings, Leon
Trotsky clearly distinguished between the policeman and the
soldier. The worker who dons a police uniform ceases to be a
worker, Trotsky wrote, but a soldier conscript is a worker or peasant in uniform. In his magisterial History ofthe Russian Revolu;..
tion (1930), the Bolshevik leader vividly described scenes ofthe
1917 February Revolution:
"Toward the police the crowd showed ferocious hatred ..They
routed the mounted police with whistles, stones and pieces
of ice. In a totally different way the workers approached'the
soldiers. Around the barracks, sentinels, patrols and lines
of soldiers, stood groups of working men and women exchanging friendly words with the army men ....
"The police are fierce, implacable, hated and hating foes. To
win them over is out of the question."
Yet the pseudo-Trotskyist imposters would "unionize" the killer
cops that the revolutionary masses in Russia sought to smash.
Look at the line-up: calls to include ''the whole of the police, as an institution" in a "soviet-type organization, an antiimperialist front" (Guillenno Lora of the Bolivian POR); talk of
"anti-authoritarian" cops who "desire to have their labor and human rights respected" (Mexican POS-Z); fantasies about ''red
unions" of the Military Police (Brazilian LBI); references to the
Militmy Police as "workers in uniform'~ (Brazilian PSTU) and
actual police members of the 0 Trabalho current in Brazil. This
is a rogue's gallery of Latin American fake-Trotskyists. Let the
cops go on "strike," or have some general make a .populist
pronunciamiento, and these pseudo-socialist~ reveal their nationalist and social-democratic colors. Usually alleging that the special conditions of Latin America (in particular, extreme poverty
and imperialist domination) justify such class-collaborationist alliances, in calling to organize the police they show the hallmark
of all reformists: the beliefthat the capitalist state is neutral and.
can somehow be influenced to serve the interests of the workers.
Already a century and a half ago, in drawing the lessons
of the failed revolutions of 1848, Karl Marx wrote that the
task of a future revolution "will be no longer, as ·before; to
transfer the bureaucratic-military machine from one hand to
another, but to smash it" (The Eighteenth Brumaire ofLouis
Bonaparte [1852]). Drawing on these lessons, VJ. Lenin wrote
in 1917 that the proletariat cannot "lay hold of' the state machinery but must smash it and substitute its own apparatus:
"The Soviets are a new state apparatus which, in the first
place, provides an armed force of workers and peasants; and
this force is not divorced from the people, as was the old
standing army, but is very closely bound up with the people."
-VJ. Lenin, "Can the Bolsheviks Retain State Power?" (September 191 7)
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ize" the armed fist of the bourgeoisie but to free the unions from
the control of the bourgeois state:
cops and courts out ofthe unions I
As Trotsky noted in the Transitional Program, strike pickets are
the nucleus of the future proletarian army. We call for workers defense guards in strike struggles
and demonstrations, leading to the
formation of workers militias.
These can spur the formation of
and give aid to landless peasant
militias in the countryside, thus
making concrete the call for a
worker-peasant alliance, in
struggle for a workers and peasMexico City paramilitary police mutiny against threatened arrest of killer cops. ants-government.
In all its variants, the ca11 of Latin American leftists to
Not mythical "red unions" of capitalist cops, but red
join with the police comes down to a program of nationalist
guards of revolutionary workers and conscript soldiers that
class collaboration. We fight instead for the program of perwill smash the tottering bourgeois state apparatus and its twin
manent revolution, for the dictatorship of the proletariat and
pillars, the police and the standing army: this was the prothe extension of workers rule to the key imperialist centers,
gram of the 1917 October Revolution. In the struggle for
under the leadership of a world party of socialist revolution, a
workers revolution today, the Internationalist Group and our
reforged and authentically Trotskyist Fourth International. •
fraternal Brazilian comrades of the LQB fight not to "union-

Mexico Regime of Death ...
continued from page 10
uct not of "age-old Indian feuds," "semi-feudal" social conditions or similar bourgeois/reformist nostrums, but of a decaying
capitalist system that is overripe for revolution. Long gone is the
myth ofever-increasing prosperity under capitalism. While workers in the U.S. have seen their real wages fall by more than 20
percent over the last quarter century, Mexican workers have been
robbed of three-quarters of their income in the same period.
From the coffee plantations and land reform settlements
ofChiapas to the congested capital of Mexico City, the largest
metropolis in the world, to the hundreds of thousands of young
workers in the "free-trade" maquiladora factories on the U.S.
border, what is posed is not a return to the peasant-based Mexican Revolution of Zapata but going forward to world socialist
revolution. While nationalist reformists complain of "globalization" of the economy, Leninist revolutionaries point out that
from the beginning of the imperialist era the capitalist economy
has been global in scope-indeed, a developing world market
existed from the dawn of capitalism. At the same time, in defending workers' organizations and gains under attack by the
bourgeoisie, rather than pursuing social-democratic illusions
of a "welfare state in one country," we seize the opportunities
to unite the international proletariat in struggle. The fight in
Mexico must be for proletarian revolution, supported by the
masses of the impoverished peasants and urban poor, which
extends across the frontier into the heartland of imperialism.
And that reqJires the building of Leninist-Trotskyist parties,
national sections of a world party of socialist revolution.
1

The Internationalist Group/Grupo Internacionalista seeks to
build such parties in common struggle with our comrades of the
Liga Quarta-Internacionalista do Brasil in the fight to reforge an
authentically Trotskyist Fourth International. Class-conscious
proletarians and revolutionary-minded youth in Mexico and the
United States are potentially united by thousands of ties. Many
Mexican workers are employed by U.S.-owned "multinational"
corporations, and upwards of eight million Mexicans labor in
the factories and fields of the gran Norte. Trotskyists in the U.S.
fight the nationalist poison of protectionism tooth and nail, seeking instead to join hands across the border with our class brothers and sisters in common class struggle. Our opposition to
NAFTA is on an internationalist basis, denouncing chauvinist
garbage about "saving American jobs" as we oppose Wall Street's
rape of the Mexican economy. North American workers must be
vividly aware that an expansionist U.S. robbed Mexico of half
its territory in the last century.
We seek to reach the most conscious fighters for the workers and oppressed, the potential cadres who are key to building a
Leninist vanguard party. We present a revolutionary program and
perspective, intervening in the class struggle in accordance with
our very limited forces, to present the Trotskyistprogramofpermanent revolution and apply it to the events of the day. It is by
assimilating the lessons of past historical experience that the future leadership of the proletariat will learn to lead and earn the
confidence of the working class and oppressed. We affirm that,
contrary to the bourgeois and reformist lies of the "death of communism," communism lives in the workers struggles and the program of its vanguard, which we of the IG/LQB seek to build.•
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Myra Tanner Weiss,
Fighter for Socialism
By R. Titta
working class in their millions-to smash
On 17 September 1997, Myra Tanthe fascists . Myra understood that only
ner Weiss, revolutionist, workers leader,
Trotsky's strategy could have averted the
and three-time candidate for vice presiGerman catastrophe, and this was a key
dent of the United States on the Socialist
factor leading her to join the Workers Party.
Workers Party ticket, died at age 80 in
From the "French Turn"
Los Angeles, California. One of the most
to the SWP
sterling revolutionary battlers to come
Myra was recruited to Trotskyism by
out of the generation of the 1930s, she
Joseph Hansen, who was then the leader
fought to defend immigrant workers, to
of the small Salt Lake Workers Party
mobilize the working class against
group. Hansen soon informed her, howAmerican fascism and against the Mcever, that the Workers Party was about to
Carthyite witchhunt, and later opposed
formally dissolve-across the country, all
the bureaucratic petrification of the SWP.
its members were in the process ofjoining
She fought against male chauvinism from
the Socialist Party (SP). In a controversial
a class perspective and was an inspiratactic first introduced by Trotsky in France,
tion to young women revolutionaries long
the Trotskyists were entering the Ameribefore women's liberation became a ralMyra Tanner Weiss
can Socialist Party-which, like many solying cry in the 1960s. On 7 November,
1917-1997
cial democrats around the world followthe eightieth anniversary of the Russian
ing Hitler's seizure of power was adoptRevolution, a meeting was held to honor
ing a more leftist posture-in an effort to break out of isolation
her at the Tamiment Library at New York University. Orgaand to recruit new members, especially young workers. Myra
nized by Myra's former comrades Vivian Strell and David Loeb
participated in the "French Tum" by joining the SP youth group,
Weiss (who was also her brother-in-law), the meeting was atthe Young People's Socialist League (YPSL), in 1936. She camtended by 75 people, and was addressed by Dorothea Breitman,
paigned for Norman Thomas, the SP presidential candidate, and
veteran SWP seamen Bernard Goodman and Henry Spiro, and
she enjoyed meeting the older SP members, who had been remany others. Tamiment archivist Peter Filardo welcomed atcruited to the party when Eugene Debs was its leader. N everthetendees and invited those who were interested to return to the
less, she was struck by the limited national character of the SP,
library to study Myra's papers, which are on deposit there.
which to her contrasted markedly with the revolutionary internaBorn into a prominent Mormon family in Salt Lake City,
tionalist perspective of the Trotskyists.
Myra attended the University of Utah, intending to study medicine. She was soon drawn into politics, however, and came to
regard her desire to heal the sick as futile in light of the approaching second world war, which she saw clearly on the horizon.
Racism, fascism, and in particular anti-Semitism aroused a deep
SWP 1952 election
revulsion in her at an early age. The depression of the 1930s
campaign
fostered her belief that capitalism was incapable of solving the
brochure.
crises it created. In 1935, while president of the campus chapter
Trotskyists
of the American Student Union, she began to consider revolucourageously
tionary Isocialism, studying the programs of both the Stalinized
fought against
Communist Party, and the Trotskyists, then organized in the
McCarthyism and
Workers Party, a forerunner of the SWP. In discussions with
for socialism at
members of both parties, Myra learned that during Hitler's rise
the height of antito power in Germany, the Stalinist German Communist Party
Soviet Cold War
(KPD) opposed united-front action with the German Social
witch hunt.
Democrats againstthe Nazis, and instead identified the socialists
as "social fascists." She also learned that Leon Trotsky had tirelessly campaigned for a united front of the communists and socialists-who together commanded the allegiance of the German
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In 1937, Myra moved to Los Angeles. There
she encountered the remnants of an unemployed
movement which, in the depths of the depression just a few years before, had organized hundreds of thousands. She went to work that summer in the walnut groves of Southern California, traveling with Mexican migrants, who taught
her Spanish and made her an honorary member
of the Mexican Agricultural Workers Union. She
found the conditions of this work nearly intolerable, toiling from sun-up to sundown in order to
fill a great sack with walnuts she had to peel
herself. For this she received fifty cents. Children had to work in order for the migrant families to survive. While the men, women and children worked 14-hour days, six days a week, on
S,undays the women again rose at dawn to do
the washing and the cooking. Despite these hardCourtesy of Carmen Bernal Escobar
ships, Myra took great pleasure in the company
Women workers at California Sanitary Canning plant i·n . Los
of the pickers, and found time to organize a soliAngeles~ around 1936. A 1939 strike by Cal San Workers sparked
darity network for strikes, so that when any one
union organizing among southern California cannery workers. Myra
of the separately organized Mexican, Filipino,
Tanner Weiss fought for unity of Filipino, Japanese and Mexican
and Japanese agricultural unions went on strike,
workers in San Pedro cannery in this period.
their picket lines would be honored by all. The
Mexican workers engaged in some successful struggles durter as the Seafarer's International Union (SIU), and which had
ing Myra's time with them, and the legal support she also argained the allegiance of cannery workers in San Diego, Monterey,
ranged during these strikes played an important role in the vicand San Francisco. San Pedro workers easily understood that if
tories.
they struck separately, the employers could shift the work to their
Though barely 20 years old, Myra was already acting as an
facilities in the other ports up and down the coast-unless, of
outstanding workers leader. She was a moving mass speaker, and
course, all the cannery workers were in one union. Myra won her
addressed crowds many times during her stays in the San Franfight, and was a delegate to the founding convention of the SIU
cisc;:o Bay Area. On one occasion, as she recounted in a 1982
in 1939.
interview conducted by Jon Bloom of the Tamiment Library's
In the ~940 crisis in the Socialist Workers Party, Myra
oral histor)!'project, Myra helped organize a demonstration against
stood fast wlth Trotsky and the party 'majority led by James P:
the appearance in Oakland of a nurse who was raising funds for
Cannon, the founder of American Trotskyism, which included
Franco. As usual, the police protected the fascists and attacked
the great majority of the SWP's working-class members. Althe anti-fascists. During the cop riot, Myra noticed that one poways a staunch defender of the Soviet.Union, despite its Stalinliceman was giving a student a particularly vicious clubbing. The
ist bureaucratic degeneration, she had no sympathy for the
diminutive Myra vaulted over the crowd and tackled the cop
petty-bourgeois opposition, centered around two of the initial
attacker. The cops subsequently handcuffed her to a telephone
American Trotskyists, Max Shachtman and Martin Abern, and
pole, and charged her with assault and battery on five police
NYU professor James Burnham. The Shachtmanites split from
officers, resisting arrest, and inciting to riot-charges that were
the SWP, rejecting dialectics, the philosophical underpinning
later dropped.
of Marxism, and abandoning unconditional military defense
In 1938, Myra was expelled from the Socialist Party by the
of the USSR. Soviet defensism was a cornerstone of the Fourth
party's right wing, along with hundreds of other SP members
International, which insisted on the need to defend historic
and the entire YPSL. The expelled revolutionaries, Myra among
gains achieved by the October Revolution. despite. the Stalin- .
them, founded the Socialist Workers Party and the Young People's
ists' betrayals which Trotsky warned would set the stage for
Socialist League (Fourth Internationalist). Myra was a delegate
capitalist counterrevolution unless the parasitic bureaucracy
at the SWP's founding convention in New York. During this pewas ousted by a workers political revolution.
riod she worked in a fish cannery at Terminal Island in San Pedro,
The Second Imperialist World War
port of Los Angeles. The 5,000 San Pedro canners were orgaMyra was still working in the cannery on 7 December
nized in an old A. F. of L. union, the Fish and Cannery Workers.
1941, when the United States government declared war on
Myra became popular among the multinational work force, and
Japan. She was accustomed to uniting workers of different
was soon elected as a shop steward and to the union negotiating
nationalities to fight the class enemy, but now at a meeting of
committee. She militated vigorously for affiliation with the
her own union, a motion was put forward to expel the many
Sailor's Union of the Pacific, which had just gained an AFL char-
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Japanese workers from the cannery. Myra took
the floor to oppose the motion, and, as she later
recalled, was booed for the first time by fellow
workers. With difficulty, she led a successful
fight to defeat the motion. Thereafter, however,
whenever she walked over to the Filipino side
of the cannery, these workers, whose anti-Japanese sentiments were strongest, banged their
knives and drove her out. The Filipino shop
steward, who was a friend, told her he could
not guarantee her safety and recommended that
she stay away. Soon the employers banned the
Japanese Americans (Nisei) from the factories,
under pressure from the Filipinos, who threatened bloodshed. Not long after that, Myra witnessed the Japanese workers and their families
being carted off under guard to U.S. government concentration camps.
It was the most difficult moment of her life.
There were machine gun n~sts on the street corners and the Japanese workers were packed into
- National Archives
trains. Myra later recalled hearing that the camps Japanese Americans lined up at Santa Anita race track to be
to which they were being taken were originally transported to concentration camps in early 1942. SWP denounced
built for opponents of the impending war. In the FDR's racist internment policy while Communist Party applauded
event, however, only the Trotskyists opposed the it. Myra courageously fought against exclusion of Japanese
war and denounced the racist round-ups-the . workers in San Pedro cannery.
Stalinists were four-square for the Roosevelt government at this point, supporting FDR's internment of Japanese
Workers Victory in Los Angeles
Americans (even dropping Nisei comrades from party memberPerhaps Myra's greatest political contribution to the workship!) and pushing a nationwide no-strike pledge. The governers movement was the role she _played in driving American
ment ''t~ok care" of the Trotskyist "problem" by imprisoning 18
fascist Gerald L. K. Smith out of Los Angeles, and ultimately
leaders of the Socialist Workers Party, including national chairout of politics. In 1945 , Smith began having meetings in L.A.,
man James P. Cannon and Minneapolis Teamster Union leader
and as these grew larger local leftists began organizing proFarrell Dobbs. To the cheers of the Stalinists, they were charged
tests. Relying on the roots the SWP had developed in the unions
under the newly minted Smith Act, for supposedly advocating
under her leadership, Myra sought to transform a planned prothe overthrow of the government by "force and violence." After the
test into a powerful workers march on the fascist meeting. She
war, the same anti-comml.Dlist Smith Act was used to jail CP leaders.
nearly succeeded in foiling the Stalinists and Shachtmanites
Around this time SIU president Harry Lundeberg offered
who were organizing a meek rally on July 20, that was held a
Myra a well-paid post as international organizer for the cannermile away from where Smith was speaking. That demonstraies, but she refused-the union was supporting the United States
tion drew 17,000, but Myra's motion that the rally be "short
government in the war, and the Socialist Workers Party, as a genuand followed by a dramatic but peaceful march" to the site of
ine Marxist organization, was opposed to American imperialthe fascist provocation was turned down (Militant, 28 July
ism. Myra knew that if she accepted Lundeberg's offer he would
1945). Un fazed by the impotent protest, Smith arranged a rally
soon be firing her, for insubordination. In 1942, Myra Tanner
three months later, but this time it was the SWP that prevailed.
married Murry Weiss, the SWP leader with whom she would be
Myra Tanner Weiss was instrumental in bringing about the
personally and politically linked until his death in 1981. The two
greatest labor demonstration in the city's history on 17 October
were already leaders of the SWP's Los Angeles local, which they
1945. Even before Smith's plans were announced, the SWP had
eventually built into the largest in the party, with five branches.
sent telegrams to local labor and left organizations calling for a
Myra went to work for the party full-time. As local organizer she
developed a model Marxist education pro"gram for workers, and
picket to stop the fascists. The Trotskyists put out tens of thousands of leaflets, rallied rank and file unionists, and forced the
directed the party's industrial work. Eventually the L.A. local
had a solid presence in the cannery, auto, garment, shipyard,
Los Angeles industrial and trade union organizations to sponsor
the anti-fascist call. On October 17, some 20,000 workers of all
maritime, and longshore unions. In 1944 she was elected to the
ethnicities, including African Americans, Jews, Japanese, FilipiSWP's National Committee-a step Cannon had recommended
nos and Mexicans surrounded the fascist meeting at Polytechnic
at the 1942 SWP convention. She ran for mayor of Los Angeles
in 1944, at the age of twenty-seven.
High School. Myra appeared at the demonstration with a body-
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guard ofuniformed demobilized soldiers. The
workers drove Smith and his entourage of
thugs out of town for good, but their victory
did not stop there. When at a planning meeting a Stalinist labor leader denounced the
SWP as "super-militants who play into the
hands of the fascists," Myra took the floor:
':The chairman attempted to suppress
Myra Tanner Weiss of the SWP on the
pretext of pressing business .... upon protests from the audience, however, she was
granted an opportunity to partially reply.
Referring to the bitter lessons of the fight
against fascism in Europe, she emphasized the need for militant struggle and
introduced a motion to picket all or'
Smith's meetings in the L.A. area, which
was adopted by general agreement."
. -Militant, 20 October l945 ·
And, in fact, when Smith came back ·to
Polytechnic on November 3, the left and
labor unions mobilized an even larger number-25 ,000 to 30,000 according to the
SWP's Militant-formed a picket line
around the building and sent hundreds in
to break up the fascist event. Everywhere
Smith went-Chicago, Minneapolis, Detroit,
Oakland-the SWP organized labor actions
against him. Thus hounded, this pathetic
would-be Hitler soon crawled out of public life for good.
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Above: Labor demonstration of 30,000 against Gerald L.K. Smith's
fascists, 3 November 1945. Below: SWP'S Militant reports on mass
labor mobilization against Smith two weeks earlier. MyraTannerWeiss
led fight to bring out Los Angeles working class to stop the fascists.

The "American Century" and
,,the Wilcbhunts
The Socialist Workers Party reached a
high point in its membership and influence in
the working class in the immediate post-war
period, as American workers unleashed a
huge wave of strikes. This in part reflected
pent-up discontent over the wartime no-strike
pledge, and went against the Stalinist CP,
which rabidly pushed that anti-working-class
measure and sought to continue it after the
war, denouncing anyone who struck (such as the coal miners) ·as
pro-Nazi "fifth-columnists." Cannon's "Theses on the American
Revolution" (1946), written at the height of this strike wave, overestimated the scope ofthe working-class radicalization and viewed
it from a national perspective, underplaying the need for an international vanguard party. The American ruling class at this time
was proclaiming the "American Century," having emerged victorious and virtually unscarred from a war which weakened its
capitalist allies and ruined its enemies. The Soviet Union had
borne the brunt of the war against Nazi Germany, suffering fearsome losses (some 27 milJion dead), but had been the decisive military force in smashing Hitler~s fiiscist regime and in consequence the
Soviet Army now occupied most of East Europe. The U.S. rulers
wanted to finish what the Nazis had started. They launched the

Cold War against the USSR, and the anti-corrll.unist witchhunts
of the American labor movement at home. :. '
The SWP was seriously affected by the w:itchhunts. Its milieu shrank, some of its members abandoned · ~he party; others
saw _in McCarthyism the advent of American fas1cism, and advocated that the SWP dissolve itself and go underground. One of
those who quit was Grace Carlson, who had been imprisoned
during the war. As the only woman among the convicted SWP
leaders, she was separated from her comrades and had to serve
her sentence without their supportive companionship. Upon her
release, she was blacklisted as an ex-convict by employers.
Carlson endured these hardships, and was the party's vice presidential candidate in the 1948 election. She was slated to run again
in the 1952 elections, when she left politics.
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SWP leader James P. Cannon insisted that one of the candidates on the party's national ticket be a woman. He had by
then been spending a lot of time in Los Angeles, and was impressed with Myra and Murry's work there. Myra especially
won his admiration for her struggle in the Los Angeles branch
to reverse the traditional role of women party workers as secretaries, and to bring them forward as organizers and leaders.
Cannon therefore advanced Myra's name for the vice presidential slot, and despite the objections of presidential candidate Farrell Dobbs and his cothinker Joseph Hansen, Cannon
won the fight. The Farrell Dobbs-Myra Tanner Weiss ticket
camgaigned not only in 1952, but in the 1956 and 1960 elections as well.
.
1
The ' 1952 elections took place at the height of the anticommunist hysteria, with the Korean war raging. The SWP
candidates, staunch opponents of U.S. imperialism, were able
to get on the ba1lot in only a few states. They were often barred
from speaking at union halls and oth_er meeting places. Campus tours were difficult, as red-baiters ranging from college
Republicans to Shachtmanite youth would heckle them. Inside the SWP, the relentless pressure of the witchhunts caused
a serious fissure in the party's proletarian core, a key government target. A liquidationist faction developed around Bert
Cochran and George Clarke, which advocated that the SWP
abandon the Leninist notion of the indispensability of a revolutionary party, in favor of seeking opportunistic lash-ups with
more moderate groupings.
The Cochranites were heavily proletarian, and particularly
concentrated in the Detroit and Flint branches, the center of
the party's auto work (and of the House Un-American Activities Committee witchhunts). Adherents included workers leaders such as Erne.st Ma.zey, Cochran, and Sol , and Genora
(Johnson) Dollinger, as well as scores of other~~c~.i".'e trade
unionists. There were important differences within the CochranClarke group. The Michigan-centered Cochranites proper
wanted nothing to do with the Stalinists, who were deeply discredited and the main targets of the, HUAC witchhunters. On
the other hand, the New Yorkers George Clarke and Mike
Bartell wanted actively to seek alliances with the CP. This
misalliance was united, however, in the desire to "junk the old
Trotskyism," as Clarke frankly summed up their program.
Under the influence of Clarke, the faction aligned itself
with Fourth International leaders Michel Raptis (Pablo) and
Ernest Mandel (Germain), who were fundamentally revising
(negating) Trotskyism in the post-war period. Reflecting a
Cold ·War impressionism, Pablo wrote that the problem of
workers revolution was now reduced to the struggle between
the socialist (read: Stalinist) camp and the capitalist camp,
which would lead to a third world war. As this cataclysm approached, the Stalinist '.' camp" was supposedly thrust by history into leading a worl~wide revolutionary struggle. Pablo's
thesis of "war/revolution" called upon Trotskyists to eschew
the fight for an independent Leninist-internationalist vanguard
and instead wherever possible enter the Stalinist parties. Pablo
justified this anti-Trotskyist policy with the argument that "the
whole historic period of the transition from capitalism to so-
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Anne Sarason

cialism," a period that could ·last for "centuries," would be
filled by "workers' states that are not normal but n~cessarily
quite deformed." Pablo's opponents rightly characterized this
revisionist perspective as "centuries of deformed workers
states"-that is, decaying capitalism would not be overthrown
by international socialist revolution but replaced by bureaucratic
Stalinist regimes sitting atop collectivized property forms.
The murder of Trotsky in 1940 had obviously gravely diminished the Fourth International 's ability to rearm theoretically in a new period, and the decimation of FI ca~res in Europe by Nazi extermination and Stalinist murder tqok its toll.
Still it took some time for theoretical mistakes and inexperience of the new leaders to combine with opportuni~t impulses
to result in a full-blown revisionist program. As party-minded
as he was, e.ven Cannon did not contest Pablo's new theories
at first, and supported in a general way the decisions of the .
Third World' Congress ( 1951 ). Cannon also tended toward
American exceptionalism and a federalist conception of .the
International. Thus he refused to follow the spirit of the Third
World Congress policies in the United States, where the Stalinists had supported the Democrats dut:ing World War II and
amid the witchhunt were supporting the Democrats during the
Cold War. He briefly held that Pablo's strategy might be ap-:
propriate in certain Euro.pean countries, but in the U.S. he w9uld
pursue only episodic united fronts with the Stalinists, proceeding from classically Leninist premises. He also could not stomach Pablo's forecast of centuries of Stalinism. Finally, when
Pablo supported the Cochran-Clarke faction, Cannon declared
that "we are at war with this new revisionism."
The fourth International, which.was founded as the world
party of socialist revolution, was destroyed by Pabl6ist revisionism, which denied the very need for this independent
Trotskyist vanguard. To defend Trotskyism, Cannon initiated
the International Committee, comprised mainly of the SWP,
erstwhile Pablo lieutenant Gerry Healy's Socialist Outlook
group in Britain, and the majority faction of the Parti
Communiste Jntemationaliste ·in France, Jed by Bleibtreu-Favre
and Pierre Lambert. However, the International Committee
existed mainly on paper. Declaring that "We are finished and
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also favored opportunistic lash-ups. In 1948, they advocated entry
into Henry Wallace's bourgeois Progressive Party, and had to be
pulled back from blocking with it. Later they flirted with the
notion of supporting "progressive" black Democrats. The Weisses
never attempted to express their theoretical views in a systematic
way, and did not identify the reasons for their conflict with the
Dobbs group, or attempt to explain the conflict to the ranks. Instead, during the late 1950s, they consistently substituted activist
political tactics for a discussion of Marxist theory, just when a
theoretical understanding of the nature and basis of Pabloism
was crucial in order to combat and defeat it.
It is true at this time that the American political landscape
was loosening up. The worst years of McCarthyism were overthough mainly because it had succeeded in driving the reds
out of the unions. The American Communist Party was disintegrating, having been the main target of the witchhunts. Furthermore, in 1953 Stalin died, setting off a period of internal
tumult in the Soviet bloc, which culminated in the events of
the year 1956. At the Twentieth Congress of the CPSU, Nikita
Khrushchev spoke against Stalin's "cult of personality," the
Hungarian Revolution broke out and was crushed by Soviet
tanks, and the CPUSA split into an orthodox reformist Stalinist majority and a sizable, more liberalizing minority, led by
Daily Worker editor John Gates. Other opposition groups folThe "Weiss Clique" in New York
lowed the Gatesites, all of which eventually exited the party.
In 1953 Cannon encouraged the Weisses, both now on the
1.t was natural for the SWP leadership to seek to intersect
Political Committee, the SWP's leading body, to move to New
defecting Stalinists, but the Weiss group on several occasions
York. It was a transfer that Cannon felt would revitalize the cendemonstrated their willingness to water down the revolutionary Marxist program to accommodate the Stalinist mi1ieu. Inter, but that Dobbs looked upon as a direct threat to his own
creasingly, Murry and Myra were moving away
position as Cannon's impending successor. The
~ from Trotskyism, with its central concept of the
Dobbs group thus introduced the term "Weiss
-o need for revolutionary leadership in the epoch
clique" into the political language of the period.
Indeed, Myra and Murry and brother David Weiss
of capitalist decay, and were instead adopting
did gather around them some ofthe more dynamic
an accommodationist approach in seeking
regroupment with the rightward moving exand youthful party members, and they engaged
in low-level conflict with the Dobbs group for
Stalinists. This orientation was shared by the
Dobbs group, and even for a time by Cannon,
the next ten years. ·For example, in 1954 in the
until the single-mindedness with which
party newspaper the Militant, Joseph Hansen
regroupment was being pursued at last -Je4 him
wrote some outrageously puritanical articles
against cosmetics and women's fashions, favorto identify it as a dangerous fo fm of
ing the "look" of the "hardy, ax-swinging pioliquidation ism. Meanwhile, the Weisses ioed
in tum the Democratic Party-bound Gate ites,
neer women of America." Not surprisingly Myra,
and then "progressives" of the National G ardand some of the women from the Los Angeles
ian group (leftoyeTS-from- Wa.Ua~ Pr greslocal, fought against the reactionary implications
sive Party). For the 1958 New York S~e lelec
ofHansen 's attitude (which was nevertheless adopted
tions, the SWP even went so far as to ~uild the
by many in the Dobbs leadership).
Farrell
Dobbs
Soci~list Party" with a ! ore or
"Independent
Although the ~'Weiss clique" was dynamic
when compared to the conservative, office-bound
less Stalinist-r~formist program? whi h an a
slate of candidates comprised entirely of "progressiv "from
Dobbs group, they also displayed rightward political appetites.
In fact, the Weiss group recapitulated the Cochran-Clarke patthe Guardian group.
tern, after a delay of a few years. Like Cannon and Hansen as
The Youth and the End of the "Weiss Cli ue"
well as many of the Cochranites, Murry Weiss tended to equate
In one ·instance, however, the Weisses' activism proved
McCarthyism with American fascism, despite the absence of an
organized mass fascist movement, and even when McCarthy's
fruitful: Murry and Myra were instrumenyal in recruiting a left
fortunes were waning. In reality, McCarthy was the right-wing
split from the Shachtmanite youth. T~i was the "Left-Wing
Caucus" led by Tim Wohlforth, Sha e Mage, and James
cutting edge of the anti-Soviet Cold War drive which encompassed both Democrats and Republicans. Both Myra and Murry
Robertson. The Weisses won them t Trotskyism, an effort
done with Pabloism forever, not only here but on the international field," Cannon failed to take the fight to the Pabloists'
strongholds in Europe or to develop the understanding of the
nature and origins of Pabloism. The Internationalist Group
stands solidly with Cannon and the others who fought against
Pabloist liquidation ism when this crucial fight came to a head
in 1951-53, but this must not make us blind to their weaknesses, which would soon redound upon the SWP itself.
The Cochranites had not won a majority of the SWP's
proletarians; the majority still looked to Farrell Dobbs.
Cannon's problem in fighting the Cochran-Clarke opposition,
however, was that the Dobbs group in the central party leadership was essentially standing asi~e. Many of those around
Dobbs had been inactive as trade unionists for a long time,
and some were now party staffers. They nevertheless regarded
the oppositionists as the party's lifeblood, and refused to criticize them. In the face of the neutrality of Dobbs and his following, Jim Cannon tur.-•ed to Murry and Myra Tanner Weiss
to fight the liquidationist threat, a collaboration that is reflected ·
in Cannon's book, Speeches to the Party. Ultimately, the
Cochran group-about a quarter of the SWP membership-was
expelled for infractions of discipline. The truth about the ·
Cochranites was that they mainly wanted out of politics.

/'
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that led directly to the founding of the
Young Socialist Alliance (YSA) in 1960,
the first real Trotskyist youth organization
since the defection ofthe YPSL (4th) in
the 1940 split with the Shachtmanites. The
Weisses' political coup made the mo.re
powerful Dobbs group take notice. Dobbs ,
moved fast, and relieved Murry Weiss of
his duties of officially overseeing the youth
work in 1957, replacing him with his .own
ally Tom Kerry. Nevertheless, throughout
the early years of the new youth work,
Murry and Myra remained the real mentors of the new recruits, and followed their.
political development closely.
In 1960 Murry Weiss penned an article called "Trotskyism Today" for the International Socialist Review, in which he
bluntly stated that "Trotskyists have never
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"&· revolutionary party. As it turned out, the
~ Trotskyist party to which they had been

~ recruited was in the throes of abandoning

~ a Trotskyist perspective in favor of

m
~ Pabloism. The three youth leaders formed

an .opposition faction of about 60 called
the Revolutionary Tendency {RT), which
attempted to advance a critical, revolutionary Marxist analysis of the Cuban Revolution. This led·them to ally with the recently
founded Socialist Labour League in Britain, led by Gerry Healy, in opposing
Pabloism. In the ensuing faction fight in
the SWP and YSA, it became clear to the
minority that the SWP leadership was in. tent on reunifying with Pablo. The political identification of the majority with the
J>abloist outlook was clear not only on the
Cuban question, but on the black question
as well: the SWP leaders rejected the
claimed a franchise on revolutionary theory
James P. Cannon, founder of
theory
of "revolutionary integrationism"
and practice. On the contrary, all of our American Trotskyism.
work is directed towards convincing the
advanced by Richard Fraser, in favor of
working class and its parties to take the revolutionary road."
uncritical support to black nationalism and Malcolm X (and
This quotation aptly characterizes the Weisses' thoroughly
even black liberalism, as represented by Martin Luther King),
Pabloist outlook, seeking to push the existing reformist worka stance that effectively blocked the party from playing an iners parties to the left. This was the very outlook they had once
dependent, revolutionary role in the American civil rights
opposed. At this point, Cannon was 70 years old, and was no
movement.
longer leading the SWP. In his absence (and with his tacit supIt was Weiss supporters who most energetically defended
port), both the Dobbs-Kerry leadership and the Weiss group
the majority's pro-Castro policies against the Revolutionary
steered the party on an essentially Pabloist course, whose ultiTendency. (Murry himselfhad suffered a serious stroke in 1960,
mate objective was reunification with the Pab.lo/Mandel Interwhich greatly curtailed his own activities during this period.)
national Secretariat (1.S.) of the Fourth International. Reunifi- ·
In late 1962, at Gerry Bealy's behest, Wohlforth precipitated
.cation.was accomplished.in 1963, and the comersto,.ne.ofunity
an unptih9ipled ~pHt ·in ~he .l]linority..lie~ly wa11ted µncondiwas SWP-1.S. agreement hailing Castroism.
tional obedience, and to get RT members to renounce their
While the SWP greeted the 1959 Cuban Revolution with
views in order to use the RT in his maneuvers to induce Hansen
unanimous enthusiasm, Murry Weiss for the Weiss group, and
and Dobbs not to reunify with Pablo. The majority of the RT,
Joseph Hansen for the Dobbs leadership soon aniculated a poled by Robertson and Mage, had abided by SWP discipline
litical analysis of these events that was clearly at odds with
yet refused Healy's demand that they individually sign stateTrotskyism and the theory of permanent revolution. From a
ments avowing that ~he SWP was a revolutionary and not a
Trotskyist standpoint, what was needed, along with the staunchcentrist party; Wohl forth too~ his small group out of the RT,
est call for defending the Cuban Revolution against the U.S. imand constituted the Healy-allied "Reorganized Minority Tenperialist butchers, was workers councils and a revolutionary
dency."·The leaders ·of the RT were bureaucratically expelled
by the Dobbs regime in December 1963, its supporters shortly
workers party in Cuba, which would supplant the consolidating
thereafter. They had violated neither the spirit nor the letter of
bureaucracy and consciously and actively fight for proletarian
the party's organizational statutes , and were guilty only of
revolution internationally. Weiss and Hansen essentially identiholding positions differing from those of the Dobbs leaderfied themselves politically with the nationalist Castroite leadership, their few meekly expressed caveats intended only to camship. This purge of the revolutionary minority solely for their
political views was contrary to the entire tradition of
ouflage their capitulation. They hailed the July 26th Movement
Trotskyism, and no one was more aware of this fact than Myra
uncritically, as being "objectively" Trotskyist. They did not atTanner Weiss, who was then still on the SWP's Political Comtempt seriously attempt to explain how a petty-bourgeois movement could have led a healthy workers revolution, or, if this were
mittee.
true, why the Cuban Trotskyists were now in.jail.'
Myra had a. special, lifelong hatred of bureaucrats and
To the YSA leaders Mage, Robertson and Wohlforth,
bureaucracies,. w_h ether these existed in the agencies of the
capitalist state, in ~he trade unions, or in the Soviet union. She
whom the Weisses had so recently recruited to the SWP, the
had serious political differences with the RT, but in the Dobbs
party's response to the Cuban Revolution was seriously flawed,
regime she saw an incipient bureaucracy-a party machine seekand represented an abdication of the historic necessity of a
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ing organizational solutions to political questions. At the November 1963 Political Committee meeting she put forward a
resolution opposing the report of Dobbs 's factionalized Control Commission, which recommended expelling the oppositionists for their "disloyal attitudes." The expulsions were carried out at the National Committee plenum the following month.
Myra took the floor in defense of the RT, asking all in attendance to "listen carefully to what to me is the most important
speech I have ever made in the Trotskyist movement." She
took the floor knowing that as a penalty for supporting the
RT's rights, the Dobbs group had already blocked her vice
presidential candidacy in the 196~ elections. Her speech was
impassioned, and in it she pointed out that Robertson and the
RT comrades had bent over· backwards to accommodate the
demands made on them by the Dobbs-Kerry regime. Unable
to expel the RT within the confines of Leninist norms, the regime blatantly went outside those norms, expelling the RT
"because of their violations of party loyalty." Myra protested:
"We've always spoken of violations of party discipline, and
now we have to determine loyalty and that's an idea. Don't
you know what an idea is? You can't touch it. Tum and twist
as you like, you will not be able to measure it, because it is a
thought, a feeling, an emotion. Do I have to tell you that,
comrades? And yet the majority of the PC voted to suspend
comrades because oftheir violation ofloyalty. Shame! Shame
on you! And Dobbs can get away with it here? Maybe, and
he did get away with it in the PC. But will you get away with
it before the eyes of the radical public? I say you will not
and you will have destroyed a great tradition fought for by
Trotsky and all of us at one time, at least."
The Dobbs regime turned its back on Trotsky's tradition
and expelled the Revolutionary Tendency. Myra was the only
National Committee member to vote against the expulsions,
and she paid dearly for doing so. Not only was she removed
from the SWP's national electoral ticket, but she was subsequently isolated from playing any meaningful role within the
party' leadership. Furthermore, despite the role that the youth
around the Weisses had performed for Dobbs in combatting
the RT, they were soon removed from most of their posts, and
most eventually left the SWP. Murry and Myra Tanner Weiss
quit the SWP in 1965. That same year, in direct response to
Myra's challenge to the expulsions of the RT, the Dobbs group
adopted its notorious resolution on "The Organizational Character of the Socialist Workers Party," which declared that "disloyal people" could be expelled for holding "anti-party" views.
Ironically, the Dobbs group was eventually destroyed by
the very elements they had fostered. The bureaucratic strangulation ofthe SWP, codified in Dobbs 's 1965 resolution, went handin-hand with its descent into reformism. The resolution itself
became an extremely useful tool in the hands of the explicitly
anti-Trotskyist gang led by Jack Barnes, which used it in the
early 1980s to get rid of the remaining longtime SWP cadres.
Murry and Myra remained political for many years after
leaving the Socialist Workers Party, but they were only sporadically active. They had both been students, and then teachers, at the SWP's rigorous "Trotsky School" in the 1940s and
1950s, and so in the late-1960s and 1970s they began to teach
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again. While Murry taught a course on the Russian Revolu!..
tion, Myra became known to individual leftists as the creator
and teacher of a profound course on Marx's Capital, which
proceeded chapter by chapter through the first three volumes
of that great work. The Weisses' classes provided the basis for
the formation of the New York School for Marxist Education.
Most importantly, they had abandoned the Leninist conception of the indispensability of a conscious, revolutionary party
to lead the working class in its struggle for socialism. They
were tired of party politics. Yet they remained Pabloists without a party, a not-uncommon condition for the followers of
Pablo-Mandel, particularly in the U.S .. For the Weisses, as for
Pablo and Clarke, the victory of socialism was now somehow
guaranteed by the objective conditions of history-an
objectivisim which reflected Cannon's failure to carry the
struggle against Pabloism through theoretically.
Thus the Weisses' post-SWP activities were character, ized by a kind of eclectic radicalism. In the later 1970s, Murty
and Myra were active in the "Committee for a Revolutionary
Socialist Party," a regroupment effort sponsored by the Freedom Socialist Party. Murry wrote long articles in the FSP's
paper proclaiming that the Portuguese Revolution of 1974-76
pointed the way forward. (In classic Pabloist centrist fashion
he hailed the "revolutionary" officers ofthe Portuguese Armed
Forces movement, allied with the Stalinist Portuguese Communist Party. The long-since reformist SWP was on the other
side of the barricades, arm-in-arm with the CIA-funded Portuguese Socialist Party!) Although Murry joined Clara Fraser's
FSP shortly before his death, Myra never did. In 1987 Myra
published the pamphlet The Buste/o Incident: Marxism &
Feminism, about Joseph Hansen's 1954 anti-cosmetics articles
(which he had written under the name "Jack Bustelo"). In it,
she argues that male chauvinism played an important role in
the degeneration of the Socialist Workers Party.
In 1989 Myra Tanner Weiss sent the following greeting to
the memorial meeting for Richard Fraser, who pioneered the
strategy ofrevolutionaty integrationism in the struggle for black
liberation through socialist revolution. Her greetings clearly
indicated that she remained committed to revolution as she
understood it:
"Dick Fraser lived his whole life as a socialist. However
important the differences we had between us, we shared the
desire for a socialist society and Dick struggled always to
organize the working class and to raise its political consciousness .... Dick was always certain of the socialist victory for
which he devoted his Jife. And so are we."
In fighting to build the Leninist world party of socialist
revolution, to reforge an authentically Trotskyist Fourth International, we seek to learn from and stand on the achievements
of our predecessors. Despite the many political differences the
Internationalist Group had with Myra Tanner Weiss, we honor
her as one of the most outstanding workers leaders of her generation. New generations ·of revolutionary fighters will be inspired by her fortitude and commitment to the cause of the
proletariat and all the oppressed, and will learn from her
struggle, as we have. •
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Legal Lynching Bill Narrowly Voted Down

Defeat Racist Death Penalty
in Massachusetts!
next year's Democratic gubernatorial primary, vowed to enBOSTON-The state which in 1927 became notorious for the
force any death penalty legislation in spite of his opposition to
judicial murder of framed-up immigrant anarchist workers
capital
punishment as "bad public policy." Bragging that he's
Nicola Sacco and Bartholomeo Vanzetti has been at it again.
put
more
people behind bars "than anyone in this state,"
Seventy years after that infamous deed, leading politicians have
Harshbarger's
"alternative" to the death penalty is simply more
set their sights on making Massachusetts the 39th state to resjail
cells
and
longer
sentences. Meanwhile, a spokesperson
urrect the barbaric death penalty. Acting Governor Paul Celluci
for liberal Democrat Patricia McGovern, a likely rival of
(Republican) and a host of reactionaries from both parties of
Harshbarger's who spoke in opposition to the death penalty at
the capitalist ruling class want to bring Mas~achusetts "in line"
the November 1 rally, has said that McGovern also planned to
with states such as Texas, Florida, Georgia, and Virginia, where
"uphold the law" if elected.
the legal lynching of disproportionately biack and Hispanic
prisoners is routine.
Unexpectedly, on November 6, the joint bill was defeated
in the House by a one-vote margin. Nevertheless, Cellucci and
On November 1, some 150 death penalty abolitionists
gathered on the steps of the State House in Boston to oppose
his cohorts are fuming, and the death penalty promises to be a
the drive for capital punishment. Supporters of the Internacentral issue in the 1988 elections, when capitalist politicians
tionalist Group were among them, with signs demanding,
will rush to out-demagogue each other on the issue. This last
"Down With the Racist Death Penalty!" and "Free Mumia
time around their attempt failed, but the would-be hangmen
will be back. It is necessary to mobilize all defenders of demoAbu-Jamal!" The radical journalist, former Black Panther and
supporter of the Philadelphia MOVE organization Jamal is
cratic rights, minorities and the working class to defeat them.
the foremost death row political
Democrats, Republicans
prisoner in the United States and
Say "Long Live Death!"
the focus of the international camThe Massachusetts deathpaign against the death penalty.
penalty debate takes place in the
During the previous week,
national context of an all-out racMassachusetts's House and Senate
. ist "law and order" campaign
had approved separate death penspearheaded equally by Clinton's
alty bills, setting the stage for a
Democrats and Gingrich's Repubvote on a "compromise" bill delicans. After Republican Bush
manding death by lethal injection
won the presidency in 1988 over
for 15 capital crimes, including the
former Massachusetts governor
killing of cops. While the move
Dukakis by vituperating against
was identified with Republican
escaped black murderer Willie
Celluci, the bill was supported by
Horton, in 1992 Democrat Bill
55 House Democrats, almosttwice
Clinton, then governor of Arkanthe number of the entire House
sas, tried to outdo Bush in cyniRepublican minority. Additioncally playing the "race card" by
ally, seven Democrats and one
making a special point of executRepublican who had voted against
ing a brain-damaged black man,
the death penalty on previous ocRicky Ray Rector, in the middle
casions voted in favor of the curof the campaign.
rent bill. With a great public show
Since the Supreme Court's
of "anguished" handwringing and
1976 lifting of a brief (four-year)
soul-searching, these bourgeois
ban on capital punishment, the
politicians scrapped their "prinexercise of this barbaric practice
ciples" at the first sign of being
Mark Foley/AP has grown alarmingly, with the tobullied as "soft on crime."
Attorney General Scott "Old Sparky": Florida's execution chair. Death tal number of judicial murders in
the last two decades now more
Harshbarger, who plans to run in penalty is capitalist barbarism.
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than 420. Over a hundred of this number were slaughtered in
1995-96 alone, and so in 1997 74 inmates were put to death,
considerably exceeding the previous record of 65 executions
in 1957. In the past year, Oregon, Kentucky, and Colorado
have all held their first executions in decades, and many states,
including Virginia and Pennsylvania, have been setting up multiple execution dates, even for inmates whose appeals process
has not been completed.
Across the country, capitalist politicians North and South
have been vigorously pushing the death drive. In 1996, Congress eliminated funding for death penalty resource centers,
which had handled most appeals for death row inmates, who
are overwhelmingly poor and unable to afford competent defenders with experience in death penalty cases. Also in 1996
Congress passed Clinton's grisly "Antiterrorism and Effective
Death Penalty Act," which restricts federal review of appeals
and cripples habeas corpus protections against wrongful imprisonment. Wrong verdicts are very much at." issue when it
comes to the death sentence in America's ~'justice" system:
since 1973, at least 66 death-row inmates have'. been released
after having their guilty verdicts overturned.
In Massachusetts, concerns about the arbitrariness and fallibility of convicting and sentencing in death penalty and other
cases led Democratic state representative John P. Slattery to
change his vote at the last minute, scuttling the death-penalty
bill. Slattery cited the much-publicized case of Louise Woodward, the 19-year-old British au pair who had recently been
convicted on second-degree murder charges and sentenced to
15 years to life in prison for the death of an infant in her care.
The presiding judge reduced the conviction to manslaughter
and released Woodward after an outcry in Britain and as polls
showed that a big majority locally considered the young woman
to have been excessively char~ed, wrongly ~onvicted, and
grossly over-sentenced.

A Legacy of Slavery
In the racist, capitalist U.S., where blacks represent an
oppressed race-color caste at the bottom of bourgeois society
and where the ruling class assiduously manipulates the poison
of racism in order to divide the multiracial working class, the
death penalty necessarily falls heaviest on blacks and Hispanics. Over half of the 3,200-plus inmates who crowd the nation's
death-row hell-holes are members of racial minorities, as are
43 percent of those put to death in the last two decades. The
Death Penalty Information Center reported in 1996 that "since
the death penalty was reinstated, 90 black men have been executed for the murder of a white victim, while only 4 white
men have been executed for the murder of a black victim." In
the 1987 McCleskey v. Georgia decision, the Supreme Court
ruled that, in the face of overwhelming evidence of the death
penalty's racially discriminatory character, defendants would
still have to prove specific racist intent on the part of the state
in their particular cases to stop execution.
In fact, the U.S. death penalty is the foul descendant of chattel slavery, whose codes decreed that only the lives of whites
counted. This disdain for black life is still at work today, whether
the enforcers wear the white robes of the Klan or the black robes
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Internationalist Group supporters at Boston demo
against death penalty.
of Supreme Court Justices. It is part of a wholesale assault on
ghetto residents, including street executions by racist cops, the
criminalization of an entire generation of young blacks as part of
the state's phony "war on drugs" and "war on crime," and the
malign neglect of minority people with AIDS, all of which betray an appetite for genocide. As a result of mandatory sentencing laws, the real prospect for one out of every three young black
men in this society is the criminal ''justice" system, a conveyor
belt running at top speed from the city streets to the vast prison
netWork that has doubled in size in the last decade to 1.5 million
inmates, 54 percent of them black.
And for every Rodney King, the black motorist savagely
beaten by LAPD thugs in 1991, and Abner Louima, the Haitian immigrant brutally tortured by sadistic NYPD cops in
Brooklyn last summer, whose cases reach the public spotlight,
there are hundreds of blacks who are terrorized and murdered
by the police in the state's open war on blacks and immigrants.

SinisterWitchhunt Against NAMBLA
In Massachusetts, the most reactionary forces cynically
seized upon a recent spate of grisly killings to whip up a .racist
death penalty hysteria. Black people are not their only targets.
As part ofthe recent campaign, a sinister persecution was launched
against an organization called the North American Man/Boy Love
Association (NAMBLA). Following the murder of a Cambridge
boy, Jeffrey Curley, the media viciously and slanderously tried
to implicate NAMBLA in this heinous crime. Al1 defenders of
fundamental democratic rights must oppose this crude victimization ofNAMBLA, a ·political advocacy group that supports
the rights of gays and youth and calls for the repeal of the state's
reactionary age-of-consent laws.
In the over two decades of its existence, NAMBLA has
been the target of non-stop bigoted attacks and slanders, as
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part of the puritanical, homophobic "family values" campaign.
Even "mainstream" gay rights organizations have shunned
NA MB LA ina de~rate attempt to ·achieve respectability with
bourgeois politicians and public opinion. Today, reactionary
forces such asthe anti-abortion bigots who claim io defend
the"rightto life" (while harboring killers who gun down clinic
personnel) seek to instigate an atmosphere reminiscent of the
Salem witchcraft trials so that they can start 1:1p their machine
of state murder. As always, the most' unpopular and isolated
groups are singled out for victimization as the "thin edge of
the wedge" in the all-sided attack by bourgeois reaction.
From the Clinton White House to the Massachusetts state
house, the ~family values" crusade targets women, gays, lesbians, youth, anyone considered deviant by a ruling class that
wants to use sexual no'nns to regiment the population amid the
rot ofdecaying capitalism. Thus a Dominican immigrant, Jesus
CoUado, was jailed. for over half a year. as· the INS tried to
deport him for a "statutory rape" conviction from 1974, when
as a 19-year-old youth he was tried and found guilty for having consensual sex with his 15-year-old girl friend. As opposed
to reactionary "age of consent" Jaws, which seek to criminalize
youth sexuality, we hold that the only legitimate standard in
sexual matters is whether there is effective consent. We demand: Government out of the bedrooms! At the November 1
rally against the death penalty Internationalist Group supporters carried a sign demanding: "Down With the State & Media
Witchhunt Against NAMBLA!"

Death Penalty: Face of Capitalist Barbarism
In the face of the bipartisan drive to legalize state murder,
some reformist groups on the left seek to pressure the capitalist
Democratic Party to lead the fight against capital punishment.
The Workers World Party (WWP) blames the death-penalty hysteria in Massachusetts on "rightwingers," and their only complaint about the Democrats is that House Speaker Thomas
Finneran "did nothing to mobilize the many groups that oppose
the death penalty" (Workers World, 6 November 1997). Likewise, WWP's answer to the police torture of Abner Louima was
to call for a vote in the NYC mayoral primary for Democrat Al
Sharpton-who once wore a wire for the FBI and spied on black
leaders for the "black desk" of the NY PD-and to call on cops to
"take off their uniforms" and "toss away their badges"!
Meanwhile, on October 3, the WWP-led National People's
Campaign sponsored a speakout on cop bruta1ity to which they
invited two blackfederal marshals to attend and speak! To bring
these cops. into such a meeting is to target those in attendance,
particularly minorities and immigrants, for state repression. f
If the WWP wants the cops to cease acting as cops, the International Socialist Organization (ISO) wants to unionize them.
The ISO supports the unionization of prison guards, in~luding
hailing a strike by brutal prison guards at New York City's notorious Rikers Island holding pens. At the Boston rally against the
death penalty, these social democrats trundled over from a procapitalist demonstration at Harvard against Chinese President
Jiang Zemin. Under the cover ofits front group, the Campaign to
End the Death Penalty, ISO supporters' signs included, "Death
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Penalty = Murder, Jiang Zemin = Murder, Paul Cellucci = Murder.'' Equating the Chinese bureaucratically deformed workers
state with capitalism, these social democrats' calls for "democracy" are,really a call for counterrevolution.
Whether they are dyed in the wool Stalinoids Jike the WWP
or certified social democrats like the ISO, the 57 varieties of
reformists are united in looking to reform the capitalist state.
They seek to use "democratic" issues like opposition to the death
penalty in order to offer their services as the "best builders" of
popular-front protests that in fact build the Democratic Party of
yuppie racist Clinton. They deny the fundamental Marxist understanding that cops, courts and prisons, the entire racist 'justice system" and its personnel are the cogs and levers of the capitalist state machinery, whose job is to keep the oppressed doW11.
What is needed in the fight against the barbaric death penalty is
a class-struggle fight against the capitalist system that fosters it.
The ki11er cops and the capitalist state cannot be reformed; they
must be smashed by a victorious workers revolution.
Death penalty abolitionists and fighters against racist oppression can place no faith in the bosses' po1itical parties, cops,
and courts. Freeing Mumia.Abu-Jamal and abolishing the racist
death penalty will require a militant mobilization of the social
power of the working class and its trade union organizations.
This was the program advocated by James P. Cannon, Jeader
of the once-revolutionary Communist Party's International
Labor Defense (ILD) and later a founder of American
Trotskyism. Referring to a previous death penalty hysteria in
Massachusetts, in 1927 Cannon wrote in the ILD's bulletin,
labor Defender:

"In the Sacco-Vanzetti case, the I.L.D. brought out with
cameo clearness the main lines of its program. The first of
these was unity of all working class forces. In the SaccoVanzetti conference it initiated could be found an all-embracing reflection of all elements in the labor movement:
Communists, Socialists, Anarchists, Syndicalists, members
of the American Federation of Labor and ofthelW.W. and
other independent unions, and scores of fraternal organizations. Even when slanderous attacks were launched against
the I.L.D. and ·attempts made to split the united movement,
the International Labor Defense continued to forge forward
with patient persistence for unified action.
"Secondly, the reliance upon the class movement of the workers. We pointed out incessantly that the Sacco-Vanzetti case
was an instance of class persecution and not an accidental
case of the 'miscarriage of justice.' We drew therefrom the
conclusion that only the class action of the workers for whom
Sacco and Vanzetti were being groomed to die could save
them. from such a fate. The history of the many SaccoVanzetti cases of the.past decades in this country confirmed
our belief that militant workers could expect no 'justice' from
capitalist courts and judges, and that their vindication could
be guaranteed only by the workers' movement."
Cannon concluded with a resounding call that still holds
true today: "Let the working class of America ring with our
fighting slogan: Build a wall of labor defense against the frameup system!" The recent Teamsters strike against UPS gave a
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Drop Charges Against Plymouth Protesters!

Thanksgiving Day

Cop Assault on Native
America,n Protest
PLYMOUTH-When the death penalty bill failed in the Massachusetts legislature last November, the.racist cops were furious. Three weeks later they took their revenge. On November 27, a phalanx of 150 cops-including state troopers as well
as local police and sheriffs-waded into an annual Native
American Indian demonstration and began beating protesters, spraying them with pepper spray, and throwing them to
the concrete before' dragging them into waiting paddy wagons. In all, 25 protesters were arrested.
The demonstration, called by the United American Indians of New England in observance of the National Day of
Mourning, began at noon when several hundred protesters
gathered near the statue of Wampanoag tribal leader Massasoit
to protest Plymouth's annual "Pilgrim's Progress" procession
from Plymouth Rock .to the center of this tourist town which
advertises itselfas the birthplace of the "Thanksgiving" holiday. American Indian speakers and other supporters debunked
the racisthlyths surrounding the Thanksgiving holiday, which
obscure the genocide of indigenous peoples which the landing of the Mayflower inaugurated. The protestors then set off
on a peaceful mar~h along the route of the "Pilgrim's
Progress," only to be ambushed within a block by the waiting '
forces of the bosses' state.
This was a premeditated police assault. Some of the cops
were in plainclothes, others were on horseback, still others
were decked out in riot gear. Even though the Day of Mourning protests had been taking place peacefully since 1970, the
cops obscenely demanded a "permit" for these Native Americans to walk on land stolen from their ancestors. Moonanum
James of the United American In"dians ofNew England said,
"The racism and cruelty of 'America's Hometown' were on
display for the world to see. We had women and children
grouped at.the front of the march to make it clear that we did
not want a confrontation. The cops did not care" (Boston
Globe, 29 November 1997).
,
Witnesses say that the cops singled out protest leaders
and racial minorities for especially brutal treatment. Police
pepper-sprayed a black child and a Latino boy, and ripped
dreadlocks from a young man's scalp. Two black women
among the arrested were kept in handcuffs for an hour
longer than the other women.. The 25 arrested protesters
now face trial on outrageous charges ranging from "disorderly conduct" to "assault and battery on a police officer"!
The Internationalist Group demands: Drop all charges against
the Plymouth protesters! •

----- ------- --·

Boston Herald/Mike Adaskaveg

One of more than two dozen arrested in Plymouth,
Massachusetts protest, November 27.

Mass. Death Penalty...
continued from page 31
taste oflabor 's power, but to achieve real victory requires above
all a revolutionary leadership to oust the present pro-capitalist
misleaders of labor and minorities. In seeking to build a revolutionary workers party, the Internationalist Group follows the
example of the Russian Bolshevik leader V.I. Lenin, who insisted that such a party must be a "tribune of the people," opposing every form of social oppression. The fight against the
death penalty must be linked to a struggle against all forms of
racism, against the oppression of women and homosexuals, in
the fight for a socialist revolution that can liberate all of humanity. Lenin's Bolsheviks fought against the death penalty of
the tsarist autocracy and abolished it upon taking power. It
was Stalin's political counterrevolution that restored this relic
of capitalism, just as it rolled back gains of the October Revolution in many spheres, ultimately preparing the way for capitalist counterrevolution.
At the end of the 20th century as at the beginning, the fight
against the barbaric death penalty poses starkly the central choice
ofthis era: socialism or barbarism! Join the Internationalist Group
in the fight for international socialist revolution! •
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Sil Leadership Now Says No Popular Fronts in U.S.

So How About the
NPAC Popular Front?
First, to recapitulate: Last spring, comrades of the Internationalist Group in Mexico noticed that the latest pub1ication of
the Grupo Espartaquista de Mexico (GEM) wrote about the Party
of the Democratic Revolution (PRD) ofCuauhtemoc Cardenas
without saying a word about the popular front around the PRD.
Was this a change in the positio~ of the Spartacist League and
the International Communist League (SL/ICL), ofwhich the GEM
is the Mexican section? At the May Day march the IG comrades
asked, and were told that, indeed, the GEM now denied that there
was a Cardenista popular front in Mexico. The Internationalist .
Group wrote an open letter to the GEM on "The ICL's New LineTo Fight the Popular Front You Have to Recognize That It Exists" (5 May 1997), printed in The Internationalist No. 3 (September-October 1997). At a GEM public forum our comrades
pointed out that this revision of a longstanding ICL position was
full of implications. Eventually, the SL's Workers Vangu.ard(No.
672, 8 August) came out with a lengthy article on Mexico devoted to "answering" the JG, after a fashion. That is to say, in
what has become the distinctive style of the new WV, the article
strung together distortions, inventions, speculations and all kinds
of sleight of hand in order to waffle around the fact that the ICL
had changed its line.

ISPARTAOST~ ~

SUPPLIMENT

The WV article argued essentially that there could be no
popular front in Mexico, at least not now nor in the past, for
lack of a mass workers party to be part of it. Nor, for .the same
reason, could there be such a class-collaborationist coalition
in the U.S., they argued. We replied: So what about the National Peace Action Coalition (NPAC), an "an~iwar" front in
the '70s that in the past the SL/U.S. had always called a popular front? Well, that was then, it turns out. Now we have it on
good authority (see page 56) that the SL considers NPAC only
to have been "popular-frontist," which SL leaders insist is a
different animal. After those who went on to found the Internationalist Group were expelled in 1996 from the ICL in the
U.S. and Mexico, where they had been leading cadres for many
years, we warned that the reconstituted ICL leadership was
beginning to revise key Spartacist positions from the past: first,
declaring that the Stalinists "led" counterrevolution in the Soviet Union and East Europe, then declaring there was no popular front in Mexico. Now NPAC has ceased to ,be a popular
front by.a wave of WV's magic wand.
But let's go back to the beginning. The question of the
popular front in Mexico is no third-rate question. A popular
front is a coalition binding working-class organizations and
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Against NPAC Pop Fronts:

FOR CLASS ACTION
AGAINST THE WAR
The ..Bprinr Otren1lve" is over, but the Vii?tnam 'war
drap on. The Ma,ydaJI' Tribe'• threat to "Stop the Gowemrnent" If lhe rovemmtnl did not •top the war only
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The forc ib le a.nd brutal expulsion of the Spartacist · League and Progressive Labor-SDS from the Friday night session of the HPAC conference
--carried out principally by the Socialist Workers Party--writes a new
chapter into the SWP' s history of betrayal. Escalating the struggle
against political opponents on its left to physical violence, the SWP
has now attempted to seal its a'nti-war b l oc with bourgeois politicians
in the traditional Stalinist manner--the bloodletting of the left wing.
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the left to the bourgeoisie, or a section of it. Such a bloc serves
IG) that a popular front was coming together around the 1988
as a straitjacket to hold the proletariat, as well as other oppresidential bid by Cuauhtemoc Cardenas, a former high-rankpressed groups such as the peasantry, in check by formally
ing leader of the PRI (Institutional Revolutionary Party) which
has run the country in the interests of domestic and imperialist
chaining them to the class enemy. The capitalist rulers and
capital since 1929. While PRI leaders were embracing
their reformist labor lieutenants typically resort to such coaliWashington's "free market" brand of capitalism, selling off statetions of class collaboration in times of great social unrest, out
of fear that the exploited masses might "get out of hand" and
owned industries wholesale to their cronies, Cardenas and other
embark on struggle against capitalism itself. The popular frorit
PRI dissidents worried that the combination ofunbridled enrichserves to dissipate the militancy of the working masses and
ment for those at the top and brutal austerity for those at the
demoralize them, thus preparing the way for the subsequent
bottom could provoke an upheaval by the millions-strong Mexivictory of bonapartist military dictatorships or outright fascan working class and the huge discontented peasantry. So the
dissidents left the PRI in order to rein in the burgeoning indepen9ism. Leon Trotsky, the co-leader of the Russian OctoberRevodent unions and the organizations of the urban and rural poor, as
lution and founder of the Fourth International, wrote that faswell as to put a leash on the ostensible left. The vehicle for this
cism and popular fronts were "the last political resources of
. imperialism in the struggle against
the proletarian revolution."
This was the counterrevolutionary role that the original
"People's Fronts" played in the
1930s in Spain, where it led to the
victory of Franco in the Civil War,
What Was NPAC?
and in France where it defused a
NPAC was a bloc (rrm a united front) between the SWP
general strike and paved the way for
and certain bourgeois politicians on a program and tactics
the Nazi-allied Vichy regime. This
congruent with bourgeois liberalism in the l 969-71 period.
Thus NPAC was a non*electoral "popular front" quite parwas also the function that popular
allel to those set up by the Stalinists ..against war. fascism,..
fronts played subsequently, from
etc. in the 1930s. In terms of actual organizational power.
Indonesia in .1965 (where it led to
NPAC wa$ an SWP front group, that is, the activists and
apparatus were effectively con1rolled by the SWP/YSA so
the massacre ofover a million Comlhat other political forces. including the liberal bourgeoisie,
munists and workers at the hands
ofthe CIA puppet General Suharto)
to Chile in 1973, where Allende's
The "People's Front"
It is important to answer certain questions that have arisen
Popular Unity regime hogtied the
on the left concerning the relation between the popular front,
workers and prepared the way for
which generally takes the fonn of a parliamentary bloc, and
the bloody Victory of General
class·collaborationist non-parliamentary movements, like
Pinochet, who still controls the Chilthe Socialist Workers Party's (SWP) National Peace Action
Coalition (NPAC). This question obviously has dislurbed
ean military today. In the 1970s and
enough members of the SWP/YSA for the organization to
'80s, while most of the left-includissue an .. Education for Socialists.. pamphlet entitled Al/iat1·
ing a host of groups claiming to be
ces cmd tlle Revolutionary Party: The Tactic of tht United
From and /low It Differs from the Pt1plllt1r From by Les
Trotskyist-capitulated in one way
Evans. and another pamphlet in the same series _which
or another to popular fronts, precisely because they were popular,
the Spartacisttendency(which later
became the ICL) uniquely upheld
the Trotskyist position ofno political support ''to" any popular front,
calling instead for the revolutionary
class independence ofthe proletariat
and its allies. We fought bitter fights
with pseudo-Trotskyists over Chile,
The People's Front in the United States
over Portugal and the Union of the
from The People's Front: The New Betrayal, James Burnham,
Left in France, as well as over "an· Pioneer Publishers, New York, 1937
tiwar" popular fronts in the U.S.
a staunch and outstanding dcrender of capitalist democracy.
he People's Front has not, of.course, advan<:ed as far
In Mexico, the ICL warned
nor that the b1,dk of the proletariat, the farmers, and the
in 1he United States as in France or Spain. Jn the
lower strata of the rest of the middle cluses. were solidformal sense. there is not yet in the United States an
from the very beginning of its work
ly behind him. Thus the upholders of the People"s Front
established "People's Fron!." The United States is not faced
ideology found themselves, willingly or unwillingly, driven
with a developing revolutionary crisis, as is France, nor is
there (led by the comrades who
into the Roosevelt camp: either openly, as was the case with
it in the midst of a Civil War, as is Spain. Though the
were later expelled and founded the
many, or, like the Communist Party itself, through a backhis1oricaJ issue for the United Slates, as is the case for every
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operation was a popular front around Cardenas and the PRD, the
bourgepis nationalist party which he founded in 1989.
almost a decade the ICL and the GEM repeatedly
warned of the danger represented by the Cardenista popular
front and.called oh Mexican workers to break from it. After
being robbed of victory in 1988, Cardenas lost in the next presidential vote six years later. But as Mexico has continued to
boil after the New Year's Day 1994 revolt by Zapatista Indians, and as the semi-bonapartist PRI regime has been coming
apart at the seams, support grew for the PRD. In elections last
July, Cardenas was elected governor of the federal district
(Mexico City;), far out-scoring his rivals. Yet precisely at this
moment, when illusions in Cardenas were growing rapidly, the
ICL leadership suddenly decided there was no need to fight
against the popular'frorit and simply declared it non:.existent.
How ~on~nient. While still ritually referring to the bourgeois
character of the PRD, the GEM has nowhere fought against
the s~pordinationof :''independent" unions and the Mexican
left to 2tbe popular front, even though its sole focus of activity
(the National University) is a hotbed of Cardenas support. In
fact, the GEM didn't even bother to put out a single piece of
propaganda for the July 6 election.
In justifying its new line, which it euphemistically called
"sharpening" and "clarifying our past propaganda," Workers
Vanguard came up with several threadbare arguments. First,
WV claimed, you couldn't have a popular front in Mexico,
because, "As in many semi-colonial countries, Mexico has not
seen the development of even a reformist mass party of the
working class," and instead the unions have been directly tied
to bourgeois nationalism. Since when does this make a popular front impossible? We pointed out in our article, "Mexico
Elections: Cardenas Popular Front Chains Workers to Capitali~m" (Internationalist No. 3), that these arguments would
deny the existence of a popular front in India in the 1930s, in
El Salvador in the 1980s~ where militant unions and the left
were tied to tiny bourgeois liberal parties, or in Indonesia today where unions are in the tow of the bourgeois nationalist
party (also.called the PRD) of Sukarno's daughter, or in Bolivia or any one of a number of countries where the ICL has
always denounced popular-frontism.
It was not only in semi-colonial Mexico that WV denied
''the supposed existence of a 'popular front' around the PRD,"
but there could also be no popular front in the United States,
where there is· also obviously no mass workers party. In our
article, we responded by quoting how the Trotskyists in the
1930s wrote that there was a popular front around Roosevelt's
New Deal Democratic Party. We also cited the example of
"antiwar" popular fronts during the Vietnam War, in particular
the National Peace Action Coalition sponsored by the SWP.
We pointed out that the Spartacist polemics against the SWP's
vaunted "peace coalitions" centered on denouncing these as
popular fronts. We noted that in 1973, the SL's youth group
put out a whole bulletin, titled On the United Front (recently
reprinted in an attractively designed pamphlet), to explain this
position historically.
So far, the ICL press has not responded to our polemic,
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but on two different occasions, SL members from Boston and
New York have replied to questions from supporters of the
Internationalist Group with identical responses: NPAC, they
now say, was not a popular front but a "popu1ar-frontist formation." In New York, this was repeated to us by two members of the SL's central committee. One of them later came
back to make sure that we got it straight, that NPAC was a
"popular-frontist formation," which, he emphasized, is not the
same thing as a popular front.
Digging itselfin deeper and deeper, the ICL leadership is
now turning its back on one of the key political battles that
won revolutionary minded young cadres to the SL's ranks in
the early 1970s. It was over the SWP's popular-front coalition
with "antiwar" bourgeois politicians as early as 1965 that the
SL declared the SWP to be reformist. By 1970, the SWP was
so deeply wedded to its alliance with Democratic Party "doves"
that its marshals were 1inking arms to keep radical youth with
Viet Cong flags out of their marches. And in July 1971, when
the Spartacist League and supporters of the Progressive Labor
Party-led Students for a Democratic Society (SOS) protested
the presence of Democratic Senator Vance Hartke at an NPAC
meeting, the SWP drew the class line in blood. With the SWP's
chief goon Fred Halstead leading the charge, the protesters
were physically expelled, a PL/SDSer was heaved through a
plate glass window and an SLer's nose was broken.
The Spartacist League emphasized over and over that this
gangster attack was the direct consequence of the popular front.
A leaflet issued on 3 July 1971 was headlined "The SWP in the
NPAC Conference: Pop Front Sealed in Blood!" This leaflet was
later included in the first bound volume of Spartacist. Two articles in Workers 'Action (September 1971 ), the predecessor to
WV, were headlined: "SWP Seals Alliance with Bourgeoisie in
NPAC-Revolutionaries Beaten," and "NPAC: Fake Trotskyists
Aid SWP in Pop Front Betrayal." Already before the SWP attack, a July 1971 Spartacist supplement was headlined, "Against
NPAC Pop Fronts: For Class Action Against the War." The lead
article stated: "The SWP has put itself on record that henceforward class collaboration with the imperialist liberals within the
present Popular Front will be maintained at all costs: the initiation ceremony has been consummated by an act of shameless
violence against revolutionaries."
Article after article in Workers Vanguard over the next
two years denounced the NPAC popular front. An article on a
student "peace" conference explained, "A popular front is a
coalition of nominal socialists with the bourgeoisie; its program must be limited to the bourgeoisie's program as long as
the 'socialists' desire the bourgeoisie's participation" (WVNo.
7, April 1972). The question of the popular front character of
this "antiwar" coalition with liberal Democrats became a major issue of debate with the Socialist Workers Party. The SWP
brought out a special "Education for Socialists" bulletin titled,

Alliances and the Revolutionary Party: The Tactic ofthe United
Front and How It Differs from the Popular Front. That bulletin published the first two chapters of a 1937 SWP pamphlet
by James Burnham, The Popular Front: The New Betrayal.
Partly in response to this, the Spartacist League youth
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group at the time (the Revolutionary Communist Youth) published the special bulletin On the United Front devoted to
explaining why NPAC was a popular front. The SL/RCY bulletin reprinted the last chapter of the Burnham pamphlet describing how the popular front was applied in the U.S. in the
absence of a mass workers party and a developing revolutionary crisis:
"Most significant of all is the application of the People's
Front policy to 'anti-war work.' Through a multitude of pacifist organizations, and especially through the directly controlled American League against War and Fascism, the Stalinists aim at the creation of a 'broad, classless, People's Front
of all those opposed to war'."
-The Peoples Front: The New Betrayal
Other articles in the SL/RCY bulletin hammered away at
the same theme. Nowhere did it say that for a popular front to
exist there had to be a mass workers party. On the contrary, the
whole point of the polemic was that even at a lower level of
development there were popular fronts. A July 1973 statement
by the RCY National Bureau declared: "The popular front is. a
political bloc, which may or may not take the form of a govern~
mental coalition, in which the politics of the working-class component of the bloc are subordinated to the politics of the bourgeoisie, to the defense ofthe bourgeois state and capitalism." An
article by Joseph Seymour in the same bulletin summed up: "Thus
NPAC was a non-electoral 'popular front' quite parallel to those
set up by the Stalinists 'against war, fascism,' etc. in the 1930s."
While there are numerous references to the NPAC as a popular front throughout this pamphlet, today, grasping at straws to
justify their new revisionism, the SL leaders evidently seized on
the single reference in the bulletin to NPAC as a "popular-frontist
formation." But even that contradicts the SL's new line. The RCY
document states that "A descriptive distinction can be_drawn
between popular-front alliances among two or more separate
political parties (e.g., the French Union of the Left) and popular-
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frontist groups" such as NPAC. Not only does this emphasize
that there is only a "descriptive" difference, the document goes
on to emphasize: "The attitude of Trotskyists, of course, is no
different toward these socially weaker popular-frontist formations." Yet today the SL/ICL leaders make a political distinction
between a popular front and a "popular-frontist formation" in
order to insist that there can't be a popular front in the U.S. because there is no mass reformist workers party.
This is far from tenninological hair-splitting. In Mexico,
where this is an immediate, burning question, the ICL leadership
insists on the absence of a popular front precisely because they
want to have a different policy than in the past-they don't want
to fight the Cardenista popular front, they don't call on workers
to break from it, and so they say it doesn't exist. In order to
justify their generalizing policy of abstentionism, they are renouncing their own past positions, one after another. Or did the
senior leaders of the SL/U.S. who told us this just make it up in
order to wiggle out of a tight spot? We doubt it, but let's hear it
from the horse's mouth. Where does the SL/ICL stand today:
was NPAC a popular front, or what? •

"New Popular Front"
The political basis for the S WP's participation in the antiwar movement was soon evolved-the concept of a "singleissue" movement. This "new" theory strikingly parallels the
"peoples front of all democratic forces" developed by Stalinism in 1935, and is predicated on the illusion that a large multiclass peace movement, with no specific program, can "pressure" the imperialist government of the U.S. into ending the
Vietnamese war or, by logical extension, any war....
Part of the problem for a centrist organization like the
SWP in maintaining a "Popular Front" coalition is that it must
openly sacrifice for 'unity' the one weapon with which it can
combat political opponents-its principled program.
-"Anti-War Sellout," Spartacist No. I 0, May-June 1967
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During the past several years, France has been repeatedly
convulsed by struggles of workers, immigrants, students, minority youth and other oppressed sectors. In November-December 1995, up to a million people poured into the streets in
massive demonstrations and a public workers strike that put
the country on the razor's edge. While the reformist misleaders of labor managed to dissipate that movement, the most
powerful working-class mobilization since May-June 1968, the
conservative government's plans to slash pensions and health
care were stymied and a stand-off ensued. Regularly over the
next year and a half, new struggles broke out in defense of
immigrants and against the fascist National Front, as well as
the dramatic national truckers strike of November 1996 and
the resistance last spring to a plant closure by Renault auto
workers in Belgium which reverberated through West Europe.
The burgeoning unrest led to the election last June 1 of a
coalition of the "plural left," headed by Socialist prime minister Lionel Jospin. The task of this bourgeois government of
the parliamentary left was to overcome resistance to the antiworking-class "reforms" that the previous right-wing cabinet
had tried but failed to ram through. This was to be accomplished by chailling the organized workers in the unions and
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reformist workers parties to bourgeois coalition partners in a
"popular front," such as held office in France in the late 1930s
and late '40s, and most recently during the ' 80s under "Socialist" president Fran~ois Mitterrand. But while seeking to defuse protests through negotiations and promises of a rosy future in the year 2000, this has failed to halt the roiling discontent at the base. This led to the spectacle in early January of
squads of paramilitary riot cops, carrying out orders from the
popular-front cabinet, dragging out protesters from unemployment offices they had seized. But this was only the latest chapter in an on-going story.
For eight days in November, a nationwide truck drivers strike
brought over-the-road freight traffic in France to a standstill. Close
to 200 blockades by long-distance truckers tied up traffic at key
intersections and toll booths on the autoroutes (superhighways),
outside regional freight terminals and fuel depots. Twelve out of
13 refineries in the country were blocked as strikers parked their
rigs around the entrances. Fed up by the duplicity of the wagegouging trucking companies, the "for9ats de la route" (roughly,
slaves of the road) became road warriors for the second time in
two years. Last time around, they won some limited gains, but
this time the striking truckers were sold out for practica11y noth'
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ing by their refonnist union and party leaders, in a deal engineered by the Socialist (PS) and Communist (PCF) ministers of
the popular-front government. The role the refonnist socialdemocrats and now ex-Stalinists was summed up long ago in the
famous comment of Maurice Thorez at the time of tht1 1936 general strike when the PCF leader declared, "It is necessary to know
how to end a strike."
But barely a month after the truckers walkout wa·s
squelched, a new round of social struggle broke out, this time
by a coalition of organizations of the unemployed and union
federations, whose political tendencies ranged from the PCF
to the "far left." Beginning in the.days before Christmas, these
groups occupied offices of the unemployme~(ageltey;As$edic,
demanding a year-end bonus. With unemployment ill France
officially at 12.5 percent, but in reality much higher, there was
widespread sympathy for the occupations. :An:d~since the agency
is a tripartite government/labor/employer 'ope.ratio~, the sitins challenged not only the government' but ,~also _ th~ socialdemocratic union tops. The president ofAs$edic, ~icole Notat,
who is head of the CFDT labor federation, fumed about "manipulation" of the protests. The conservative Le Figriro (7 Janu..
ary) headlined gleefully, "Jospin Embarrassed by His Left."
With a sense of history, Interior Mirifster ,J~an-Pierre
Chevenement declared, "It is necessary to kno~ how t~ end an
occupation." The next day he sent in the CRS riot cops.
Meanwhile, although the left c9alition was elected following massive protests early last year against the right-wing
government's anti-immigrant laws, fospi~ has Jus~ pushed
through an immigration law t~at (naintains the P~q:Ua law wJ:iile
modifying a few of its provisions-arid making ~ome worse,
such as increasing the amount of tim~ the police c~ri hold those
"suspected" of being "illegal" immigrants. Ahc;i in th'e barren
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public housing projects of the workers. suburbs, racist police
have been enforcing a rein of terror, repeatedly executing youths
'with point-blank shots to the face and back. In -1968, -student
demonstrators scrawled CRS=SS on the walls, protesting the
brutal paramilitary cops. In the past two months, the popularfront government has sent in the CRS against striking truckers, unemployed protesters and minority youth outraged over
police murder. We say to working people and the oppressed: it
is necessary to break from the popular front of killer cops,
technocrats and bureaucrats, to build a Trotskyist party that
fights for international workers revolution!

"Stop Living Like Galley Slaves''
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In November 1996, when a truck drivers s!oppage spread
like wildfire along the highways., there was a conservative gov~
ernment in office, headed by the Gaul,list right-winger Alain Juppe.
In the face of widespread support for the-strikers, who work an
average of 60 hours a week for miserable wages, the government maneuvered rather than cracking dowri hard. Tmckers!wQn
the right to retire at age 55 after 25 years on the job, the government promised ·to order pay for "dead time" (the wait betw~en
runs and for loading and unloading) and the companies promised a 3,0QO franc (roughly $500) bonus. A year later, truckers
bitterly complain 'th<Jt they still can't retire at age 55, most receive no pay for down time and the bosses reneged on the bonus.
Unlike the 1996 strike, which snowballed from one area
to another, this was a conflict that was entirely expected. The
union tops thought they had a deal on October 31. The association of small ,and medium-siz~d trucking finns agreed to
introduce a mo1,1thly wage of 10,000 francs ($1,800) for 200
hours work a month. PCF transport minister Jean-Calude
Gayssot promise4 to enforce the settlement ~ by decree. This
was toutt~ll-as great ·"progress" ~ven though it wouldn't
Les grands centres petroliers cernes
take full effect until the year 2000, would only app.ly to a
small minority of drivers, and amounted to a 50-hour
workweek! For most workers in the industry, the ''deal"
meant their hourly pay would .still be close t<? or, be(ow
the minimum wage. The accord was signed by the CFDT,
the main union in the industry, and the other social-democratic union federation, Force Ouvriere. (FO), while the
PCF-led CGT (General Confederation of Labor) was
mildly critical. But the ranks weren't buying it.
Blockades sprang up across Franc.e on Saturday morning, November 1, manned by drivers from · all five union
groupings. Defying their union leaders and a government
order to keep ~el moving over the weekend, CFDT truckers in Rouen jumped the gun and shut down three refineries. In Le Havre, the port area and Total, Mobil,- Esso and
Shell refineries were sealed off. By Tuesday there were}9 l
blockades at key nodal points, most ofthemjiltrants (letting passenger cars through). There were fewer tractor-trailer
rigs than in 1996 as companies pulled their trucks in, and
many drivers had to use their own cars. But the economic
effect was no less than in 1996. After a week 40 percent of
Le Figaro the service stations in France ran out of gas. Production
lines stopped repeatedly at Renault auto factories at
Map of truckers' blockades around France last November.
!
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Sandouville, Cleon, Maubeuge, Batilly and Douai.
Fresh produce deliveries to the wholesale food markets of the major cities were cut off.
"We have got to stop living like galley slaves,"
said H~lene, a feisty 52-year-old trucker in the department oflsere (Le Monde, 5 November). Quite a few of
the drivers are women, along with a nwnber of blacks.
A sign ofthe popularity ofthe strike was the large number ofindividuals and union delegations who caine out
to the blockades with food and warm drinks. Parents
held classes along the side ofthe road explaining about
unions and labor struggle (see photo). It was significant that many members of other unions helped man
the blockades. North of Toulouse the prefecture complained that "certain blockades are being held by tradeunionists outside the profession."
With the sympathy and eager support of wider
sections of the working class, the truckers strike had
the potential of going beyond an action by one sector-albeit one with tremendous power and pent-up
grievances-to becoming a broader struggle against
AFP/Jean-Loup Gautreau
the bourgeoisie. It could have sparked struggles School children get lessons in strike near Toulouse.
against the mass unemployment and attacks on workcompanied by intensification of union-busting in the capitalist
ers gains throughout Europe as the 1998 deadline for the comWest (notably Reagan's destruction of the PATCO air controlmon European currency (the euro) looms. Confronting fascist
lers strike in 1981 and Thatcher's smashing of the 1984-85 Britassaults on strikers, here was a chance to use union power to
ish miners strike). In the '90s, the collapse ofStalinism and ofits
wipe the floor with the racist union-busting thugs, and to show
illusory dogma of building "socialism in one country" has been
active solidarity with the immigrants who are the priority tarfollowed by a concerted assault on the "welfare state," instituted
get of the chauvinist terrorists. But this required extending the
by social democrats and capitalists following World War II in
struggle to other key sectors of the French working class, riporder to ward off the "red menace."
ping control of the strike from the hands of the reformist buBut right-wing free-marketeers have not had a smooth ride.
reaucrats, taking a clear stand against the "left" government,
In I~ly, a 1994 attempt to roll back pensions by a right-wing
and raising an internationalist program attacking the rule of
coalition that for the first time since WWII included the fascists
capital in the fight for a workers government.
provok~d a series of one-day "general strikes" that brought hunWith "socialist" Jospin as prime minister and Gaullist
dreds of thousands into the streets and which the reformist union
Jacques Chirac as president, class collaboration in France today
and party leaders used to form a popular front that replaced the
is capped today by "cohabitation" between the left and right.
government of the sinister media mogul Berlusconi. The followThe fact that the reformists sold out the struggle is par for the
ing year in France, the rightist government of Chirac/Juppe ancourse: they are simply acting as the administrators of capital
nounced plans to "reform" (i.e., to gut) the social security system
now that they have the "responsibilities of office." The most nobeginning with government workers. But even though Chirac
table aspect of the truckers strike is that there was no significant
was elected president the previous May and the right had an overchallenge to the class collaborators. In fact, some of the several
whelming majority in the National Assembly, spreading strikes
large organizations of the former "far left" openly declared their
by rail, postal and other public sector workers brought hundreds
intent to "help" the Jospin coalition in hopes that this capitalist
of thousands into the streets week a:fter week.
government would "succeed." As the truckers strike showed
The social unrest continued throughout 1996, including
again, a genuine fight against the labor traitors can only be unthe November 1996 truckers strike, mass mobilizations in dedertaken by building a revolutionary vanguard party of the profense of immigrants and protests against the fascists in the
letariat, forged in the heat of the class struggle.
spring of 1997. So Chirac decided ~~ .;all a snap election for
last May. In the campaign, Jospin put together a coalition of
"Plural Leff ' Carries Out Capitalist
what
he called the "plural left." This was to distinguish it from
Cutbacks, Anti-Immigrant Attacks
the "Union of the Left" under Fran~ois Mitterrand during the
1970s and early '80s, which was based on a reformist ComIn the aftermath of the counterrevolution that destroyed the
mon Program agreed to by the PS, the PCF and the tiny bourbureaucratically degenerated and deformed workers states ofthe
geois Left Radical party. But the real program of this popular
Soviet Union and East Europe, the capitalists sharply intensified
front was Cold War anti-Sovietism, anti-working-class austertheir attacks on the unions and workers' gains worldwide. The
ity and anti-immigrant racism. After a couple of years of defiintensification of the anti-Soviet Cold War in the 1980s was ac-
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cit financing, the Socialist technocrats reversed previous nationalizations and decreed a brutal austerity program that sent
unemployment soaring into double digits. Someone had to do
the "dirty job," said PS prime minister Laurent Fabius. ·
Jospin 's solution was to promise as 1itt1e as possible. He
signed a joint memo with the PCF that aside from fantasy talk
of producing 700,000 jobs makes virtually no specific commitments. The program of this government is signaled by the
presence of three small bourgeois parties in the cabinet: the
left-over Radicals, the eco-conservative Greens and the French
chauvinist Citizens Movement of Chevenement In analyzing
the original People's Fronts of the 1930s in France and Spain,
Leon Trotsky emphasized that however numerically.insignificant the bourgeois formations may be, they are the axis of the
coalition by serving as explicit guarantors of the binding commitment to defend the capita1ist system against the workers
and oppressed who voted for them. While the reformists hail
the popular front, painting· up its bourgeois figureheads as
"progressives," and various centrist 1eft groups tail it under
such slogans as calling for a "fighting popular front" (front
populaire de lutte), we warn that popular fronts aid the most
counterrevolutionary forces by blocking revolutionary struggle
by the workers. This was what paved the way for Franco in
Spain and for Petain in France in the 1930s, and for Pinochet
in Chile in the '70s. Genuine Trotskyists fight for the revolutionary political independence of the working class from all
bourgeois political formations, including the popular front.
Trotsky called the popular front "the main question of proletarian class strategy for this epoch" and "the best criterion for
the difference between Bolshevism and Menshevism" ("The
Dutch Section and the International," July 1936). Mass reformist workers parties (what Lenin called "bourgeois workers parties") have a contradiction between their professed program and
proletarian base, on the one hand, and the actual support for the
bourgeoisie by their leaders. To exploit this contradiction, revolutionaries can on occasion use the tactic of critical electoral support to reformist and centrist working-class parties, calling for
votes for their candidates while sharply denouncing their sellout
policies. But by joining with direct representatives of capital in a
coalition, whose class character is necessarily bourg~ois, the contradiction is suppressed: the reformists can claim that they can
on1y carry out the program agreed to by their bourgeois "allies."
Trotskyists thus oppose voting for any candidate of any popular
front (see "Popular Front Chains the Workers," The Internationalist No. 2, April-May 1997).
Following the May-June 1997 parliamentary elections, PS
leader Jospin formed a cabinet including two PCF ministers
(for transport and youth), Green leader Voynet holding the
ecology portfolio and Chevenement (a former defense minister) in charge of the ministry of the interior, i.e., the police.
Jospin immediately turned around and knifed the working
people and oppressed who voted him into office. In the election campaign he denounced the "pact for stability" as a "super-Maastricht" straitjacket which would choke off economic
growth. Yet on June 15 in Amsterdam Jospin committed his
government to abide by the terms of that pact for mass unem-
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ployment even as thousands of worker.s were protesting outside. On March 16 J ospin marched with the workers ·'of the
Renault auto plant in Vilvorde, Belgium protestingJhe announced c1osure ofthe factory. During tile campaign Jospin
said he would review the decision by the, company~ which is
46 percent owned by the French state. But,9n Jµne 28, Renault
president Louis Schweitzer (a member ofthe PS) declared that
the shutdown would proceed as scheduled.
That sanie day, the Socialist mayor of Paris' 18th
arrondissement (district) dispatched hundreds of CRS cops to
brutally remove demonstrators occupying city offices to protest
threatened deportations. At the same time as they were reaffirming the Renault plant shutdown at Yilvorde, .the $o~~alists w~re
acting like their conservative predece.ssors on immigration. Inte:rior minister Chevenement issued a circu,lar in June cal,Iing qn.
local prefects to reexamine ''the situ.ation of certain foreigner$,
with a view towards eventual regularization" of their legal ~ta
tus. Over 150,000 applied by the October 31 deadline, yet ba~ely
10,000 have received residence papers. The rest are.subject to
deportation, and as a result ofChevenement's ploy, the authorities now have their addresses to make a pick-up list.
At the beginning of September, the Jospin government's
policy on privatization of state-owned companies came to a
head over Air France and France Telecom. PCF transport minister Gayssot declared that the "plural left" had "expressed
their determination to put a stop to the process of privatization."
This led to the resignation of the Socialist Air France boss
Christian Blanc (a follower of the leader of the PS right wing,
Michel Rocard), who wanted to cash in after having "cleaned
up" the airline for privatization by layoffs, strikebreaking, etc.
But barely a week later, the government announced that both
Air France and France Telecom would be "opened" to a 1Tiinority "participation" by private: capital, while the st(:lte-owned
insurance company GAN ·wo~,tdrbefsota;Qff entirely., At .the
annual Communist Party fair, t~e Fete de l"Humanite, many'
PCF members sported b~dges proclaiiningtheir c;>ppositionto
any kind of privatization. Worker~/gave ''eomr~de minister"
Gayssot a hard time over his support.for private capital, ~nd
PCF leader Robert Hue was met witha chorus ofdei"isive
whistles when he defended this ''left r~alism:".
After repeatedly disappointing its supporters, the Jospin
government tried to recoup with an elaborat~,ly staged s~ow over
the 35-hour week. On October 10, an offi¢ial conferen~e was
held on reducing unemployment by shortening the workWeek.
At the end, Jospin announced that the government would introduce an enabling act (loi cadre) to institute a 35-hour
workweek... by the year 2000. This would be swe(!tened by tax
breaks for companies that cut hours, while ,unions ~ere told that
pay raises would be sharply curtailed (''maftrises"), there must
be "flexibility" on work rules, and part-time 'work would be encouraged. Employers federation head Jean Gandois resigned in
protest, saying that his successor would h&ve to be a "killer'; to
fight the 35-hour week.. But this won't begin to create enough
jobs to eliminate mass unemployment.
,
In December came the finale of the debate over immigration policy. In the election campaign, the PS program called for
'

.
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abolition ofthe racist Pasqua-Debre laws that
sharply restricted legal immigration. But once
in office, Jospin turned around, appointing
the "Weil Commission" to recommend that
the government adopt a "firm" and "effective" immigration policy by "modifying" (but
not replacing) the right-wing legislation. The
plural left claimed to favor replacing the
openly racist "blood right" (citizenship based
on ethnic origin) with ''territorial right" (citizenship based on being born in the country).
However, the Guigou citizenship law provides
that "immigrant" youth born in France will
not have the right to citizenship before the
age of 18. Various Green, PCF and "Socialist Left" deputies cast symbolic votes against
this, but abstained on (or even voted for) the
final bill. Similarly on the accompanying
Chevenement immigration law (some of
whose provisions for undocumented immigrants are ·even worse than previous laws).
And as the left government enacts laws
denying rights to immigrants, the racist cops
keep executing "immigrant" youth in the
working-class suburbs with impunity, setting
off night after night of fiery outrage in the
working-class suburbs of Strasbourg, Lyon, Massive blockade on second day of truckers strike.
Paris and other major cities. Socialist politicians and pro-PS newsworkers fighting for their wages," said a disgusted CFDT unionpapers blame the media (!) for these outbursts of fury. While
ist after a tense stand-off with helmeted CRS paramilitary police
many left groups call for "papers for everyone" (i.e., residency
on the Spanish border. "Think about it, this is a government of
permits for the undocumented), Trotskyists call on the working
the left which got into power in part based on the strength of our
class to mobilize in defense of immigrants, demanding full citimovement in 1996!" (Le Monde, 4 November 1997). Here was a
zenship rights for everyone in the country.
concrete proof of what a popular front means in practice, of how
it subordinates the workers to the bourgeoisie. This example could
Turn Defensive Struggles Into a
be used to puncture the demagogy of the "Communist minister"
Fight Against Capitalist Rule
Gayssot, who turned up at a blockade at midnight to show he
was
with "the guys," while during the day he was enticing the
In short, Jospin 's government of the "plural left" is dutitrucking
bosses into a deal he would then shove down the strikfully carrying out the task conferred on it by the French bourers'
throats.
F or the companies, Jospin provided tax breaks of
geoisie. The truckers strike offered a key opportunity to mobiover
300
million
francs ($50 million); for the workers, the govlize the workers against the popular front in office. The strike
ernment
had
...
police
batons.
itself was an impressive display of working-class power: when
the wheels of transport stopped turning, the gears of industry
began grinding to a halt. Ultra-modem plants quickly shut down
for lack of components to assemble. But the strike remained
limited to the trucking industry, and no organized opposition
arose to wrest control from the hands of the union bureauctats.
So after wearing the strikers down through long days and nights
in their cabs and clustered around bonfires in the freezing cold,
the labor fakers were able to call off and effectively shut down
the struggle. In the end they settled for no more than the initial
agreement with the small and medium-sized trucking firms.
What should the policy ofrevolutionaries have been in such
a battle? It was necessary, first of all, to be clear on who is the
enemy. Early on in the strike, Interior Minister Chevenement sent
gendarmes to protect refineries and riot cops to break .up truckers' blockades on France's borders. "It's a stab in the back of the

To mobilize the workers' strength in a powerful strike required a political battle against various left-posturing reformist
bureaucracies. The largest truckers union, the transport workers
division of the CFDT, headed by Joel Le Coq, is the bastion of
the "Tous Ensemble" (All Together) opposition to CFDT leader
Notat. Yet here were the "militants" acting as the privileged partners of the Jospin government. Force Ouvriere cynically struck a
combative pose, calling for strikes after signing the initial accord. Later they refused to sign the final agreement, as did the
PCF-led CGT, even as the PCF transport minister put together
the sellout. The party's paper L 'Humanite (8 Novembel) hailed
the agreement as a "breakthrough," whi le PCF leader Hue praised
Gayssot, saying: "The usefulness of Communists in the government of France has been demonstrated." Useful...for the bosses.
While the reformists and their bourgeois allies use every
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trick in the book to '"end a strike," revolutionary Trotskyists seek
to demonstrate to the advanced layers of workers how to wage
the battles of the workers and oppressed in orc!~r to prepare the
working class.for the struggle for socialist revolution. This is the
strategy laid out in the Transitional Program of the Fourth International. In the French truckers strike, it was necessary first of all
to call for the formation of elected strike committees, as a means
to seizing control of the struggle from the pro-capitalist bureaucrats. The union tops were in mortal fear of such a development.
CFDT leader Le Coq remarked: "This year, the position of the
unions is more delicate than in 1996. On the blockades, people
are very angry, because they have the accumulated frustrations
resulting from promises not kept. That could get out of hand at
any time, like in 1992." Le Monde (5 November) commented:
"That year, the unions lost control of the movement to spontaneous coordinating committees and 'jusqu 'au-boutists"' (those who
want to "go all the way").
The coordinating committees, bringing together unionists
from different federations, were often influenced by "far leftists." But they remained informal groupings that sought to pressure the bureaucracies rather than defeat them. In this case,
strike committees elected by the ranks and recallable at any
time could have helped to block the bureaucrats' move to stampede truckers into ending the action, by allowing a real debate
about the content of the pact and more generally of the different programs for the working class. They would also provide a
framework for forging militant industrial unionism. One of the
trumps in the hands of the French bosses is the division of the
labor movement into several competing federations, all of
whose leaders are dyed-in-the-wool reformists.
In the truckers strike, strike committees could have served
to rouse the more backward elements among the truckers, as
well as to integrate the many unionists and other militants who
came out to the blockades to show solidarity. If the strike had
developed into a full-scale showdown with the government
and the employers, such bodies could have developed into the
nucleus ofworkers councils, organs of dual power at the local
level, deciding what moves on the highways of France and
what doesn't. The bosses were certainly aware, of this potential. The right-wing budget minister in the last Juppe cabinet,
Alain Madelin, denounced the truckers for blocking fuel supplies: "Today this isn't a strike, it's an insurrection," he fumed.
A second key task was to extend the strike to other related
sectors, particularly transport. This was a very real possibiHty.
Every day, 2,600 truckers make "just in time" deliveries to Renault
auto factories around the country. Not only were many plants
repeatedly shut down for Jack of parts, auto workers actively
helped the striking truckers. At the Cleon Renault plant, a CGT
delegate reported that "foe plant employees' support consisted
in setting up the first truckers blockade" at a nearby strategic
traffic circle (L 'Humanite, 5November1997). The CGT union
of P:iris subway and bus workers wrote to the PCF transport
minb ~r that it was ''scandalized" by the use of CRS cops against
the truckers, adding "RATP workers@.re aiso discontented" and
"oth(;r' conflicts could break out" (Figaro, 4 November). The
potential was clearly there to spread the strike-what was needed
was the core of class-conscious militants to take up this tight.
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To turn defensive battles into a struggle against the bourgeoisie and its government requires the leadership of a revolutionary workers party, one built on an internationalist program.
A key way in which the strike should have been extended was
internationally. Even by itself, the French truckers strike had
an international impact. The New York Times (5 November
1997) worried: "Because France is a major north•south crossroads for the European Union's single market, blocked traffic
here could soon force factories in Germany to stop producing
automobiles and machine tools if they can't ship them west,
and grocery stores in Britain could soon begin running out of
vegetables and fruit from Spain ...." French truckers are fighting the effects of th~ wholesale assault on union rights and
gains accompanying the introduction of a single European
currency. As of l July 1998, the whole sector ofroad transport
is to be "liberalized," which will produce a tremendous downward pressure on wages and upward pressure on hours. A classstruggle leadership would have sought to incorporate fellow
truckers around Europe in the struggle.
Another important element revolutionaries should have
raised during the strike was the need for workers self-defense
groups to defend the strikers against attacks by the bosses' thugs
and anti-union repression. This was posed sharply on the third
day of the strike when a fascist commando set upon strikers at
Vitrolles, outside Marseille in southern France. Vitrolles is where
a candidate of the fascist National Front, Catherine Megret, the
wife of FN's second in command Bruno Megret, was elected
mayor last February, sending shock waves around the country.
Oh the night of November 6, a gang of 20 thugs wearing hoods
and wielding tire iro:ns and baseball bats as$aulted strikers outside the TFE refrigerated transport depot, injuring several ofthe
strikers. The next day there should have been an assembly of
thousands ofmilitant workers and immigrants from the Marseille
area, forming workers defense squads to deal decisively with the
racist terror squads. There \Yas no doubt where to find the attackers: a license plate was traced to top officials of the National
Front city government. Here was a time to drive home Trotsky's
call in the Transitional Program:
"The struggle against fascism does not start in the liberal
editorial office but in the factory-and ends in the street. Scabs
and private gunmen in factory plants are the basic nuclei of
the fascist army. Strike pickets are the basic nuclei of the
proletarian army.... In connection with every strike and street
demonstration, it is imperative to propagate the necessity of
creating workers' groups/or self-defense."
In Vitrolles, also, the connection could have been dramatically made to the defense of immigrants, who are presently the fascists' principal targets, at the same time as the
"mainstream" right-wing parties and the left-wing government
have attacked immigrant rights. In 1995, the union tops (as
well as the more militant-talking "new bureaucrats" and their
centrist tails) consciously limited the strike to public-sector
workers, from which non-citizens are excluded. This divided
the proletariat, and ensured that the struggle would not be
extended to the industrial proletariat with its strategic component of immigrant workers. In order to extend the '95 strike,
a conscious struggle against the government's racist
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FascJst attack ·on pickets:
(l;:ielow) ,One of the victims of
assault by masked goon squad
on striking truckers at Vitrolles
on -night of 4-5 November 1997.
(Right) Demonstration the next
day by s-o me 60 unionists.
Attack underlined need for
workers defense guards to
crush fascist vermin.

"Vigipirate" police sweeps targeting North African immigrants
and minority youth was necessary. But that would have meant
a confrontation with the bourgeois state apparatus, which the
opportunists fear like the plague.
In November 1997, at the same time as Chevenement was
sending gendarmes and CRS cops against the striking truckers,
the police were carrying out bloody repression again~t "secondgeneration" youth in the housing projects. On November I I, cops
in La Seyne-sur-Mer in southern France gunned down a youth
on a motor bike for alleged traffic violations. The next weekend
the area was rocked by pitched battles between youths with rocks
and bottles and the heavily armed police. In mid-December, cops
in a suburb of Lyon murdered a 24-year-old father ofthree, blasting him in the face with a pump shotgun at point-blank range
while he was being interrogated, handcuffed, inside the police
station! The night before, cops in the department of Seine-etMarne killed a youth of North African origin with a bullet to the
back of the head in a car chase. It's utterly understandable when
immigrant neighborhoods explode in outrage over these coldblooded cop executions. But what's needed is worker/immigrant
mobilizations to bring the power of the working class into action
against racist attacks and cop terror.
It is also ,necessary to address the social conditions which
spawn racist reaction, in particular mass unemployment. Housing projects with largely "immigrant" populations frequently
have 30 percent unemployment, and over 50 percent among
the youth. But high levels of long-term unemployment affect
youth of all ethnic groups, as well as numerous older workers
hit by mass l~yoffs in the '80s. While social democrats and exStalinists along with a number of pseudo-Trotskyist groups
have made the 35-hour workweek their banner, such a measure will hardly affect mass unemployment. Even less will be

the impact of a 3,000 franc "bonus" for every unemployed
person, such as was demanded in demonstrations this Christmas by various organizations defending the jobless. Trotskyists raise the demand for a sliding scale ofwages and working
hours, to divide the available work among all those seeking
jobs and protect against the ravages of inflation.
Such a demand means going beyond minimal reforms and
charity handouts to pose an attack on the capitalist system of
production for profit. It points to the need for a planned
economy producing to fill human needs. Taken together, a
program of transitional demands leads from the present needs
and struggles of the working class to the fight for socialist
revolution, for a workers government that would expropriate
the bourgeoisie and a Socialist United States of Europe that
would lay the basis for achieving a classless communist society of genuine liberty, equality and fraternity which are impossible under capitalism. The watchword of the Russian Bolsheviks under Lenin and Trotsky in 1917 was world socialist
revolution. The Stalinists long ago betrayed the program of
the October Revolution, brandishing instead their anti-Marxist dogma ofbuilding "socialism in one country." The nationalist bureaucracy undermined the basis of the Soviet workers
state, leading to its degeneration and preparing the way for its
ultimate collapse under the pressure of world imperialism.
The bankruptcy ofStalinism can be seen in the rubble of the
former deformed workers states in East Europe, where for millions life has become pure hell. Demonstrating their undivided
loyalties to "their" bourgeoisies, ex-Stalinist and social-democratic nationalist reformists today continue to derail and betray
the struggles ofthe workers. To prepare the way for new socialist
revolutions it is necessary to forge revolutionary workers parties
on the internationalist program of Trotskyism.
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"Far Left" Adjutants of the Popular Front
At present, social democrats are in office (alone or in coalit ion) almost everywhere in West Europe ( 13 out of 15 countries). At a conference of European social democrats in Malmo,
Sweden last June, much was made of differences between
"Tory" Blair, who called for "flexibility in the labor market"
and "competitiveness" rather than "rigid regulation," and Jospin
who called for "regulation" and "control" of market forces in
a "social Europe." The essential difference is that Blair's "New
Labour" is based on Thatcher's smashing of the militant British miners in 1985, while Jospin fears a showdown with French
workers.. But all the social-democratic parties, without exception, are implementing slightly repackaged versions of the programs of their conservative predecessors.
We have quoted before Engels' dictum that France is the
country in Europe where historic class battles have been fought
out to the end. This remains true today, which is why developments in the class struggle in France have a particular resonance throughout the continent and the world. It is therefore
striking that in recent decades, the French bourgeoisie has
sought to avoid a decisive showdown, to temporize and look
to the reformist misleaders of the workers movement to come
to its aid (as they always do). While the explosive struggles of
May 1968 were stopped as a result of the PCF's treacherous
role in the June '68 general strike, it took the government of
the Union of the Left in the 1980s to dissipate the legacy of the
worker-student radicalization. Instead of lendemains qui
chantent (tomorrows that sing-Mitterrand's campaign slogan),
the popular front in power produced growing disenchantment
among the workers, paving the way to victories by the right.
But as soon as the conservative governments tried to capitalize on their electoral victories, they ran up against heavy
resistance from workers, youth and immigrants in the streets.
Protests against privatization of Air France, against a sub-minimum wage for youth, against racist police attacks boiled over
in the working-class mobilizations of November-December
1995. That powerful movement was again blocked by the betrayals of the reformist misleaders (aided by their centrist tails),
who dutifully called off the strikes at the point when they threatened to escalate into an actual general strike, which poses a
showdown over which class shall rule. Nevertheless, new
struggles have continued to break out with a regularity that is
disconcerting to the capitalist rulers.
The Jospin government of the "plural left" was brought in
to put a stop to all this, to demobilize and demoralize the working class the way Mitterrand's Union of the Left did. So far,
the popular front in office has been fulfilling its ministerial
mandate from the bourgeoisie. But it can be fought and .defeated. The key is forging a revolutionary party that can seize
on the acute contradictions that continue to wrack French society and effectively intervene in the succeeding class battles,
whieh ~()\...~· continued without interruption, fighting for the
intcrnatfou~Hst program of Bolshevism-Leninism.
The workers and oppressed of France urgently need a real
Trotskyist party. Yet what passes for Trotskyism in France to-
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day is an anemic social-democratic parody. The ostensibly
Trotskyist left in France is far larger than anywhere else in the
world, including three parties with over I ,000 members and a
variety of smaller centrist groupings. In the 1995 presidential
elections, Arlette Laguiller, the perennial candidate of Lutte
Ouvriere (LO) bragged of receiving more than 1.6 million
votes, some 5.3 percent of the total, compared to a little over 9
percent for the candidate of the PCF. In the May 1997 legislative elections, the various candidates of the so-called "far left"
received a little over half a million votes, far less than two
years earlier but still a substantial number. Closely related to
their electoral scores is the fact that the political program of
the principle groups-Laguiller's LO, Alain Krivine's Ligue
Communiste Revolutionnaire (LCR) and Pierre Lambert's Parti
des Travailleurs (PT)-is today reformist through and through.
The aging '"68ers" have Jong ago made their peace with
the Communist and Socialist parties, and are looking for their
niche as pressure groups in the framework of the "plural left."
This is also widely understood, at least implicitly, for many of
those who vote for Laguiller and the other formations do so
precisely to put pressure on the PCF and PS to put on slightly
more left airs. During recent struggles such as the truckers
strike, the "far left" groups offered no program to fight the
pro-capitalist union bureaucracies, which is hardly surprising
since in many cases they are part of the lower and even upper
levels of those bureaucracies.
The largest of the pseudo-Trotskyist parties is Lutte
Ouvriere. LO has a crude workerist posture-often boycotting
demonstrations in defense of immigrants, for example, saying
that the real battle is "at the factory gates," and even whipping
up chauvinist reaction over high school girls of North African
origin wearing head scarves. At the same time, it is deeply
electoralist. In its coverage of the May/June legislative elections, LO's theoretical magazine, Lutte de Classes (Summer
1997) published 15 pages of analytical articles, eight pages
worth of LO electoral propaganda followed by ten pages of
LO's vote totals district by district, and another nine pages ·
with a departement by departement breakdown of the vote for
the other "far left" parties!
The electoral cretinism is shown not only by the sheer
quantity of pages, but also by the content of LO's campaign,
which centered on the demand to "force the big bosses to give
up part of their profits" through higher corporate taxes. In its
usual shell game, LO did not formally call for votes for PS or
PCF candidates on the second, decisive round of voting. A
statement by Laguiller said: "Now we do not say to vote for
the left, because we don't want to spread illusions. For our
part, we will abstain. If the working people vote for the left, if
they do so without illusions, that won't be a big deal"
(dramatique). And in a May 1997 editorial, LO stated: "In
cases where there is a duel between a candidate of the National Front and a candidate of the PC or PS, one must not let
the FN win" (quoted in Revolution Internationale, July-August 1997). Lutte Ouvriere never ca11s for opposing or refus- ·
ing to vote for candidates of the popular front.
Far from representing a revolutionary or even pseudo-revo-
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lutionary opposition to class collaboration, LO wants at most
a slightly more left version. Thus Lagtiiller wrote in a revealing editorial in Lutte Ouvriere (11 July 1997):
"The working people would prefer a government of the left,
but a left government that fights against the bosses and supports the working people.
"If, among the ministers of this government, and among the
Socialist and Communist militants there are some who sincerely want to change the situation of the working classes,
they can't ignore the fact that in order to do so they will have
to take away from the bosses' profits.
"The government can't do everything and we must help it,
say the leaders of the PCF? Why not! But not passively,
that's the point!"
Later on in the same editorial she repeats, "So, help it [the
government]? Why not, if it needs it, but above all, push it!"
When a week later the Jospin government raised the tax on
corporate profits from 36 percent to 42 percent, Laguiller responded: "Finally! It's not a moment too soon!" (Lutte
Ouvriere, 25 July). LO's program is in total contradiction to
the program of Trotsky and Lenin, who called for workers revolution, not a populist tax revolt; who fought to bring down
class-collaborationist coalitions, not to push them to the left!
Alain Krivine's Ligue Communiste Revolutionnaire has
placed itself to the right of LO in recent years, assiduously
trying to form a coalition with different groupings that have
split to the right from the Communist Party in the direction of
social democracy. Krivine was enchanted to be asked to join a
line-up of the popular-front left called by PCF leader Hue at
Berey in 1996 (see "France: Ex-Far Left in the Reformist
Swamp," The Internationalist No. 2, April-May 1997). During the 1997 legislative elections, the LCR ran on a program
of "ten propositions" for a" I 00 percent left." This laundry list
included an enabling act for reducing the workweek to 35 hours
with no loss in wages (the same program as Jospin), increased
pensions, radical tax reform, catching up with the loss in purchasing power, public control of the banks, and abolition of
the Pasqua-Debre anti-immigrant laws. This program was "in
no way revolutionary," as LCR candidates in the LoireAtlantique departement Jean-Yves Le Goff and Christophe
Gilbert frankly admitted (Guest-France, 2 May 1997). As its
own candidates received some 70,000 votes, less than a sixth
ofLO's score, the LCR's emphasis was on pushing the popular-front coalition to the left: "The useful vote, in this election,
is to affirm without reservations the need to beat the right... but
at the same time to demand a truly left-wing policy," that is, a
po1icy which "in case of a popular victory will put the left
'under control"' (Rouge, 18 May 1997).
When after the elections LO openly called to "help" Jospin 's
bourgeois government of the left, the LCR was delighted, declaring that "one can only greet this evolution" (Rouge, 17 July).
Krivine tried to outdo Laguiller in rhapsodic support to class
collaboration. At the LCR's "summer university," he remarked
that the Ligue was. "not part of the governmental majority," first
of all "because we weren't asked," adding that in any case it was
opposed to the framework of the Maastricht treaty. Nevertheless, he added, "We aren't waiting around licking our chops wait-
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ing for this government, made up .of social democrats and Communists, to betray." No, indeed. The LCR, said Krivine, was part
of''this left which contributed to beating the right," and he hopes
that the government majority ''will succeed" (Le Monde, 2 September 1997). So LO wants to "help" the bourgeois government
ofthe left and the LCR wants this popular-front coalition to "succeed." Some "Trotskyists"!
But what about outside of the electoral framework? In
the recent truckers strike, the LCR's coverage consisted mainly
of reportage, plus a friendly interview with CFDT transport
union leader Le Coq. This was after he had signed the rotten
deal with small and medium trucking concerns whfoh was overwhelmingly rejected by the ranks. And a couple of days later
this same bureaucrat called off the strike, shoving the same
deal down the strikers' throats. As if this wasn't bad enough,
the LCR 's main programmatic "demand" was that "the government must very well ensure that the agreements are enforced by law," and that there should be "increased forces of
inspectors to watch over work conditions" (Rouge, 6 November 1997). In everything from the truckers strike to fighting
unemployment to dealing with the National Front, the LCR's
entire "strategy" consists of pressuring the capitalist state. No
wonder Krivine et al. are preparing to drop "communist" from
their name.
Not to be outdone, in LO's coverage of the strike, in addition to raising no demands for the strikers, they published a
sympathetic interview (Lutte Ouvriere, 14 November) with a
government "labor inspector''! Meanwhile, Laguiller and her
party continue to claim that the National Front is not a fascist
party, but rather a party of the "far right" which could act as a
"amalgamator of a right that is today rent by clan feuding"
(Lutte de Classe, Summer 1998). In LO's coverage of the
truckers' strike, there is no mention of the fascist character of
the squad that attacked strikers in Vitrolles. While the
workerist-electoralists of LO tum a blind eye to the fascist
shock troops, most of the reformist and centrist left calls on
the government to dissolve and disarm them. This appeal :reveals dangerous illusions in the capitalist state, which has always used such laws to go after the left. The truckers strike
was an excellent opportunity to organize workers defense
groups to crush these fascist vermin.
The third major component of the pseudo-Trotskyist left
in France, Lambert's Parti des Travailleurs (Party of the Working People), has been totally consumed in its French chauvinist campaign against Maastricht. The PT's main vehicle for
this campaign has been a lash-up of trade-unionists and Stalinist hard-liners caJled the Manifesto of the 500 for Trade-Union
Independence. This, in tum, has been the launching pad for a
National Committee for the Abrogation of the Maastricht
Treaty, populated with representatives of Chevenement's bourgeois Citizens Movement, Stalinist leftovers such as Remy
Auchede, the PCF leader from Pas-de-Calais, and JeanJacques Karman (Communist Left), deputy mayor of the Paris
suburb of Aubervilliers. The Committee is dedicated to a defense to the bitter end of"the Republic 'one and indivisible'."
In the 1995 presidential election, the PT's Manifesto called
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for "A Sovereign Constituent Assembly" and "A Government
of the People, by the People and for the People'.' (Informations Ouvrieres, 22 February 1995).
What a spectacle! "Help the government," says LO's
Lagui11er. Hopefully the "plural left" majority wiIJ "succeed,"
says the LCR's Krivine. "The Republic 'one and indivisible',"
declares one of the endless fronts for Lambert's PT. What a
travesty of Trotsky's Fourth International, which proudly proclaimed itself the party of intransigent opposition to all forms
of class collaboration! The Transitional Program declares,
"There is not and there cannot be a place for it [the Fourth
International] in any of the People's Fronts." The leader of
the LCR remarks wistfully, "we weren't asked" to join the
Jospin government, adding quickly that they really didn't want
to come to the ball anyway. Such policies, common to all the
main groups of the French "far left," are the antithesis of genuine Trotskyism-and antithetical to real class struggle. Trotskyists fight for a government of workers councils, against capitalist governments of both the "left" and right.
The increasingly rightist character of the programs of the
different parties of the "far left" has led to the sprouting of
various left-wing oppositions within the different main groups.
Both the LCR opposition (the Revolution! Tendency) and the
minority faction in LO (L'Etincelle) want to get closer to the
ranks of the PCF. (In part, they seem upset that Lambert's PT
got the jump on them in rushing to embrace the "orthodox"
Stalinist opposition to Hue.) While there is plenty of turmoil
in the Communist Party rank and file over privatization, Maastricht, participation in the government and other issues, the
program of the LO and LCR oppositions is one of adaptation
to the PCF. Thus the former proposes to "address a,lso the leadership of the PCF" on behalf pf"the far left," with.such proposals as calling for trade-union demonstrati'ons outside
Jospin's October 10 conference on employment. "What better
way to put pressure on the bosses and the government," they
ask (Lutte de Classe, October 1997). Pressure politics?
Another product of turmoil in the French left is a coterie of
centrist groups, particularly in the Rouen area. This region was a
center oflabor militancy in the 1996 truckers' strike and before
that in several rail walkouts. So in forming a lowest-commondenominator coalition, the several ostensibly Trotskyist, Maoist
and diverse left groups did so on a syndicalist basis. EarHer this
year, this conglomeration (including the Association pour le
Rassemblement des Travailleurs, la Commune, Gauche
Revolutionnaire-JCR, Groupe Socialiste lntemationaliste, Union
Ouvriere Communiste) issued an "Emergency Plan for the
Workers," modeled on a similar plan put forward by LO's
Laguiller in the '95 presidential elections. The demands are
overwhelmingly economic and legalistic, such as calling for
outlawing layoffs, raising the minimum wage to 8,500 francs
a month, a 1,500 wage raise for everyone, retirement at age
55, etc., with a figleaf of broader issues, such as papers for
everyone, abolition of racist laws and free abortion. Naturally
there was not a word about the need to build a revolutionary
workers party: among other reasons, how could this lash-up agree
on the program of such a party?
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And when the truckers strike broke out, several of these
groups-the ART, Gf,l-JCR and Voix desTravailleurs (VdT, a
group expelled from Lutte Ouvriere last spring}-put out an
even more minimal minimum program in a 4 Nov~mber leaflet ending with a series of entirely economist slogans: "go to
the highway blockades to show we are on their side," "massive reduction, of the workweek," "no to part-time work," a
"ban on layoffs and massive hiring," and a "1,500 franc raise
for all." No mention of a program or any demands at all for
immigrants, defense against fascist and police attacks, opposition to the popular-front government, or anything other than
strictly wage and job demands.· And these were not transitional demands joined together in a program for a fight against
the rule of capital, but traditional trade-union slogans. How
should this panoply ofreformist nostrums be achieved? Harking back to the '95 strikes, they call for "A Struggle of Everyone Together," and a "general strike." Not a word about how
to get to a general strike or what to do if one were· called,
naturally, for this is just play-acting, a fake-militant cover for
trying to pressure the bureaucrats.

Build a Genuine Trotskyist Party in France
What is urgently needed in France today is a fight to build
an authentically Trotskyist party, intervening in the struggles
of the workers and oppressed on the basis of the revolutionary program. The one organization that in the past has put
forward such a program is the Ligue Trotskyste de France~
section of the International Communist League. However, in
the recent period the LTF and ICL have increasingly withdrawn into a policy of abstention from the class struggle. At
the time of the November-December 1995 strikes and mobilizations against the Juppe plan to roll back pensions, the LTF
leadership completely collapsed. Now, in consonance with
the ICL's new international line that sees the post-Soviet period as one of global defeat, a line which was elaborated in
the fight against the expelled comrades who formed the Internationalist Group, the abstentionism 'and even treacherous
flight from the class struggle (as in Brazil) is coming directly
from the international leadership.
In a post-strike, Workers Vanguard (No. 678, 14 Novem- ·
ber 1987) did not present even retrospectively a·program that
should have been raised to mobilize the strikers and their supporters consciously against the popular-front government and
the pro-capitalist union bureaucrats. It mentions in passing
the attack on strikers by hooded thugs in the fascist stronghold of Vitro Iles, but says nothing about the need for workers
defense groups. It talks of the truckers' 60-hour workweek
and criticizes the economist demands of various left groups,
but does not call for a sliding scale of wages and hours to
fight mass unemployment. The one concrete demand it does
raise, quite correctly, is for full citizenship rights for immigrant workers, but it does not call for worker/immigrant mobilizations to defend immigrants against fascist and racist
police attacks.
The WV article says that "the strike remained firmly under the control of the reformist union bureaucrats from begin-
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ning to end," yet two sentences later admits that "wildcat roadblocks were thrown up around Paris" which were put down
by the cops. It says that after the sellout deal was announced
"many workers were disgusted" and some tore up their CFDT
union cards, "but they complied and removed the barricades."
Yet nowhere does the article call for any measures (such as
formation of elected strike committees and extension of the
strike to related sectors) to enable militant workers to fight
the bureaucrats' betrayals. All of these demands mentioned
above are points that were raised in LTF propaganda at the
time of the 1995 strikes and mobilizations, yet today these
elements of a transitional program for workers revolution are
a dead letter for the ICL leadership.
Moreover, the WV article outrageously claims of the massive 1995 strikes that "That upsurge paved the way for the
election of the popular front"! In fact, the class-collaborationist coalition government was installed with the approval
of the bourgeoisie in order to contain the continuing outbreaks
of class struggle.
As for the ICL's French section, the lead article of the
October issue of the LTF's paper, Le Bolchevik, does recognize that "the strikes of December 1995 were the starting point
of a radicalization in this country." Not only is this fact in
flagrant contradiction to the ICL's overall analysis of the "pos~
Soviet period" of all-round defeats, one also has to ask: 1f
youth and workers in France are becoming radicalized, what
is the LTF doing about it? The abstentionism and passive commentary of the LTF is not a peculiarity of the French section
of the ICL. In a strikingly similar manner, Workers Vanguard
published a major supplement on the UPS strike last August
only after the strike was over, and again presented no program of demands to be raised by revolutionaries in the strike.
Thus when WV writes in its article on the French truckers
strike of the need "to introduce in the working class the consciousness of its interests and historic tasks," a fundamental
tenet of Leninism, it separates this from intervention to draw
those lessons in the course of the class struggle. And that is
contrary to everything Lenin and Trotsky wrote.
In France today, the central task that is posed is to forge
an authentically Trotskyist party, a party that acts as a "tribune of the people" as Lenin taught, championing the cause
of all the oppressed, particularly of the embattled immigrant
population; a party that intervenes in the struggles of the working class to demonstrate in action how the reformists betray
those struggles on the altar of the popular front, seeking to
win the most advanced workers to the revolutionary program;
a party that by upholding genuine Trotskyism and demonstrating what it stands for in practice can win a core of cadres
from among class-conscious workers, radical-minded youth
and resolute fighters for the oppressed. While the opportunists join the popular front or, like the ex-"far left" seek to
"peddle their wares in the shadow of the po~ular ri:ont"
(Trotsky), authentic Trotskyists are the party of mtrans1gent
opposition. It is to building such a party in t?e s~ggle to
reforge the Fourth International that the Internat1onahst Group
directs its efforts. •
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Defeflcl Salvador
Phone Workers!_
i~ p.. of, a wave of privatizations of telecommuni-

:.¢ati()J),~ tlll'oVghout.yttinAmerica, a union-busting assault
: js ~~~ '!ay. against phone workers union leaders in El

' ~i~~ . e ~alva<ioran phone systemwas modernized

·ilftd~f' <

..· .. control during the 1980s civil war, and plays
a ke)1. ~()l_,. Jn trans1nissions .·.between North and South
~tjfa·.~. Decem~r 29, the .salvadoran telecommu..
·~~ ~~?r~ .was turned .over to. the newly created
. Ptj~~p~y GJ'J;:.Qn tJte nextregularwork day, Jann..
~, fJ}e 'f'l'lt· proceeded. to fire all 72 · members of ~he
j~ ef(~~V~· c~µncil ···of the· four unions representmg
·~"aq9:l"flll phone.w~ers.
IQ. ap)i9n~ interview, Jorge Portillo, education secre~, ~f .f\SJl'EL (the·. SalvadOran. Telecommunicat~ons
\V()tk¢~s PR-iop), told The Internationalist that the finngs
~~~~tQr~akiQgtheunions completely and have been
fo~~~~ by "a wa~~ of pressure by supervisors against
~~~l'S,.telling.tJiem they wiUbe fired ifthey orga..
lli~tlt~ltlse1ves.",$all Salvador's Diario deHoy (4 Janu~
·. ~) J'el)Ofts, tb~t CTE ·executives say the unionists' "ac..
tj()ns Cte~ doubts among international investors regard:itt~~sible l~l>or flexibility at the phone company" and
<l\l~~~ .g~~~l1Jl~~r C~los •Medina: '~These people
.·were a ~~~t ~~ the'l>rivatiz.ation pr~cess.,,
.-gi~r~ ~ 'tp~ivatiU\tion~' means a subsidized bo'~{9r~petjf}li.st ~an]{er~·and WaU .• Street .specuJators
.~ . ~r \lll,derlined· by a ~ecent ·letter .from Morgan
Sijulley0"~ibank' which ~penly urged CTE to fire at least
J,5()t) 111!f¢niststo hea(I off resistance to the privatization.
}\S~JEL ~~11afoc~ of$ovemment attacks since
: the *iilJ~ ()f ~e civil war, 'Y1ten it led a. 5 J..day strike in
l~,6 \md~tfie ~ ()fmilitaI"yrepression. Ten years later,
· · i\$t!JJlf $po~sm~Wilrner~rroawas one oftwo unionis~ .~c~~ '8 "traitors'' aQd· ninhumann. by Salvadoran
pr~~ij1ent ~and() (;alder()11 Sol for denouncing condi~" ~ ~ tradF. ~~ ~wea~h()ps. Solidarity action by
; 41~;in~ionalw9rkers movement--in particular phone
· ~p ~~v~ ~¢ JlOwer t() "flip the switch," on CTE
. ·••···. ··<· .............. ~ ~\fl~ as p~ ()f conce.-ted protest actions--is key
~<>t'.JU.~1f,be·UJ1j()IJ."'P1.lsting.~sault.
) , ·· ·. · a~p~
\UU()nists plan to hold work~d 1Jljf~he~ •over the c?min~ days .in con, ·~
. . . ·. <>tll~r~()l1S~ 1\~'fl'EL u~ calbng for protest
~ ~{~ed~tQ
~do Calderon Sol, PresiM:~~l·.~\la40r ('~S0~\~7:J ..0950),• CTE .President
] '.l~~~.~b:(~;5()3-3~l..()Ol7)and General Man;i '~:,~~l~c~~~C);li~!:~~ 503-221-2122), with
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New Repression Against
Brazilian Trotskyists
6269 DE BU8QA e·APfSEENSAO
· ·· ·

em race

do COIUI DE LUTA Q.~TA • CLC, na pesaoa de seu
R~~'8111..41Jlu*tq,A Rue lorival de Frelta91 n° 96 Mia
401 •.~ ~ Volta Redonda - RJ (.n clma da Casa
Golnee) •de CERM.00 Rl8EIRO NIM!&. br'UUetro, casado,

Eighth court action against class-struggle unionists in Volta
Redonda, Brazil in the last two years. This case {No. 183/97)
calls for the "search and seizure" of leaflet issued by the Class
Struggle Caucus.

The following is a translation of Bulletin No. 3 (September 1997) of
the Comite de Luta Classista (CLC-Class Struggle Caucus, initiated by
the Liga Quarta-lnternacionalista do Brasil), calling for solidarity with
· the Brazilian comrades in the face of the latest repression against them.
On September 5, a Volta Redonda court ordered the seizure of the CLC's
previous bulletin, exposing the attempt to loot workers' pension funds
and the role of the pro-police group of Artur Fernandes, who was the
instrument of a judicial coup last year against the elected leadership of the
Volta Redonda Municipal Workers Union. The court order against the
CLC was issued at the request of a lawyer employed by the Fernandes
clique, Vanise Alves de Carvalho. This is the eighth legal action against
LQB supporters in the last tw.o years.
·

ALERT!
To the workers
To the unions
To all opponents of repression
The Bourgeois Courts of Volta Redonda Attack
the Workers' Democratic Rights
Down with the witchhunt against the Comite de Lota Classista
for denouncing the theft of public workers' pension funds
by the federal government, the popular front and the
judicial mafia instigated by Artur's pro-police clique

Yet another attack against the class-struggle unionists who fight for
the class independence of th~ unions from the bourgeois government and
the bosses! On Friday, September 5, the Fifth Civil Court (Volta Redonda
district) of the Rio de Janeiro state judiciary issued a court order for the
"seizure" of bulletin No. 2 of the Comite de Luta Classista (CLC), by
means of"police force" if necessary. It personally names Geraldo Ribeiro
Neves, the legitimate president of the Volta Redonda Municipal Workers
Union (SFPMVR). It threatens to seize the belongings of the CLC and

This repression is coming from the popular front
city government of Volta Redonda. The demand for
an injunction was filed on Alves de Carvalho's behalf by one Joao Silverio Neto, a management-level
city official who was chiefofstaffofthe fonner mayor
and Secretary of Public Services at the time of the
previous barrage of repression against Geraldo
Ribeiro, the elected president of the Volta Redonda
Municipal Workers Union. Ribeiro, a supporter of
the LQB, was the only person named in the suit
against the CLC. Evidently deciding that this was
too obvious a connection to the local authorities, now
a new lawyer has been substituted. And in a November 14 filing, the individual targeted has been switched
to Jorge Oliveira, a retired black steel worker.
At the same time, indicating the escalating
threat, the authors of the court action against the
class-struggle unionists ominously describe the
CLC as "one of those clandestine factions which
hiding under the cover of anonymity seek to flee
from confronting the law for the consequences of
their acts." In addition to calling for "search and
seizure" of the CLC leaflet, these flunkeys for the
popular-front regime demand a list of the names of
the members of the Class Struggle Caucus! We demand: Hands offthe CLC!
comrade Geraldo. The original call for the injunc~
tion (which the judge has not yet fully approved)
also demands the names of the CLC's members.
This witchhunt attempts to shut the workers'
mouths using laws from the GetUlio Vargas "New
State" dictatorship (Civil Code 1940) and the era of
the military dictatorship! They wantto suppress militant workers' right of expression, demanding the
"search and apprehension" ofleaflets as ifthese were
"public enemies." Will the pro-police gang also ask
the courts to use police force to go to every city
worker's house to carry out the "search and apprehension" of CLC bulletin No. 2, which each city
worker received and which simply tells the truth?
The clique ofpro-police intriguers around Artur
Fernandes uses the hand ofthe bourgeois state to grab
the workers' money. This is trampling on the principles ofthe working class. Artur, as a union "leader"
for the Liga Bolchevique Intemacionalista, even
signed the "theses" the LBI presented at the Sixth
Congress of the CUT (labor federation), as a "so-
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the courts, government or police, and we oppose the
unions' bureaucratization by sell-out leaders. Last
year the commander of the Municipal Guard sued
comrade Geraldo when, as class-struggle leader of
the SFPMVR, Geraldo carried out a campaign to
separatethe.guardas (municipal cops) from the union.
For the same reason, they repeatedly sent police
to intimidate the workers who were holding unioµ
meetings where the disaffiliation of the guardas was
discussed. On 19 June 1996, the courts issued an injunction, requested by the pro-police clique, to shut
down the union meeting where the disaffiliation of the
guardas from the SFPMVR was going to be voted.
The injunction also called for the judicial ouster of
Alerta!
Geraldo Ribeiro, the union's legitimate president, unAos liahalhadorca
der the pretext of an investigation into misuse of union
Ms sindicatos
A todos que SC op6cm areprcssio
funds by Geraldo. Without a shred of evidence, this
Ajust~a burguesa de Volta Redonda
inquiry has gone nowhere, while under the Fernandes
ataea os di.-eitos democniticos dos trabaJhadores
clique
8,032 reals [one real is roughly equivalent to a
Abmxo a cassaas muxa. contra o Comite de Luta Clasaiata por tcr donunciado
U.S. dollar] disappeared from the SFPMVR's savings
o roubo do FGTS dos servidorcs publicos pclo governo fcdcral, frmtc popular
·
c pela mafia JUd1cttina tnstigada pcla camari1ha pr6-polioial de Artur
and the union's van and telephone were Jost.
They use the bosses' courts against the CLC because we fight racism. Another court suit was
launched against comrade Geraldo on the charge that
The leaflets they want to suppress by court action. Top: CLC
he "defamed" the city by defending Regina Celia, a
Bulletin No. 2, headlines "No to Any Kind of 'Union Tax!"'
black woman who was the victim of a racist firing.
opposing looting of pension funds and state control of union
With the union under judicial intervention, they
finances. Bottom: CLC Bulletin No. 3 alerts against the new
imposed the pro-cop front man Artur Fernandes, who
judicial witchhunt.
is going to court once again, this time using the lawciali~t alternative" for the workers movement. This is the height
yer Vanise Alves de Carvalho, employed by the SFPMVR, to
of cynicism! The LBI thus stands behind a figure who constantly
try to suppress the protest against the theft of the pension funds.
deal~ with differenc~s ir(tfie·w~rker~ movement by using gangBut this could backfire, because it wil1 not be enough to
sterism and treating them as "police cases."' Defending the rights
try-unsuccessfully-to silence the CLC. They will have to attempt to shut the mouths of all the members of the SFPMVR
of the CLC means defending the rights of all the workers and
who want to defend themselves and are fighting against this
oppressed!
· They want ·to attack .the right of assembly by demanding
attack. And they will fail in their attempt, just as they failed
when
they tried to stop the ranks.of the SFPMVR from voting
that the CLCname names and finger people by providing a list
of the members of the CLC. We are not traitors! We will not
on 25 July 1996 to reaffirm Geraldo as president and disaffiliate the municipal guardas from the union. Courts and cops
provide a single name! The bosses, their judicial-police apparatus and their agents imposed on the unions want to silence those
hands offthe union!
Make no mistake: this attack is directed against all those
who hav~ 9enounced the monstrous theft being carried out against
who fight to defend the workers' interests. This time they want
Volta Redonda city workers' pension funds. For several years
to "search for and apprehend" CLC bulletin No. 2 against the
the Popular Front city government refused to deposit money in
theft of the pension funds. Next time, will they want to "apprethe pension funds. When even the courts ruled that now the city
hend" Geraldo's declarations No. 1 and 2, which talked about
has to pay, a ridiculous maneuver is arranged so that the lawyers
the need for a massive struggle against the layoffs of city work~ will rake off 15. percent of the total.
ers, CSN (National Steel Company) workers and others?
The national CUT told the workers: "you do not need to
Remember: an attack against one is an attack against all. If
pay" for this rip-off. But when the CLC warns the workers in
they succeed in outlawing protests by Volta Redonda city workVolta Redonda that their pension funds are being robbed, fierce
ers, tomorrow they will launch new attacks against the oil workrepression is unleashed against us. Why is this?
ers, the dockers, the landless peasants, the homeless and others. EvThis is not the first time the comrades ofthe Comite de Luta
eryone must join the s1Juggle to demand that all charges be dropped
Classista have been the targets ofjudicial-police repression. This
against Geraldo Ribeiro and the Comire de Luta Classista.
is the eighth judicial action against us since Geraldo Ribeiro took
The Comite de Luta Classista fights for the complete and
office ,as the legitimately elected president of the SFPMVR.
unconditional independence of the unions from the capitalist
They attack the .CLC because we defend the independence
continued on page 5 7
of the unions from control by the capitalist state, whether by
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International Outcry Against

Brazil Witchhunt
Unionists and defenders of workers'
rights from five continents have reacted
with outrage to a Brazilian court's ·order
for "search and seizure," including the use
of"police force," ofa leaflet by the Class
Struggle Caucus (CLC-ComitS de Luta
Classista). The CLC was initiated by our
comrades of the Liga Quarta-Internacionalista do Brasil and includes members
of several trade unions in the city of Volta
Redonda, site of Latin America's largest
steel mill. The program of the Caucus is
printed on page 5·1 of this issue.
The injunction against the CLC also
specifically named Geraldo Ribeiro, who
since being elected president of the Volta
Redonda Municipal Workers Union
(SFPMVR) in late 1995 has been the object of a vendetta by the capitalist courts
and cops. The reason: Ribeiro and other
class-struggle activists led a fight to remove. police from the unions, resulting in
the union meeting of25 July 1996 voting
to disaffiliate "municipal guards" from the
SFPMVR. Ribeiro was also prosecuted by
the Popular Front city governthent for
leading a campaign against the racist firing of a black woman worker.
The latest repression is an attempt to
stop the CLC from denouncing the looting of workers' pension funds by a "legal
mafia" in a country where wages and retirement benefits are at starvation level for
huge parts of the working class, including municipal workers (see article on page
xx). When the court injunction issued in
early September lapsed, the lawyers who
launched the attack on the class-struggle
unionists obtained another "search and
seizure" court order against the CLC, and
are now threatening criminal action as well
as a civil suit.
This juridical assault on class-struggle
unionists has been met with an outcry of
protest from Brazil to South Africa, El Salvador and the U.S. In Volta Redonda itself,
the hotel and restaurant workers union noted
''the deliberate intention of infringing on
workers' organization as occurred for several years under the Military Dictatorship."

.

en's Union
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VJAFAX:

November 14. 1997

To:

Omldo Ribeiro and the CLC

SEIU l.oc:al 399, rcprcsentin& 16,000 workers. tends its solidarity apiNt the new atate
n:pmsion cfirmcd apinsc you. A year •JO we declared our tqlidlcity wilh your fight for• union
independent of the Stale. lllld pointed out that we have: bad our memben attacked by tlle police at
union protests •nd know the police are not neutral in these issues. We alJO joined in yo..- ltnlgle
...,.. racism, Whiclt our union. largely composed uf immigrant workers, has 1bo eicperienced Ont

hind.
NQW you are under attack once a,gaia in thf eighth leaaJ ICtiod .,.intt you. This is aa atteqit
to U1C laws fto.t1 the rri!iwy dictatorship to ccnaor 1114 silence the ~of union aaivists, indudillg
the letJitimate tleclocl praidcnt of the Votla Rcdollda munidptl workers union who bu been the
victim of court inl«venlion, armed police shulting down union meetings lftd
acts ol
,....,.. because ofthe~ llCI has lead.

,.,,_ed

We proteat the court ord• to Hite your Jeaaets, which ii a dear IUaCk on th. riahts ot .U
workers. We further proteM the tteat 10 Mi&e )WI' bekmginp and the outt1geou1 threat to demucl
the names ohR the a«ivilt who csxerciMd their right11 by publilhing leaflet• to inrorm the wur'-'
and dettnd daeir interelts. All worken muet stand together apialt l\lch attempts to intimida&o ud
lilence thole who light for lbt righb of labor.
We join in denuding; No co anti-union repression! Unconditionily drop all dllrJ• flliml
the CLC and Geraldo IUbeirof Courts hltlds olrthe worker•' riahb!
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South African Municipal Worker's Union
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.
cordial Miida~ do Cen1to 1
· M · · I w kers Union to tbe
s n~saa aolidaricdiide por 1118 ~~le de Tr~balhadores Aaricolu (CJTA).
Warm and militant greeting& from the l 20 000 mell'I~ of ~he Sout~ .Afncan uruc1pa or
que llao ••.d.o\'Of de represift """"'~;~I. ! °c:>' J?~~mos CODI otru ocganiia,..n;.• ao n1'vel
antl-rtelst union militants oftbe Volta Redonda Muniapal Workers Uruonl
r--lllillill;ti.lalillil_......;~::,;vrvuv::;::::,:-.~~~UillilJill.uillllll1W11..;;;.;,;:~r-::.;:-:.::;::,.__.J...

Dear Comradet,

· s T 1 bourgeois government and the fascist bosses. Not only are Y
SAMWU salut1:4 your ltl\lggle. aglllllt. ran
1 ·figb••- for ""''T right 10 publish information vital
waging a courageous war aga.nst raCISlll, Y?'I are a so
workers o(Bruil particularly, and the world m general

~...

, --

municipal workers we taupl, with othera, a brutal racist rtginie here in South Aft'ica. h
onl overeo11111 after many years of vigilam struggle. and the labour ~vement
~::::::at hinds o(the bl\.ltal police and state machinery. Now your sttugg!e agatn5t the
furcea of evil will become our 1uu9glc as workers of the world.

for -?1' ~a, as

ti!

NATIONAi. UNION OF METALWORKERS OF SOUTH AFRICA
8th I 9th Floor
VOtkHouse
46 Kerk Street
Johanneeburg 2001
E-mall:numta<l01@pixie.co.za

P.0. Box 2&0483
Exoom2023
Tel: 011-8322030/9

Fax: 011-8336408
011-6336330

The Pl'ffident
Volta Redonda Municipal Worker• Union
C8lxa Postal No. 84027

jl}j(

-_.,_
--___
--

VIA FAX

•nd R8gular Mllil

Geraldo Ribeiro Ind the CLC
do lram.tionaUst Group
P.O. 9oJc 3321
Churcl'I Street Station
New YO!t(, NY 10008

ICMIUIOPDIMQ'-

.......... - " -

Dear Comrades:

-~_......

-.nw.......i.

,

15110'97

Odober 30. 11197

New York

sr-

~
q
.lllo-

CEP 27260740
Volta Redonda,. RJ, Braztl
Attention : Comrade Geraldo Ribeiro

Workers

i

Allhough - qared to Miit of lie attackl against lhe CLC. - - hlllll'tetled IO
know ot one rnOl9 group Iha! ardently fights 1g11inst racism, etasslsm. pol1ce brutality.
in short. ilQalnat c:apit81iam. Immigrant workers in N9w YOlll City 1111<1 across lhe
nation ere also IM'der lllael<. Con~. we understand only too well Iha blUllll
rnelt!Ods utilized by~ police •llCI the state ..W- tlleif lnteteSts are threatened. This
is why our community In New YOik City wilhM you all the strenglh m"ICI tenaclly
needed to 11.1cceed in the struggle egainst the tyl'IWYly or cepltaNsm.

· We vety much belllwe in the power of lntemalfl>n.I SOlidlltty, .a please keep us
posted on any naw evenlti H wen any ways w.1 can be of further anlstance.

We, the Latino worken of New York City:
•

Conclemn the brutally r.ptWlllve aotlona of the Pop11far Front govemimmt

agall'ISt the CLC and the warfdnt clP•ll

• Dom11nd tM eomplete and unoondltlonll lndepenClenc:e of unions from the
capitallllt govemnt91'1tll

Dear Comrade
•

·

Demand that ALL cha'Vff against the CLC and comrade Ribeiro be dropped
rlght-ylll

The National Union of Metalworkers of South Africa wisil to add 1t$ voice In col'ldemnin the

Their statement says "the day will come when nobody can succeed in silencing the roaring voice of the streets" and ends with
the demand "Down with intervention!" A solidarity statement
from the Volta Redonda Domestic Workers Union denounced
"repression, intervention and any other violent means preventing the workers from freely expressing their political thought in
their union organizations," while the construction workers union
added its voice denouncing "dictatorial methods" against the
working class and demanding the "withdrawal of the court action" against Ribeiro and the CLC.
Brazilian workers are facing a brutal austerity plan ordered by President Fernando Henrique Cardoso at the instiga-

tion of the International Monetary Fund and Wall Street bankers in response to the crisis sweeping world financial markets
at the end of 1997. Cardoso's plan to fire tens of thousands of
government workers has provoked plans for nationwide strike
action in December. The capitalists can rely on Cardoso to
step up anti-labor repression to impose this starvation plan;
after all, it was the former "anti-imperialist" Cardoso who sent
tanks and troops to crush a national oil strike two years ago.
The one refinery the army did not occupy in 1995 was the
plant at Duque de Caxias (in Rio de Janeiro state), because of
Caxias workers' reputation for organized and militant resistance.
However, the labor court "intervened" the local and seized con-
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Tert~emGMal~do~de

Voll~ Ball'a Manta, Retende. llaliaia. R.00.0, Quall$

M ilo de repudlo d intenenr4o do estado no dlreito dt organ""'4o dos
trabalhadores

°'

A di
SINDICATO DOS EMPREOAOOS EM HOTElS, 9~RES, RESTAURANTU, COZINHAS INDUSTRIAlS E SIMILARES DE
VOLTA REOONOA E REGfAO SUL FLUMINENSE
SEVE: Rua Jaitno I'll~ de Monies, 53·Sala119 • ~· CEP 27293-210 ·Valla Redorda • IU • CGC(MF) 31.847.1oe.ooo1.u • T£IA'AX: (02<!) 347-119:!

sue Sl:D€: Av. Jolo l'•tr411t• l'inlo, 69. Ssl• 105 -c.ntro. CEl'27SI0.070. R9~81ld9. N. CGC(Ml'I 31.847.10MJ002-30· TEl.: (024) 354·7013
1.!ASE TERRITORIAL: VOi.TA REOONOA, &AMA MANSA. 1.!ARRA 00 PIRAI, PIRAI, VASSOUAAS. VALEN<;A. AESSNOE E ITATIAIA

Mo~iio

de 1·cptidio i\

intcrven~iio

do estndo 110 direito de

orguniznfiiO dos tl·nbaJlmdores.

L'

Sindicalo doa Trabalhadores na lndustria de Oeatila960 e
Refina9Ao de Pelr.61eo de Duque de Caxiaa
C.G.C, ff,fff,ff1/000MIO

RECONHEOIDO EM 9$ DE MARCC.O DE. toet

8£DE PROPRIA! RUA .1oat DI!. At.VARENO.(. 611t - Tll. f71>!lt&I
DUQUE DE CAICIA8 - RIO DE JANEIRO
CliP. fll.000.•

Mogao de repudio a interven9ao do estado no
direito de organiza9ao dos trabalhadores
A dire~lo do Sindieato dos Petroleiros de Duque de CaxiH
(Sindlpetro-Ca:das) repudia veementemente a lnterven~o do estado
fiberdade de o.raauiza~o dos t.mbalbadores. Referimo-aos
dec:ldo
judicial de recolber o boleti111 do Comitg de Luta Classista, que extcrnava
opiui6es criticas i atual dire~io do sindicato dos servidores municipais de
Volta Redonda.
0 direito a livre organlza~lo e a llberdade de expressio nlo deve
em hlp6tese alguma ser vioJado. Entendemos alnda ser uma postura anti·
dcm«H:rAtica a detlOSi~lo e a cassa~ d01J dlreltos do preaidente elelto do
sindicato. Tai! f1dos despertam uma grande preocupa,lo, ja que a
persegui~iio a llderantas e a interveQfAO, de varias formu, em sindlcatos
combativos tem sido uma coustante nos ultimos anos, especialwentc nu
governo l''eroaodo llenrique Cardoso.
l'ais fatos represeutam, a aossa ver, a iuaceitavel e deliberada
inteo~Ao de atingir a organl7.a~io dos trabalbadores. Ababo a

a

na

interven~io!

~/.:.-v(
~ Nllson Viana Cesario
P/direflo do Slndlpetro-Caxlas
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trol ofits bank account. Pro~ the new
repression against Geraldo Ribeiro and the
CLC, the Caxias oil workers union issued a
statement ''vehemently repudiating state
inteivention against the workers' freedom
of organization," denouncing the "suspension ofthe rights ofthe union's elected
president" and stressing that ''persecution
of leaders and various fonns of intervention in combative unions has been a constant in recent years, particularly under the government ofFemando
Henrique Cardoso."
As was the case during a
previous round ofrepression (see
"Solidarity with Anti-Racist
Unionists in Brazil," The Internationalist No. 1, Janumy-February
1997), some of the most powerful
protest statements came from
South Africa. An 8 October 1997
statement from the 120,000-strong
South Africa Municipal Workers
Union (SAMWU) notes that "For
many years, as municipal workers we
fought, with others, a brutal racist regime here in South Africa," where
"the labour movement... suffered
many losses at the hands of the brutal
police and state machinery." SAMWU
saluted the CLC's "courageous war on
racism" and its fight for the "right to
publish information vital to workers of
Brazil particularly, and the world in generaL" demanding: "Down with the charges
against Cele Geraldo Ribeiro and the CLC."
The National Union of Metalworkers of South Africa (NUMSA) and
National Union of Miners (NUM) also
sent vigorous protests against the new
repression in Brazil. The South African
Commercial Catering and Allied Workers Union (SACCAWU) denounced
''the latest attack. .. by the combined dark
forces of capital and state machinery"
and called on those responsible to stop
anti-union repression, "lest they burn
themselves in the fire they shall encounter in return."
Stressing that "International Solidarity knows no borders," the Salvadoran
telephone workers union (ASTTEL)
wrote to "condemn this whole new escalation of repression against the unionists
ofVolta Redonda, Brazil, and specifically
against brother Geraldo Ribeiro and the
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Comite de Luta Classista." Also
from El Salvador, the FEASIES labor federation issued a statement ·
defending Ribeiro and the CLC
against the repression. When
spokesmen for ASTTEL and
FEASIES were denounced on TV
by the president of El Salvador as
"traitors"and "inhuman" for denouncing the notorious abuse of
workers in sweatshops there,
Ribeiro and the Brazilian militants
came to their defense as well.
From across the Pacific, the
Confederation for Unity, Recognition and Advancement of Government Employees in the Philippines
wrote that "we join against racist
employers who are in cahoots with Bosses' courts of Brazil's "Steel City" are now targeting LQB and Class Struggle
the repressive government in sow- Caucus militant Jorge de Oliveira, retired after 25 years working at Latin
ing terror among municipal work- America's largest steel plant (in background).
ers," pointing out: "Your struggle is not far from ours. We also
strike in Santos, Brazil.
[face] racial discrimination against the Cordillera peoples and
On the East Coast, a solidarity statement in Spanish and
Portuguese from the Independent Farmworkers Center noted:
the Muslim Moros of the South." The Filipino workers group
"Farm workers here are predominantly Latino immigrants, and
called for facing "this disorderly new world order" through "collective action and international solidarity." In New Zealand, both
we have suffered repression and intimidation in our countries
national labor federations protested the repression against the
of origin. This kind ofrepression continues when we arrive in
Comite de Luta Classista. The acting secretary ofthe New Zealand
the United States. We believe the struggle you are carrying out
Trade Union Federation sent a statement to the Brazilian minisis a great example for other countries and popular movements
internationally." An eloquent statement from the Latino Workter of internal affairs, while the secretary of the New Zealand
ers Center ofNew York said "we understand only too well the
Council of Trade Unions also signed a statement protesting the
brutal methods utilized by the police and the state when their
attacks in Volta Redonda.
In the United States, a solidarity statement to Ribeiro and
interests are threatened" and ended: "Demand that ALL charges
the CLC from Service Employees International Union Local
against the CLC and comrade Ribeiro be dropped right away!!!"
399 (representing militantjanitors and hospital workers in Los
In addition, statements have been received from the InterAngeles) noted that this is "the eighth legal action against you.
national Bolshevik Tendency, from the Freedom Socialist Party
This is an attempt to use laws from the military dictatorship to
and radical historian Howard Zinn in the U.S., the Communist
Workers Party (PCT) in Brazil and LabourNet in Britain. On
censor and silence the voice of union activists, including the
behalf of the Comite de Luta Classista and the Internationalist
legitimate elected president of the Volta Redonda municipal
Group, we wish to express our thanks for all those who have
workers union who has been the victim of court intervention,
armed police shutting down union meetings and repeated acts
come to the defense of the CLC against the unrelenting state
of repression because of the struggles he has led." The staterepression.
ment also denounced the threat "to seize your belongings and
* * *
the outrageous threat to demand the names of al I the activist[ s]
The judicial repression from the Volta Redonda court conwho exercised their rights by publishing leaflets to inform the
tinues to hang over the CLC, and may escalate. Solidarity stateworkers and defend their interests."
ments may be sent to Geraldo Ribeiro and the CLC care of:
In the San Francisco Bay area, ILWU longshoremen's
Internationalist Group
Local 10 denounced '"the vicious witchhunt" following earlier
Box 3321, Church Street Station
repression aimed at Ribeiro "because you played a central role
New York, NY 10008, U.S.A.
in carrying out the will of your membership to disaffiliate the
Fax: (212) 614-8711
guardas (police) from your union." Citing an earlier protest by
E-mail: internationalistgroup@msn.com
Local 10, it underlined: "As we stated then and reiterate now,
Letters can be sent to the CLC and LQB in Brazil by addresswe support your principled struggle. Police have been banned
ing
them to:
from membership in our union since they killed workers in the
Caixa Postal 084027
1934 Maritime Strike. And today, the brutal killings of street
CEP 27251-970
children in Brazil by police don't go unnoticed here." The proVolta Redonda, RJ, Brazil
test also referred to state repression of last spring's dockers'
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Brazil
Program of the
Class Struggle Caucus
The following program of
the Comite de Luta
Classista (CLC)-the
Class Struggle Caucus
initiated by our fraternal
comrades of the liga
Quarta-lnternacionalista do Brasil) was printed
as a leaflet in June 1997
and reprinted in the
LQB s newspaper Vanguarda Operaria No. 2
(August-October 1997).

sion that we face arise
from the capitalist system.
Determined to fight against
this system, we seek to make
our union an instrument in
this struggle, together with
the exploited and oppressed
PROGRAMA.00 coMITE DE LUTA CLASSISTA
ofthe entire world Afterthe
lntrod~o:
decJine
of bourgeois
No Brasil, hli duas decadas, havia uma estrutura sindical onde o Estado intervinha diretamentc e os pelegos atuavam no sentido literal e direto cQmo agentes deste Estado. Uma luta
"laborism" [tabalhismo, a
massiva se fez contra isto, sob o nome do "novo sindicalismo", que coiocava um prograrna de
reference to the followers
.....
·
"
sindical
'talistas) contrao ual le
· ~~;.,
of veteran capitalist politician Leonel Brizola's
"Democratic
Labor
Introduction: Two decades ago Brazil had a trade-union
Party"] and the pelego system inherited from the military dictastructure in which the state intervened.directly and the pelegos
torship, the economist "new unionism," remaining within limits
(government-aligned bureaucrats) acted liter.any and directly
acceptable to capitalism, demonstrated its bankruptcy. The union
as agents of the state. A massive struggle was carried out against
bureaucrats seek to discipline the workers in the service of the
this under the name of the "new unionism," which put forward
popular front of class collaboration, a situation which has been
a program of trade-unionism (union politics which accept the
further accentuated after the capitalist counterrevolution in the
limits of capitalism), which Lenin . polemicized against and
ex-USSR and East Europe. This is shown in Volta Redonda and
which can be classified politically as social-deqiocratic. This
nationwide, for example in the betrayal ofthe oil workers' strike.
"new unionism" under the umbreJla of the Central Unica dos
The CLC is not like other union tendencies which exist only to
Trabalhadores (CUT-United Workers Federation) is domirun in union elections. We seek to constantly raise the workers'
nant today, revealing its own bankruptcy as it' see to disciconsciousness, organize them and mobilize them in struggle to
pline the workers in the service of the popular
front, an alliance which subordinates the workers to a sector of the bosses. Thus, the various
enemies we are facing, from the puppet provocateur Artur Fernandes, chief of the pro-police
faction against the workers of the SFPMVR
(Volta Redonda Municipal Workers Union) and
shareholder in CSN (the National Steel Company), who is advised by the Liga· Bolchevique
lnternacionalista, to the fake-leftists of the PSTU
[the Morenoite United Socialist Workers Party],
Causa Operaria and Dodora's Forc;a Socialista,
which have supported the gangsterism and thuggery used by the pro-police clique against the
SFPMVR, all act as what Trotsky called the "fifth
wheel" of the popular front. The CLC's central
policy is for the defeat of the tendencies which
tie the workers to capitalism.
Who we are: The Comite de Luta
Classista is a group of workers, founded by public
Tasso Marcelo
employees and open to workers from all other sec- Volta Redonda 1988 steel strike: army occupies the plant.
tors, who understand that all the forms of oppresT

\
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SI ·
II ·
·
.
" . Vanguarda Operana
ogans on wa an mam avenue of Volta Redonda protestmg repression against municipal workers union,
July 1996.
·
carry out the class-struggle program. The key is to forge a revolutionary leadership.

What we s~and for:
1. Complete and unconditional independence of the trade
unions from the capitalist state. Against any intervention or interference by the bourgeois "justice" system in the union. We
repudiate any and all control by the government (ministries, 'justice" system, parliament, police, etc.) over the workers movement. It is the workers who decide. Union dues must be freed
from the dues check-off controlled by the state and the bosses
and be paid directly to the union, so the workers will control the
union's money. Against the "union tax," "labor federation tax,"
etc. We condemn the traitors who "invite" the bourgeois courts
into the unions.
2. The union belongs to the working class, not to the bosses
and their .agents. The union meeting of25 July 1996 disaffiliated the municipal guardas (cops) from the SFPMVR, because po 1ice (of aII kinds) are not part of the working class;
they are the armed fist of the bourgeoisie.

Remember Emane da Silva Lucio, a black youth murdered
by a municipal guarda. Remember the repression against the oil
workers and the massacres of Candelaria, Carandiru, Rondonia,
Eldorado, Favela Naval in Diadema (state of Sao Paulo) and
Cidade de Deus (state of Rio de Janeiro). This means that the
municipal workers' historic decision must be extended throughout the union movement by expelling police, guardas, prison
guards ~nd watchmen from the unions and the CUT.
3. Union democracy. Election of delegates from each sector to
represent and mobilize their sectors and keep them informed.
AII union directors and leaders must be subject to recall by the
ranks. The right to form caucuses within the union. Down with
the union bureaucrats' witchhunts against class-struggle militants.
Mobilize the ranks to defeat aII the union bureaucrats, who serve
the bosses and the bourgeois state. Maintain a genuine strike
fund. Free union programs to teach literacy, technical training
and workers education. Seek to establish union radio programs.

The independence of the unions from the bourgeois state,
together with union democracy, can be achieved only with a revolutionary leadership. The current union bureaucracies (both the pelegos offor9a Sindical [pro-company labor federation], etc., and the popularfrontists leading the CUT) act to subordinate the
working class to the bosses and their state. These
anti-working-class politics were highlighted when
Artur Fernandes "invited" the intervention of the
bourgeois courts in the SFPMVR against the
struggle to disafJiliate the guardas.
4. CUT should mean struggle. We defend the
SFPMVR's affiliation to the CUT, against company-union federations like For9a Sindical and the
CGT. No to "partnership" and all forms of class
collaboration. The worKers' interests are completely counterposed to those ofthe capitalists. The
CUT must withdraw from all joint boards and
committees with the bosses and the bourgeois
government. We condemn the "CUT Investment
Clubs" such as those created by the Volta Redonda
metal workers union and in other state-owned comZulmair Rocha
panies that are being privatized. We fight to deVolta Redonda 1988 steel strike: workers killed by army.
feat the pelega and neo-pelega (sell-out) bureau-
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leadership have collabo~
rated in maintaining) has
been the "secret" of racist Brazilian capitalism.

cracy-which is increasingly integrating itself into
the state-and for a new,
class-struggle leadership.
The CUT must break with
the popular front and the
International Confederation
of Free Trade Unions. For

8. Against unemployment, layoffs, privatizations and "laborflexibilization."

IUSTORIADO
MOVIMEN'"TO
OPFlli\JuO

trad~unionunity:formdus

Against Cardoso 's constitutional "reform." Defe11d
job security at all levels
through class-struggle mobilization; no confidence
in parliament and the laws
the bourgeoisie uses to
i
P*ll bcm •uccdido, com um
warm :alti~imQ quc 0 faz scm¥
control the workers. Jobs
pre patt1:cr d(' <:1n abcrt;i c
"SOC!MJSTA~'.
/iz, 1<b. que q11•m m·cl>< ""'
N<idia8dc111>t~o dt 19%, »!ariu de RS 147,00 c nrrega
back now for all those laid
Nu di• 0 de oulo <k 1')93 • pr<.•l<fent< OQ P'l'.VR. mmo •.ml\ de miU1<.> dotd() i.g 1,,...,
t/-t '""
off in the Collor regime's
~:.=~~ bfr~aSt:!17:~:~~!<~ ~fu~ !t::.:e ad:-j~:~p~fc~!~i~~!~h~~>~d~ d~~~~~~r ;:r?~~~~:~S::a ::1~:
t<tftni'Of'V"l t\,., dla d11: muthe r,
cilsCUIM1
..... ..
"administrative reform."
5. An injury to one is an
in}ury to all. When the Volta Redonda Municipal Workers union bulletin defending Immediate reinstatement
bourgeois state attacks
Regina Celia, black woman worker fired for her appearance. of Regina Celia, the black
worker and mother victimone group of workers (as On right, excerpt from article by Leon Trotsky on women
ized by City Hall 's racist
occurred with the oil and the family.
firing. Fight agai nst
workers and dockers), the
privatizations; cancel the privatizations that have already ocpower of the working class must be mobilized in solidarity
curred. Down with "productivity" programs, which mean more
action. During strikes, use mass pickets and factory occupaexploitation and less jobs.
tion against the strikebreakers. Hot cargo (ref\lse to transport
The labor movement must organize committees of the unor handle) products of companies where the workers are on
employed linked to the unions. Unemployment compensation
strike. The working class must be mobilized to defend the landequal to wages of employed workers. For a large-scale public
less peasants against the capitalists' brutal repression, calling
works program with hiring controlled by the workers organizafor workers self-defense militias; for agrarian revolution and
tions. Cut the work week with no loss in pay: jobs for all! This
not the "agrarian reform" proposed by the reformists. Mobislogan can also be an important way to win support from the
lized the exploited. and oppressed against the Car~oso/IMF
unemployed for the organized labor movement. Union control
hunger plan. Unify struggles at the national, continental and
ofhiring and training, with special attention to traditionally excluded
international level.
sectors (women, blacks, youth). Workers control of production.
6. Against dangerous and unhealthy working conditions.
Fight to stop the dangerous practices of Volta Redonda's City
9. For a class-struggle fight against racist oppression and
the oppression of women. "Labor cannot emancipate itse lf in
Hall and other cities and companies, such as transporting workthe white skin where in the black it is branded" (Karl Marx).
ers like cattle in trucks together with dangerous implements.
Protection against hazardous materials, such as benzene in the
The workers movement must lead the struggle against black
steel mills and petrochemical plants, a gas which causes leuoppression, which is a fundamental part of the struggle against
kopenia (a work-related disease [affecting white blood cells]
capitalism in Brazil. Smash discrimination, whether open or
disguised ("good appearance" requirements, etc.). Army, powhich these bosses call a "black disease';_:_a clear example of
lice: out ofthefavelas (ghettos). Stop the racist murder of street
capitalist racism). Workers committees (without management)
children. Workers defense committees again.st strikebreakers
on health and working conditions, with the power to stop work
and the forces of racist repression.
when conditions are dangerous. Retirement in line with seniority and with no loss in pay.
For a class-struggle fight against leukopenia. Open all jobs
to
women.
Free 24-hour child care. We fight against the use of
7. Against starvation wages. For a large wage increase, espechildren
as
cheap labor, which deprives many of them of their
Cially for the lowest-paid sectors. Make up all lost wages [due
childhood
and
schooling. Free abortion on demand; free, highto government austerity plans and inflation] . For a living wage
quality
medical
care for all. Defend the rights of homosexuals
with automatic cost-of-living increases (sliding scale of wages).
Indians
and
all
victims
of the bourgeoisie's discrimination and
Equal pay for equal work. Committees of workers and workterror;
fight
bigotry,
anti-Semitism,
etc. The struggle agamst op.. Jng-class families against high prices. Organize a large-scale,
pression
can
be
victorious
only
as
a
struggle against capitalism.
'""·" :class-struggle fight by the workers movement, black~, women
··tand youth against the starvation minimum wage. This poverty
JO. Against the popular front, for the class independence of
the workers. The popular front chains the workers organizations
wage (which the PT [Workers Party] and the reformist-CUT

SOBREA

trial unions, drawmg m contract workers and those manipulated by bourgeois
corporatism. For an organizing campaign to unionize
subcontractors'
and
COHAB (federal housmg
~construction authority) employees, with full rights.
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to politicians and parties of the bourgeoisie. This is class collaboration, which leads to the destruction of the workers' struggles.
From Brazil to Chile, Central America, Indonesia, France, Spain
and many other countries, the popular front has meant terrible
defeats for the proletariat. Not one vote for any candidate ofpopular fronts. Against bourgeois parties of the right and "left."
The working class must break from the PT [the Workers
Party of Luiz Inacio Lula da Silva], a reformist party which
organizes betrayals and repression against the oppressed. All
the dominant tendencies within the.CUT (and the PT) support
the politics of popular frontism, from Articula9ao [Lula's tendency] and its camp followers of 0 Trabalho [Lambertistes]
and Democracia Socia1ista [Mandelites] to the PSTU and the
centrists of Causa Operaria and the LBI (advisors to Artur
Fernandes). The politics of the Stalinists and ex-Stalinists (PC
do B [formerly pro-Albania], PCB [formerly pro-Moscow],
PPS [another group of formerly pro-Moscow Stalinists]) seek
to subordinate the workers to the class enemy. Thus these tendencies stab the proletarian struggle in the back, as we have
seen in Volta Redonda, for example during the struggle to disaffiliate the municipal guardas.

57

tries. Against imperialism and counterrevolution, the working
class must defend Cuba,·China, Vietnam and the other deformed
workers states. The workers of those countries must expel the
Stalinist bureaucracies from political power, establishing workers councils under revolutionary leadership. The betrayals of
Stalinism, with its lie of"socialism in one country," prepared
the way for the counterrevolutionary destruction of the Soviet
Union by world imperialism, which was a big defeat for the
world working class. Socialism can only be international. For
the Socialist United States of Latin America, extending workers revolution to the USA and the entire world.
JOIN US!

New Repression ...
continued from page 48
state, against any kind of "union tax" [government-administered financing of unions], for union democracy, against dangerous and unhealthy work conditions, against starvation
wages, against unemployment, layoffs and privatizations. We
fight against racist oppression and the oppression of women.
We .fight against the Popular Front, the bourgeois coalition
which is the boss of Volta Redonda city workers. We fight for
the construction ofa revolutionary workers party. Our fight is
internationalist: Workers of the world, unite! Join us!

11. For a revolutionary workers party which fights for a workers and peasants government. Against trade-unionist, syndicalist and "anti-political" illusions. The proletariat can win its
class independence only in the struggle for workers power in
the interests of all the exploited and oppressed. Against the
large landed estates: agrarian revolution (seizure of the land
by the peasants). We fight for the end of capitalism and for
socialism. Repudiate the foreign debt. Revolutionary expropriation of the bourgeoisie; for a democratically planned and
centralized economy run by workers counc\ls to satisfy the
needs of humanity and not the bosses' profits.
11. Workers ofthe world, unite! Proletarian internationalism.
Free Mumia Abu-Jamal now. Against the racist death penalty.
Real solidarity actions with workers' struggles in other coun-

The bosses' courts want to silence the voice that tells
the truth. But the Comite de Lota Classista will not let itself be intimidated. Neither should you!
In your union, student, neighborhood, black or women's
organization, etc.: make an urgent solidarity statement with
the CLC and Geraldo Ribeiro, demanding: No to anti-union
repression! Throw out the 15 percent charge and return the
money to those who were forced to pay it! Unconditionally
drop all charges against the CLC and Geraldo Ribeiro! Courts
hands off our rights I •
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, Vs Frenzied Slanders Can't Hide
ICL Leader$' Brazil Betrayal
Following the pattern they have set over the last year, the
m ·.'leaders of the International Communist League have re~~.::. -~~tc~:::> Y.~!ud d to our exposure of their latest lying smear against the
~"~"1 ~'*"·""'.....,.,ationatist Group and the Liga Quarta-Internacionalista
_ra il (f.ourth Internationalist League of Brazil) by shovelmg _t ·u more lies. Workers Vanguard substitutes mudlin_ging-for Marxist political debate, resorting to slander and
imie~ale falsification, because they are frantically seeking to
'GO r p thejr desertion from a key class battle in Brazil. Hav[riz en caught in a shameful betrayal, they accuse those who
:.:tth . and fought of themselves committing a betrayal. The
WV editors' cynical calculation is transparent: they figure that
'"'w"'''"'"''" .... , readers will throw up their hands and conclude that it's a
'c usiness all around. But serious Marxists will not be ded bJ such obfuscating tactics. Anyone who honestly studhe facts will see who is defending the revolutionary proe -am in struggle and who is flinching before the pressure of
.,""~"·····..-.1··•1e bourgeoisie.
Jhe ICL leaders' recourse to falsification and frame-up is
't)O . ing new in the history of the degeneration of revol~tion-

ary organizations. Rather, it is a recurring historical pattern.
As Trotsky wrote in 1929 in introducing the newspaper of the
French Left Oppositionists, la Verile (The Truth):
"The reformists deliberately lie to their readers in order to preserve the bourgeois system. The centrists employ lies to cloak
their vacillations, their uncertainty, their capitulation, and their
adventures."
Those who resort to such anti-M(\rxist methods figure they can
crush the voice of authentic communism under the weight of a
mountain oflies. WV certainly has a much greater circulation to
spread its filth than The Internationalist does for refuting it-as
we have done with every single one of their attacks while they
just duck and dodge. But the JCL is no organizational juggernaut. In following this disastrous course, it is gutting the most
precious capital of the Spartacist tendency, its fidelity over more
than three decades to the Trotskyist program.
Let's recapitulate how this "discussion" came about. In
June of last year, the Spartacist League/U.S. expelled several
long-time leading cadres in a bureaucratic political purge that
flagrantly violated the SL's own organizational norms of Le-

Vanguarda Operaria

Redonda demonstration calls to stop threatened execu. f U.S. death row political prisoner Mumia Abu-Jamal, 9
ust 1995. Luta Metalurgica sign on left says: "Break with the
Popular Front! For a Multiracial Revolutionary Workers Party!"
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.AS BJ\SES EST.AO
DECIDINDO:
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Union bulletin (6 May 1996) reports on garage
workers'vote, "The Rank and File Is Deciding: Police
Out of the Union:'The bulletin closes with the slogans
(below): "Forward with our campaign! Police out of
the union! Workers of the world unite!"
ninist democratic centralism. The significance of this "cleansing" was unAVA.NTE
derlined ten days later when the ICL
COM
NOSSA
leadership broke relations with the BraCAMPANHA!
zilian LQB and ostentatiously exited
from the struggle to remove the police
POLiCIA
from the ranks of the Volta Redonda
FORA DO
Municipal Workers Union (SFPMVR),
· SINDICATO!
headed by a supporter of the LQB. The
ICL leaders' treacherous flight from a
stttfggle they had at first encouraged
OPERARIOS
oc,cµrred the very day before a union
DO MUNDO
membership assembly that was schedUNi-VOS!
uled to vote on the disaffiliation of the
cops. That meeting was banned by
court order and shut down by armed police, but the Brazilian
comrades took the fight forward, leading to a historic vote by
the union ranks on 25 July 1996 to oust the cops. Today they
continue their struggle to become the nucleus of the Trotskyist
party in Brazil, joining with the Internationalist Group in the
cause of reforging the Fourth International.
The ICL has spent the last year spinning out one lie after
another against the LQB and the IG in attempting to justify its
ignominious flight. The ICL leadership's catalogue of smears
and slanders includes:
•
The Jie that the LQB had "refused" to undertake partybuiJding tasks, such as putting out a newspaper and extending to
a major metropolitan center, and instead was wedded to ''tradeunion opportunism." This fiction was the ICL's central pretext
for breaking fraternal relations, yet within a month the LQB pub-
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lished the first issue ofVanguarda Operaria (Workers Vanguard),
and it now has a nucleus in R.io de Janeiro.
•
The lie that LQB leader Cerezo was refusing to give up a
post as an "unelected adviser" of the union. Even the LQB 's
enemies in Volta Redonda stated months beforehand that he
was not an advisor to the union .
•
The lie that the LQB supposedly had a "deal" with the
cops in the SFPMVR. Yet the program of the Municiparios
em Luta (MEL-Municipal Workers in Struggle) slate supported
by the LQB stated that the cops, at all levels, like the armed
forces, are part of"the armed fist of the bourgeoisie" and thus
"no alliance with them is possible." As union president Geraldo
Ribeiro moved to disaffiliate the police from the union, the
cops have relentlessly gone after the class-struggle leaders of
the SFPMVR.
•
The lie that the ICL did not know about the 19 June 1996
union meeting~ When we quoted internal ICL documents showing that they knew of the meeting, they switched stories to claim
that they didn't know that the question of the police was to be
voted there. We have reproduced union leaflets and newspaper
articles in the ICL's possession which state that this issue was to
be decided by the union membership assembly. ICL representatives were also informed of this beforehand by the LQB.
•
The lie that the union ranks' vote to disaffiliate the police
"never happened." We have reproduced union minutes, MEL
leRflets and articJes from Workers Vanguard's favorite source,
the steel bosses' mouthpiece Diario do Vale, reporting on the
fact that the 25 July 1996 union assembly voted the cops out.
• The lie that the LQB never publicized this "great victory"
in the Brazilian labor movement, when in fact the LQB has
said that "partial victories" had been won and underscored the
importance of the union ranks' historic vote in numerous leaflets and statements.'
•
The lie that the IG supposedly tried to hide that the courtappointed pro-cop clique around Artur Fernandes "controls the
union." The dossier, Class Struggle and Repression in Volta
Redonda, Brazil, published last February by the Internationalist
Group, reproduces a letter from Geraldo Ribeiro and Marcello
Carega stating that the Fernandes clique was occupying the union
hall, and that the "mobilization ofthe ranks will impose the democratic decision that the workers have repeatedly expressed" in
reaffirming Ribeiro as SFPMVR president.
•
The lie that the LQB refused to provide infonnation or
documentation on the struggle against the cops and the repression against its militants. Yet the LQB sent the International
Secretariat of the ICL dozens of pages of leaflets and reports
on this, followed by the extensive ddcumentation in the dossier published by the IG.
The latest from' the ICL leaders in their frenzied vendetta
is the fraudulent claim in Workers VanguardNo. 669 (30 May)
that Liga Quarta-Intemacionalista member Geraldo Ribeiro
supposedly sued the very union of which he is the elected president, and that the Internationalist Group is supposed to have
covered this up. In statements by the LQB (24 June) and the
IG (29 June), we refuted this frame-up, taking apart their whole
lying construct and demonstrating its falsity point by point. In
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the face ofa barrage ofrepression by the capitalist state, including no less than seven judiGES'TAO
, ,.
I'·
cial actions against LQB supporters, Ribeiro
..
has steadfastly opposed all court intervention
Peta lndep~'tifj·!a-e
in the unions, both in repeated public state@l\~f'~~~~
~Ellilillil
~ .trabalttsclor!f$; ,, Ott JONHO OE f996
ments, in statements to the courts and in his
actions., We showed that what's actually going on here is that the ICL is repeating the lies
. ,1i)
spread by pro-cop elements, the company
2
1 Seminario dos servidores municipais ·de
press and the popular-front left in opposing
fi;~ao ,(le,· .Attt1r
Volta Redonda;
the LQB's campaign for police out of the
unions and justifying the onslaught of cop and
•. A ~Mtk.1 .te• ClitabOrncit'> de ct.~ dft
Exrosi<;Ao l>H r.corivos
F..\:'trlM'l~U Ulna ta•
court repression a&ainst the Brazilian TrotskyT>csdejancirode 19%. um•
de pcomidi nluit<1 1ra!Kfe de lidv~IU sirtdbfi~H e
\-r.co¢cs 1"111 pn"uraiJl)caltmior o SFrMVRc
~~.aper~-·~ -~-7 ~fi·
ists.
a I"'® Municif':irioscm t.•Ha. $tlb • lidotlft?
cama~li ·aa ll;igucsi:tpataoinlC!rlO)t
dtGe!31d<> R\beim procuundoJe.imir os mes·
This is no idle academic debate.· Over the
~" lie rckrlncio c trinchcira de
·==':~':=";.::
dn
up<r£rlo.
""'· Am.11dn. Vag11er Dara:IW. t.W.inbO etc:...
J.:.Stlts
aumcntarani a f'9tlir da:s clci·
. /nt•lf c - lta~ llllt«r.\lic:a ~ ioJ,imi;flllt 4"•
last two weeks Brazil has witnessed several
lindicais d.1
1k>< krvidot<:$ 11111~rot•s "" cl .. ,., operAtia cm um amblenle tie
no,c.,lbro <le I99S.
COltt.n «crcvClllft5111>Ct111•
armed cor.frontations between the military povilep;traos•eti1inatiSlaS:
<1•
...e ..1<>srrMVR
s.!r*io
l'llclln, pela primci·
lice and the army. The cops who are infamous
•• vct"" ru.16ri• doSFf'MVR. :tt1kulatllm
"OFENSIVA CAPITAUSTA
ch"f"' ds
Sill<fk•I c <k5C•mdamcnte
for massacring street children, slum dwellers and
EA CltlSH DE IJIRE{:A,O
nn<
cl<> C;m.rm<) f1<:alC•f'Ollll•
li51a de B•leai:ar en1 b1aca de •l"'rccm·. Mas
no vtrd.a<feoquc C011Sqt1itam flli aottbenar uni
peasants are "striking" to demand higher pay to
•ormtnlo
de
para
em
imca de ml•cro~ Sf. r•ra
$Cfvido!~ c a
enforce the bourgeoisie's bloody rule. And now
de "'!cramn 3 tnil
lfC °" servid<XC$ ante a p<><:<ihilitf:idc da 'l"d!f.I
the leaders of the CUT labor federation and the
d• est>bilid:ade nn ctnf!ttll" ctljt>
tcm
•itlo
si.icmalitllm<ntc !'Ck> governo fe·
PT (Workers Party) are joining together with
deral, ma4ual e municip.'I
the cops. Th is poses the greatest danger to the
18 June 1996 bulletin prints
workers. CUT leader yicentinho recently apmain resolution from 13 June
peared on the same platform with a notorious
union conference, stating: "the
killer from the ROTA police commandos in Sao
affiliation of guardas and poPaulo. MST landless peasant leaders have
lice to workers' unions is. inpraised the murderous military police whose
compatible with a class protroops gunned down their comrades at Eldorado
gram." Resolution stressed
dos Carajas last year. The main leader of the
need for "complete indepenmilitary police in the state of Alagoas is a memdence of the workers moveber of 0 Trabalho, the tendency in the PT that
ment, and therefore of. the
follows the French pseudo-Trotskyist Pierre
unions, from the bourgeois
Lambert! With virtually the entire Brazilian left
state and its state apparatus~"
openly or in a barely veiled manner supporting
the bonapartist police mobili:zation, this undercompany town, proved that Ribbiro had been removea as presiscores the vital importance of the struggle waged by the Liga
dent
of the union. Yet the subtitle said this'. was done by a meeting
Quarta-lnternacionalista to remove cops from the unions. The
of25
people-only four days after a union assembly of over 150
LQB alone is fighting to drive home the lesson that the police are
reaffirmed
him as president ahd expe1led the police. This time
not "public servants" or allies of the .workers but the armed fist
around
WV
shows a clipping froin the Drdrio do Vale of the
of the bourgeoisie, the enemies of the exploited and oppressed.
Sf
PMVR
announcement
of the J.9Jtihe l996'union assembfy
ICL's Vendetta Escalates
which was to vote the exclusion ofthecops;purporting tti show
Following our exposure of their role as a trumpet for the
that the agenda had "Nothing abotitcops!'~ This is'a:C).rniCal He.
campaign oflies emanating from the bourgeoisie, the ICL leadAs the graphic printed in WV itself sl}pw~, the 'n~t point on
ers have responded with a new escalation. WV No. 671 claims of
the
agenda
of the June 19 meeting is"Rep~>rt of the resolutions
Ribeiro and the LQB that "Court Papers Prove They Sued the
ofthe lstsemindrio [conference] oftheSFPMYR"_held.on JUI}~
Union." No, they do not. What they show is that the !CL is falsely
13. The resolutions passed at that Seminario called for remOV(ll
accusing Ribeiro-the target ofthe anti-union court suits-ofdoof the police. The agenda for that meeting, includi~g p0int 7 on
ing what was in fact done by those who went to the bourgeois
the "Municipal Guard," was published in a union brochure dis"justice" system to remove him as union president. Like the artributed to the membership beforehartd. It was reproduced on
ticles that have preceded it in the IC L's smear campaign, the whole
the front page of a June 17 union broadsheet building for the
article is shot through with one fabrication and falsification after
Jlllle 19 meeting. The other side ofthe tabloid-size sheet is headlined,
another, once again beginning with the graphic they use to illus"Campaign is Growing for 'Cops, Hands Off the SFPMVR'."
trate the article. In WV 669, they claimed that a headline from
And the next day, June 18, a four-page union tabloid printed the
Diil.rio do Vale, the mouthpiece of the steel bosses in this steel
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text of the main resolution of the seminario,
,which stated that "the affiliation of guardas
A~. .,J:l't':i'-'11 R,,, . . ;,.,. . .,., . ~,,..,/.:·. o;.., ~!i ~~-:Jt'&.H•~· _,,,.,. J·····~~-·
~C.. 1 C~·llAAL .!><:' c...:,-X'-"'•.) t'l.I-:5~_J..~.£.. ..C~'.ti"O•Ql!....._B.:4f!~
and police to workers' unions is incompatt]C'.,) A·c;<f/AQQ"" ,pr?
rrwy,·~t.t_~t:t. .. l:l-1:!'-.~· PC.- MvA.<;C~F'i~
ible with a class program."
v'rc '1" . " ' ·
c~~9""""' ECCrsJ4f'<L"':!§.h'rGJ c.c.-.1 "!..!~~,i~~·
The class-struggle union leadership
~.(JC•"'
M'J l:~TATyru pr• ~pt'1t,)R,
A'5"r'i!!.1.!.:..!t..C~
· 1·m I J. ~. 'f' ~ h ,. A1•r i 'i<' .,Z. f" • .,.., '·.-.i.o_c_.:i_y_;_~
ar{f-6.";..~:-::._.P,~'L15L
waged this struggle politically. The June 17
df'jut.r·l<i rl..- !"lei<, .,,.-lll!lfi'ToR.i~ '":'---~1rpM1.'1<. .A:L..'6L.~!",L>.l~:.:.~
union bulletin included an editorial on "The
f<nips: c
.p.g,.·rqs
.,Sd,M.;~TiAp
E,(TiMA
Hor·i;:>_r_!\_."t:.'o->"'•C:~ r::::_
Capitalist Offensive and the Crisis of Leadership," which states:·
/')
. . .
r-· - .
--~/ .
/'
(l;.s /il'!,c?L'1~-""~ ;?t;iJ'°>(•(!cd!.l:'?""tY#'('j(l:'P 1---",~·::.~.:o/~t"-LA..!k::
"In addition, there is an increase in racL~Ji?c&A./cf
A
JC....::lt::~C•
.:zi.;Jl'~!r.
.
.f/.t.f.4.:r.?Y!'".av1.'.'"L.t:-f.'.(l'~<F'r:~-1
ism and male chauvinism in the context
L..f..~ ....JC:A..5~:.1w Ut;,w;,r~· ~ /<-..,.,..a... J::r~.~"""'.!·!..).>;".:.........~.Li-= .
of a general offensive against the work~i-1o1A, 4,Jia· µr..,= ~-re l"M~:> "': P_-"-£~'1'4 .•.!F_IC-'"'" ,,,;;,~ ~
ing class. But this capitalist offensive,
:,x.g1r.;,r,, -rMg•da:y..& A _J.:.Jsi2ai:W,,.. .a:::,.--ij.(~l &:~- ~... ,,.,-~ ,,<_·~;/...;.
which the fake-leftists can 'neo-Iiberal
'·
, 'A Pc. ' 2
~,
Q1 I Lf'.
'i•oi0'4:t-A:li'
£ ,LJd.t:O'ta\.V'"' 1:lt1. AC.(. I·-1.A
Q:=a·r /.1.-~r..0<"
policy,' is in reality the ongoing crisis of
"1J. le' Mp '.C.Yfe..i.. · 12 ?fl+'/•" . {;.n.,u..,'(<1-:" _:,A_~/1.f:,:ff<' ,{:,- LI 7<1~
r
•
capitalism, further exacerbated following the capitalist counterrevolution in the
Minutes of 25 July 1996 union meeting state: "We proceeded to the
planned and collectivized economies of
motion
to disaffiliate the municipal guards from the union. The proposal
the USSR and East Euro.pc.
was
accepted
by a majority vote of those present."
"At the same time, despite the innumerable manifestations of its struggles, the proletariat is being
July 1996 meeting that voted the removal of the police and
defeated by the politics of popular-front class collaboration
how it was prepared.
and because it does not have a revolutionary leadership which
In its previous smear, WV sought to hoodwink readers into
fights .for the end of capitalism and for ~ocialism, a task which
believing that Geraldo and the LQB had never answered the
is only possible if the working class has its revolutionary
claims in the bourgeois press that he was taking the union to
workers party."
court. We pointed out that Ribeiro had immediately written to
Remember that this is in a union bulletin produced by miliDiorio do Vale, on 26 July 1996, stating unequivocaJly that he
tants that the ICL labels ''trade-union opportunists"!
opposed appealing to the courts and that in fact it was the
All of this material is available to the public. Reproductions
usurper Fernandes who had brought the bosses' "justice" sysof those union bulletins are to be found. on page.s 11 and 12 of
tem into union affairs. Now WV gives it another try with the
our dossier ClassStruggle and Repression in Volta Redonda,
same technique, alleging that Ribeiro's letter is a fraud ("NeiBrazil, and the ICL has the full text. Now consider the statement
ther the IG nor the LQB has ever published [the] letter to Diario
ill WV 671 that "here is the public advertisement for that union
do Vale," it pretends) and that "neither had the LQB issued
meeting: there is nu mention.ofremoving the 9ops from the union.
any propaganda directed atthe working class in Volta Redonda"
Workers were not publicly mobilized for that purpose, and in
on these claims. Not so. The IG response to WVNo. 669 noted
fact it didn't happen." You don't have to travel to Brazil to find
that faced with the systematic distortion of his views in Diario
out the truth about this-all a reader has to do is look at the matedo Vale, Ribeiro gave an interview to the other local paper,
rial published by the ICJ.. and at the material published by the IG Op~iio (9 August 1996), which reports that he says "the city's
to see for yourself that WV's claim is a flat lie.
justice system is bourgeois and he does not believe in it." And
And what about WV's statement, that "in fact it didn't hapwe noted that on 30 January 1997, Geraldo issued a declarapen." The ICL leadership knows full well, as we undtrlined in
tion quoting his letter from last July .that the Diario do Vale
our recent statements, that the 19 June 1996 meeting was
refused to print. This declaration was issued as a leaflet and
· banned by court order. Anned police moved in to shut it down
widely distributed to workers in Volta Redonda.
just as Ribeiro was reading the resolution that called for reThis issue was also addressed in a recent (26 June 1997)
moval of the guardas from the SFPMVR. The vote was not
leaflet by Ribeiro calling for united workers action against layheld on June 19 but a month later, because ofthe action ofthe
offs by the local. Popular Front government. The leaflet points
capitalist state. Yet in its sneering account, Workers Vanguard
out that the elected SFPMVR leadership had called for ''no vote
never mentions .this fundamental fact. The ICL deliberately
for any candidate of the Popular Front," and that he had warned
hides the bourgeois repression against the class-struggle unionthat the new mayor planned mass layoffs. It also stressed the
ists from its readers.
importance ofthe disaffiliation ofthe guardas voted by the union
Incredibly, the ICL continues to play three-card monte
ranks last July, noting that the layoffs have been facilitated by the
·with the date of the vote by the union ranks to disaffiliate the
attacks of the pro-cop Fernandes clique, "which maintains itself
cops. "June 13? June 19? July 25?" they sarcastically asked
by force in the union under the protection of the 'justice' system
last time, claiming, asthey do again, that "it didn't happen."
and the police." He adds: "My lawyers wanted to resolve the
But it did happen. In addition to the responses from the IG and
question in the bourgeois courts, but even though this could h~ve
the LQB, we have circulated a letter from LQB member and
benefited me, I opposed this, since it is against our principles.
SFPMVR union activist Marcello Carega describing the 25
We fight for· class independence and it is the workers who must
1 ...
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resolve their own problems." Meanwhile, the response to the
slanders ofthe ICL takes up four pages of the second issue of the
LQB's paper, Vanguarda Operaria. This is how the LQB supposedly hasn't issued "any propaganda directed at the working
class in Volta Redonda" on these questions. Not 011Iy does WV
simply lie about and suppress facts we have reported, it simply
invents "facts" out of thin air.

WVs "Irrefutable Evidence" R.efuted

Ja.n1Jary~February 1998

of that kind" and pointed out as well that five months previously he opposed the courts niling even tp confirm him as
president of the SFPMVR. That was at the beginning of last
December, and there is no mention of that important fact in
the WV article either, even though Geraldo explained his principled stand in a letter to international supporters and in a
leaflet to Volta Redonda workers.
Since Workers Vanguard claims to base themselves on
court papers and the public record, why is it silent about these
facts? And ifthe "real" purpose of.the IG and LQB was to sue
the union, and appeals for solidarity against repression were
only a "diversion" and "camouflage," then why did Ribeiro
repeatedly, both in public statements and in responses to the
courts, insist on his opposition to all coµrt intervention in the
unions, not only in word but also in his deeds?
To bolster its fraud, WV now claims that "files in the courthouse prove the IG and LQB are lying," that Ribeiro had to know
what his lawyers were doing. First, the article claims, there are
"power of attorney" documents signed by Geraldo. These documents only state that the lawyers "can represent him in any trial,
jurisdiction or government office, in the entire national territory,"
saying nothing about these cases. Secondly, the article charges
Ribeiro with "concealing" a third case. How is he supposed to
have concealed this? Artur Fernandes referred to two cases, WV
referred to the same two cases. The ''third case" was a continuation of the second, and when Ribeiro instructed his lawyers to
withdraw all such cases, it was withdrawn.
Then comes WVs supposed KO punch, claiming: "In order to back up Ribeiro's claim that the capitalist state should
recognize him as the legitimate leader of the municipal workers union, he submitted union bank statements, account

This brings us to the latest of WV's supposed "proofs"
that Geraldo· Ribeiro supposedly brought in the bourgeois
courts against the union of which he was the elected president.
In justifying a thug attack against Ribeiro in January, the courtinstalled puppet Fernandes accused Ribeiro of suing the union.
As we explained in the IG answer to WV's lying smear, when
Geraldo inquired of his lawyers what the cases cited by
Fernandes were about:
"They told Ribeiro that the cases referred to were requests
for injunctions to block implementation of the court actions
launched against him last July. Without his knowledge, they
had been filed with the union listed as the defendant, something Ribeiro never would have permitted. When he learned
of this, Ribeiro immediately gave instructions that these cases
be withdrawn, which they were, despite the vociferous objections of the lawyers, who do not share the LQB's views.
This was more than four months ago, and the notice of the
dropping of the cases was published in the Diario Oficial of
the state of Rio de Janeiro. But that didn't faze the authors
of WV's hatchet job."
Now WV is forced to admit the fact that Ribeiro indeed ordered these suits to be withdrawn, yet in the next breath it.claims
that the appeals by the LQB and the Internationalist Group for
solidarity to demand that the cops and courts keep their hands
books, statutes and minutes of union meetings to the bouroff the SFPMVR and its president were "an international divergeois court as 'evidence'!" This, too, is a lie, and a very tel!sion." Our campaign was supposedly nothing but '.'camouflage''
ing one; because here WV is accusing' Ribeiro of actions that
to hide the fact that "they had sued the municipal workers union
were in/act the result ofthe court suits by Artur Fernandes &
in Volta Redonda in the capitalist courts."
This is a lie, and a very dirty lie in the service of the popular front, intended to undercut solidarity in the face of the barrage
of state repression against the SFPMVR,
and Ribeiro.
While admitting that Ribeiro had the
A graphically
suits withdrawn long before their article
claiming that he was suing the union, the
documented record
WV editors do not even mention his stateof the struggle.
ment to the court explaining that these
legal actions "were erroneously introduced as a defense in my n~me," and
emphasizing that "I have repeatedly afOrder from/make checks
firmed in public statements that the workpayable to: Mundial
ers must place their confidence in their
Publications, Box 3321,
own cb:~ power and not in the capitalist
Church Street Station1
'justice' ~ystem. We categorically reject
New York, NY 10008,
the inter~1ention of the bosses' courts in
U.S.A.
the workers movement." Ribeiro stated
there that "I do not participate in any case
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Co. to oust Ribeiro as president ofthe union.
The WV article purports to provide "irI>B01'AR+Cl0
refutable evidence that the LQB dragged the
!lt•f.'llU'a, ciu. 11.uando 4a. i-1.'l>J.it>a,,;o ~\o DI!'~T') 0'''.l""T.\L '.DO nlA.
SFPMVR union through the· bourgeois
Ol/12/1996, qu U.11& o _1tp!Ate1
courts," when in fact it was the pro-cop el" :m.c:a o auflor • m face a 4eaiotencia hot.'lolo,t~dl!i. s: oai
ement Fernandes (the original. source of
autoe 1054'~'• aind:a pretend• poeitular e dur 'Prilje•
many of WV's lies) and his camarilla who
••~to ao Fe••t• f'eito. Pl-11soa 05 i.tlau, o ·'1appealed to the bourgeois courts to remove
.linoio iaJ'lioan • conoordancio. :om IL ri•· ni .. t~nci~ "•
Ribeiro from his elected position and to shut
Ila OC&f!l:l.io dur111te o perlodo 4•
(oinoo) n1ae, eendo un:. dos ~r!.vo
down the union meeting that was to disafpdoe cit Olr.'l.U.DO RJ:'S;;J;DO, ia81e11i o~ o 1unmo q\\e race ~ 11etl!1~~- ...
filiate the police. In the entire WV article,
cia cl• le1-at:iio d• ~taa laMoe C proceeeo n• )~4.5} :1u'· µs41~ n
there is no mention of these fundamental
ouq,~ao 4• Ger.124• 4a l'&-eeU.enoi• do SJ'!'S.TI, depoil!I de orl.11J.n1~-l o,
facts. The article asks rhetorically: "how
eeria e. &rand• o~oe cle 09nl.4o p.roco•d-10 po:r cnlun.ia e dt t}sma~
could his lawyers get their hands on the
• reavor a !'rellidla.c1a rlo !SJ9YT? po.,,. ui!> i:\e Ulll'\ nentC?.llt;ll Ju~1~1al.
i.~co Geraldo Mbain foi in~r.::.nd~nnt.& e d:S.He 11ue Jr" •
union's financial records and other sensi.
.. I
contt•I' ·1u.Ueciuer 1nterYtn~o 4a Juati~ ~ rweolv-"r di ve:·.sen~1.1w
tive internal material and append them to
entre trallalhac!Ol"ea.
I
Ribeiro's lawsuits unless he himself turned
them over to the lawyers?" The answer is
simple: these materials were demanded in
the court suits by Fernandes' flunkey
Sebastiiio de Fatima Batista Passos which
carried out the judicial coup against
'.'
Ribeiro.
The first of those suits (detailed in our
Brazil dossier), case no. 30.421, accused Letter from former lawyer of Geraldo Ribeiro, Roberto Henrique dos
Ribeiro of violating the union statutes by Reis, stating that Ribeiro refused offer of court to rule on validity of
calling the 19 June 1996 union assembly, union assembly that confirmed him as president of Volta Redonda
and initiated court proceedings to remove Municipal Workers l,fnion (SFPMVR). Ribeiro insisted "that he was
him as union president. The second s~it, against any intervention by the justice system to resolve differences
case no. 30.545, introduced on 18 July among workers:' Because of Ribeiro's principled opposition to court
1996, established a "jurisdictional receiv- intervention, the lawyer resigned as his representative.
ership" by the courts over the union, with
Fernandes acting as the administrator, and ordered the removal
tive of the municipal workers." And like Fernandes, the !CL
of Ribeiro as president ofthe SFPMVR. The suits press charges
accepts the verdict ofthe capitalist state, declaring with great
bombast and even glee that this pro-cop usurper "'controls the
against Geraldo related to the payment for union bulletins, inunion." Perhaps they would Jike to tell this to union militants
cluding the 11 April 1996 bulletin reprinting the statement by
Mumia Abu-Jamal, "Police: Part of, or Enemies of, Labor?"
angry over how Fernandes abandoned workers who particiAs part of his defense against this frame-up, Ribeiro provided
pated in a recent work action. This court-installed puppet is
his lawyers with copies of bi1ls showing that the suit against
still in the union hall because of the diktats of the bourgeoisie,
him used crudely falsified bills as "evidence." The suits against
not the will of the union membership. In every respect, the
Ribeiro called on the court to rule on the union statutes, which
ICL's "irrefutable evidence" shows precisely the opposite of
were, quoted extensively. As for the SFPMVR financial records,
what it pretends.
bank accounts, etc., Ribeiro never had these. In fact they were
In sneering at ''the IG's lame claim that Ribeiro didn't
demanded in the first Fernandes/Passos suit which sought (and
know what.his lawyers were doing," WV acts as if lawyers
got) a court order to seize the union's books, calling for "grantalways and only do what their clients want. This is hardly the
' ing a preliminary order for a financial investigation of the books
experience of communists historically. For those who do not
of the Union Body which are in the possession of the accounhave access to party lawyers, and even for those who do, Lenin's
tant Vera Lucia Nunes Ferreira."
injunction (in a January 1905 letter to imprisoned Bolsheviks
. Here WV is falsely accusing Ribeiro of turning over union
in Moscow) applies: "it is better to be wary oflawyers and not
records that in fact came from Fernandes & Co. or which were
to trust them." Lenin emphasized that even when liberal lawdemanded in the court suits these pro-cop elements introduced
yers were defending and praising their clients, they did not
to suspend and then remove Ribeiro as president of the
understand their revolutionary convictions and thus were liSFPMVR, the suits that WV never talks about! It was Fernandes,
able to misrepresent them.
not Ribeiro, who "invited the class enemy to scrutinize the
Let us return to Ribeiro 's action in December 1996, after
SFPMVR 's internal documents" and "appealed to the capitalFernandes & Co. were forced to drop their case no. 30.545 for
ist state to determine who should be the legitimate representalack of any evidence for their trumped-up charges. Ribeiro
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refused the court's offer to rule on the validity of the July 25
union assembly that reaffirmed him as pre~ident of the
SFPMVR and voted the disaffiliation of the police from the
union. Again, if Ribeiro was "appeal[ing] to the capitalist state ·
to determine who should be the legitimate representative of
the municipal workers," as WV claims, why didn't he accept
this offer? The· ICL leaders can't explain that, which is why
they must vigilantly disappear this fact. In order to do so, they
doctor quotes· from Ribeiro by chopping a sentence iri half,
cutting out the reference· to this action, not just "fine words,"
in a 31 December 1996 letter by him and SFPMVR activist
Marcello Carega to unionists and others who .have defended
them internationally (the letter iHeproduced in our dossier on
Class Struggle and Repression in Volta Redonda, Brazil).
Ribeiro's action in December demolishes the ICL leaders' elaborate lying construct. But you don't have to take our
word for it-'-here is what Ribeiro's then lawyer has written:
"I declare that at the time of the publication in the Dicirio
Oficial [Official Gazette] of3 December 1996, which stated
the following:
'In view of the approved withdrawal of case no. 30.545/96,
the plaintiff and defendant must each s~te whether he continues to lay claim and pursue the present lawsuit. Deadline:
five days, silence indicating agreement with the withdrawal.'
"On that occasion, during the period of05 (five) days, being
one of the lawyers of Geraldo Ribeiro, I insisted to him that
in view of the withdrawal by Sebastiao de Fatima Passos
(case no. 30.545) which called for the removal of Geraldo
from .the presidency of the SFPMYR after slandering him,
that this was the big chance for. Geraldo to sue him for slander and defamation and to retake. the presidency of the
SFPMVR by means of a judicfal sentence.
"But Geraldo Ribeiro was intransigent and said th~t he was
against any intervention of the judicial system to resolve differences among workers. ·
"This being the case, I withdrew as his lawyer."
[signed] Roberto Henrique dos Reis, 19 July 1997

·January-February 1998~,:

Tukhachevsky, who rose to become. commander of the Red
Army and deputy Soviet mini~ter of defense before being
murdered in Stalin's purges, was a lieutenant in the tsarist anny
in World War I. In the past WVrightly published articles·hail,.
ing Marshal Tukhachevsky, but now... ?
Then there is the following gem, a classic in the genre of
dirty innuendo and mudslinging. WV writes that since Norden
and Negrete were "quite exclusively in control of our contact
with the LQB prior to January 1996, the question must be.asked,
did they know about the cops [in themunicipal workers uni6n] ·
and keep thatsecretfrom the party." Previously they had simi..
larly "asked" if Norden and Negrete perhaps secretly wrote
the MEL program; they also voiced "hefty suspicions" (in the
charges against Norden and Stamberg in their frame-up expulsion ''trial") of"political collaboration with non-members~' and
even an "outside source of political funding." The idea that
Brazil was an exclusive preserve is pure fiction; it is belied by
the fact that Brazil together with South Africa was repeatedly
singled out as one of the ICL's top priorities in the period of
1994 to 1996. There were numerous extensive reports by
Norden and Negrete to the rest ofthe ICL leadership on discus•
sions with LM. These are cited. in the "Brazil Report for the
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leaders fled from.
If Ribeiro's background would disqualify him, perhaps
ICL leaders would care to comment on the fact that Marshal
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TEC" by Negrete •(21 December ' · · .--~--~-----------1995), as' we li as in '~On°' Relations
with' Luta Metalurgid1 {Btaii~)'~ ._,
and ' ~Once Again ·on •Frafetnral lRe'"~ · · '
lations with Luta Metalurgica," ,by · ·
Jan Norden ( 17 April and 5 ·May
I 996). For that matter, the supposed discoverer of the LM/LQB Js
alleged ''tracle·~union opportuni5rn'?1
in ·1996 had made an .extensive visit •·
td N3razi1 in· 1995, togethef '\v•ith
Negrete, a ·trip ftofu ' Which there
were dozens .of pages of reports,
all <luly circulat"ed to the IEC. ·· ·
As for supposedly knowing
abciunhe presence· of·cops·in!the
SFPMVR and keeping this' a secret
frdm the party, not only. is this a ·
paranoid · fantasy, ..it was· Negrete ·
who first-learned about the cops at'
the January t 996 TEC meeting, and
immediately initiated a discuss-ion
about this question with Luta
Metalurgica representative C~rezo
(who said that LM was committed
Fernando Maia/O Globe
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the struggle for cops out of the unions,
a key element of the Trotskyist program
for working-class independence from
the capitalist state. Tt ·is the ICL l~aders
who are wrecking the party with their
escalating vendetta, miseducating the
membership in the anti-Marxist methods of cynicism and lies. Tt is they who
are beginning to revise the program on
key issues such as the Russian question,
abandoning in practice the Trotskyist
understanding ofthe contradictory character of the Stal in ist bureaucracy, and
on the popu tar front.
We pointed out in a May 5 Internationalist Group leaflet in Mexico that
the Grupo Espartaquista de Mexico is
now denying there is a popular front
around Cuauhtemoc Cardenas' Party of
the Democratic Revolution (PRO). Not
only has this has been a position of the
TCL since 1988, before the GEM was
formed, this question has come to the
fore in the recent Mexican elections in
which the PRO emerged as the main opLandless peasants demonstrating in
to removing the guardas from the
position party and Cardenas himself
Brasilia display list of their comrades
unio,n). 'fhis is,.attested td in 25
.
was elected mayor of Mexico City. In
murdere~ by the_ ,Military Police at
Jfln\Jary 1995 reports on the conthe 1994 Me:xi~an elections, the GEM
" ., t'ion· b.·.y both ..N·egret e an
. · a J on
Eldorado dos Cara1as, February 1996.
yersa
put out a supplement warning working
B. What's next? Will tl,le ICL leadership now " discover" that people and opponents of imperialism not to be hoodwinked
the party leadership had been harboring " nests of spies and
by the Cardenista popular front. However, for this vote, in which
trait9rs" who for years were at]eg.e dly secretly plotting against
there has been a popular-frontist upsurge as never before in
~~e party in alliance with imperialism (or in this case the cops)?
Mex ico, neither the GEM nor Workers Vanguard put out any
Their, whole scenario ha~ a -Clfsnh'c t qualify of" deja vu all over
propaganda on the issue. Instead, they issued an Espartaco
again," in the immortal words of Yogi Berra.
supplement denouncing ... the Internationalist Group and the
This brings·u,s.t.o the charge ;ofrunning a "wrecking operaLQB. As the ICL's perspectives become increasingly narrowed
~ion," and an,. ~nsid~oUtside :job at that. WV writes: "Norden &
to pu rsuing its dirty vendetta, it is progressively abandoning
<;o. ran a wrecking operation inside the party, engineered their
the tasks of any tendency that claims to be acting as a vanown expulsions and now run a wrecking operation against us
guard of the proletariat.
from outside the party." "Trotskyite splitters and wreckers," anyMeanwhile, there are some politically significant and omidne? How exactly did we carry out such a "Wrecking operation
nous new elements in the ICL's latest slanders against the IG
inside the party'~. and .. engineerour ·owii'expulsions? By "declinand the LQB. Grotesquely, WV declares that "the Ribeiro facing the opportunity to form a faction" to "change the party's protion in the union was every bit as squalid as the pro-cop faction led by Artur Fernandes"-an '"even-handed" characteriza~am and perspectives," WV says. No, what we did was calmly
tion whose purpose is to justify the ICL leaders' own treacheranswer the frenzied smears· and bureaucratic sanctions against
ous actions. Here we have a fight over ousting cops from the
us, refusing _t9 b,e cowe.q.,bythem. yve h~ve consistently defended
union- as far as we know, the first time this has occurred in
the historic SpartacisLprogram and fought to implement those
Latin America-a struggle led by the LQB that the ICL previperspectives, while the n~w ICL leadership abandoned that pro0'1sly described as principled and which it encouraged, against
gram in practice at a key· moment.·
a provocateur who brags of his support for and advice from
As for running a wrecking·operation against the ICL from
·
the police, and who has repeatedly brought armed police in to
the outside, ancfrushing tn form "an anti-Spartacist bloc" with
shut down union meetings. We have a struggle ofunion leaders
~he LQB (as claimed in WV 669), nothing of the sort is true.
who have insistently called for courts out of the union, and
We have repeat~dly defend.e d the ICL against anti-Spartacist
acted in accordance with that principle, against the same proslanderers such as the picket-line crossers of the Bolshevik
cop clique that has repeatedly brought in the courts as a club
Tendency and others of their ilk. What we did was continue
against
the class-struggle militants. And in this battle, the ICL
the JraterQal re la~iop~ . wit~ the, LQB and_continue to support
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leaders declare all sides equally "squalid.~' This is their response to the question in the LQB's 24 Jur.~ letter to the ICL:
"Which side are you on?"
Neutrality in such a fight is itselfa betrayal, butthe ICL's
"neutrality" is phony, for in practice they dish out the ·lies
from the pro-police elements, the popular-front government
and the bourgeois press. Who benefits from such actions? Only
the class enemy.
In addition, the ICL leaders have reached a new low in
blaming the victims for repression. The latest WV article claims
that the LQB and the Internationalist Group ''helped make"
Femandes' operation a court-rigged outfit, when mfact Geraldo
Ribeiro and the LQB have been the target ofa concerted campaign of police and judicial repression, as well as thug attacks.
At the same time, WV describes the LQB and IO as "unscrupulous and dangerous hustlers." Readers of WV and The
Internationalist will recall the ICL leaders' earlier claim that
the IG is "for sale" and its comparison of the fight for cops out
of the Volta Redonda union with the Stalinist adventure of the.
1927 Canton Commune. As the ICL now repeats the lies
spewed out by the popular front, the steel bosses and their
agents in Volta Redonda, who have long sought to destroy the
communists of the LM/LQB, they are trying to isolate these
Trotskyist comrades and stop people from defending them
against continuing repression and assault.
The precedents for this kind of dirty Qperation are wellknown, from the Healyites acting in concert with the. bourgeois media against British miners leader ScargiH to the BT's
smear campaign against the SpartaciSt League calling the SL
violent gangsters at a time when we were suing the FBI over
its description of the SL as terrorist. Since the ICL leaders
have traveled so far down this well-travelled road, one h~s to
ask: what is their next step?
The claim of the lCL leaders that they are defending Marxist principle is manifestly false. Their vicious vendetta is driven
by factional frenzy, and a desperate search for an after-thefact alibi to salvage their badly damaged reputations. They
believe that they are accountable to no one, that they can lie
and spread smears without being exposed. They ~hink they
can urge a difficult and dangerous struggle on comrades and
then abandon it and them when the stakes are rising, ~d it will
have no political consequences. But they are wrong. A communist party true to the program of the Lenin and Trotsky is
answerable to the revolutionary interests of the working class.
It wins its role as leader of the exploited and oppressed through
its intervention in the class struggle, where Bolshevik cadres
are tested and steeled. In fleeing from a key class battle, alleging that the danger to the vanguard was too great, and then
justifying that betrayal with a welter of lies, the ICL leader. ship is undermining the struggle to forge that leadership, the
vanguard party of the proletariat that is the key to world socialist revolution.
What we are seeing is the political degeneration of the
tendency which for more than three decades upheld the banner of revolutionary Trotskyism. It reflects the pressure of the .
capitalist offensive, buying into the lies of bourgeois
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I L claims that 13 June 1996 semlnario (conference)
of the Volta Redonda Municipal Workers Union
(SFPMVR) did not vote for removing guardas (police)
from the union. The I L lies. Above, excerpt from
minutes of that union seminario: "A letter will be sent
to all the unionized municipal guards informing them
that they no longer belong to the membership of the
SFPMVR!' Pass~d with one vote against.
triumphalism and seeking to find a protected niche in the "new
world order." The ICL leadership's recent actions would gut
the historic Spartacist program, turning it 'into empty paper.
They increasingly treat the principles and rules of the Fomth
International with cynical disregard. This political degeneration is what is behind WV substitution of mudslinging, character assassination and lies for Marxist political debate. This
is behind the ICL's growing revisions on the key issues of the
Russian question and the popular front, and its shameful actions as purveyors of the lies ofthe popular front and its agents
against the Trotskyists. The smears and slanders are the
handmaidens of a deeply unprincipled course, which can only
be fought by building an authentically Leninist-Trotskyist vanguard in struggle against all those who drag the principles and
program of the Fourth International into the swamp of class
collaboration.

s

Internationalist Group
25 July 1997
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ICL Takes Slander Campaign tci
Brazilian Labor Congress
The national congress of the Brazilian Central Unica dos
'{rabalhadores (CUT-United Workers Federation) labor federation was held in Sao Paulo this August in the aftermath of
''strikes" by the murderous Military Police across Brazil. The
MPs were demanding more money for carrying out the
bourgeoisie's dirty work of repressing workers, blacks and landless peasants. From CUT leader Vicentinho, linked to the reformist Workers Party (PT), through virtually all of the "far
left," the tendencies at the labor congr~ss had supported the
bonapartist cop revolt. One particularly cynical outfit, the ''Liga
Bolchevique l'1ternacionalista" (LBJ),. called for "red unions"
of the Military Police! At the same time, it presented theses
co-signed by one of its leaders and Artur Fernandes, the propo1ice stooge who has been point man for repression by the
capitalist cops and courts against class-struggle unionists in
Volta Redonda.
Jn sharp opposition to the betrayal of the reformist and
centrist left, a team of militants from the Liga QuartaTnternacionalista do Brasil was outside the CUT congress selling the new issue ofthe LQB's newspaper Vanguarda Opertiria.
Its lead article calls for revolutionary opposition to the. cop
"strikes," labels the police "the armed fist of the bourgeoisie,"
and demands the expulsion of cops of all kinds from the unions.
The LQB is the only tendency in the Brazilian left to uphold
this cruc~al position, which is key to the fight for workers'
class independence and against racist, anti-labor police terror.
Their tenacious and principled fight for this fundamental prin. ciple has earned them the enmity of the popular front and a
barrage of judicial actions against them.
Two representatives ofthe Tnternational Communist League
showed up at the CUT congress on August 17. They came to
distribute a leaflet in Portuguese that says not a word on the burning issue of opposing the CUT's supJYort for cop "strikes," nor
against the popular-frontist left which ties the workers and oppressed to the bourgeoisie, nor against the LBl advisors for .the
pro-cop provocateur Artur Fernandes. Tnstead, the leaflet smeared
the LQB and comrade Geraldo Ribeiro as engaging in a "squalid
·,. struggle for control" of the Volta Redonda Municipal Workers
Union (SFPMVR), charging the LQB and the Internationalist
Group with "class betraya1s" and sneering about a phony "union
'strugg1e"' in Volta Redonda. The leaflet was a trans1ation ofthe
latest smear attack on the Internationalist Group and the LQB in
Workers VanguardNo. 672 (8 August 1997).
·
The previous issue of WV(No. 671, 11July1997) claimed
that ''the Ribeiro faction in the union was every bit as squalid
as the pro-cop faction led by Artur Fernandes." On one side is
Fernandes, his armed cop cohorts and the bourgeois .courts
who installed him. On the other side are the revolutionary

workers of the LQB and the class-struggle unioniJi%
the legitimately elected union leader Ribeiro, whoJi .
remove cops from the union. Because ofthat ftght~i;
been t~e object of repeated acts of cop repression:· ~t\gt;t$-,i
violence and no less than seven court actions again
· ·"- ',~~
including by the police commander and the PopularF'~; c~
government. In the face of all this, they defied the.courtfa'.Q~t
cops in voting to oust the guardas (police) froOhlheSFP~l\£~,
Yet WV says both sides are the same. This 'ts' a;J;,.e , ·
and a cover-up for the class enemy. And as we.hav£, ·
out, the neutrality is phony: the TCL leaders have'r .· ..
smear after another against the LQB from ;th~f;
Ferna.,des and the bourgeois press.
~~:
At the CUT congress, as if to display their tacit
the LBT against the Brazilian Trotskyists, the TCL
tives hung around the LBJ's literature table for mariy'::h
amicable discussion. This table was quitf! openly.the c .
post for the LB T's dirty operation inside!the congresstias
the ''theses'' co-signed by Artur Fernandes.
·

re

* * *

So, once again, let's take a look at the lat~~~:;; ·
WV's slander mi II of supposed spe<;tacu lar "revelatmf~
the TG and LQB.
First of all, readers should note that while Warlref'S,
obscenely gloats that Geraldo Ribeiro was "booted tJU\'1-'~
union hall, it has sought to disappear the fact that this was:cattiea '"
out by the jackboot of police repression. One article aftl!tfi~::~
other failed to mention that armed police shut down the I 9 June
I 996 union meeting, imposing a court order that initiate/I. a.fff,; :-,.
dicial coup to oust Ribeirofrom his elected position.· This m~aos
that anyone reading Workers Vanguard would have ab ~"~
the real course of the struggle in Volta Redonda. ,
.~.,~·
WV first claimed that the LQB was suing the uniorr~ ~fl.,
basis of c!aims by Fernandes and the LBT. Not only did. ··
not s~e the union, when he learned of the requests for m,t6~dti@n% ~
his then lawyers had.filed, he immediately instructedttte:faw,·~
to withdraw them, which was done, as WV is now forced- ·
mit. WV doesn't mention: I) that this occurred niontbs ·.
their phony expose; nor do they mention 2) his statement
court explaining that those legal actions had been etroTie~:.
introduced in his name and that he was categorically op~~~/
bringing the courts into the unions; nor do they mentiori, 'J")th$.,
last December [ 1996], when the court offered to ru\e
lidity ofthe union membership assembly that reaffi
Ribeiro as union president, he refused the court's G~
4) his ex-lawyer confirms in a signed statementth~.
happened, and it was because ofRibeiro's refusal '"'·
sue the union that he resigned as Geraldo's lawy·
0
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ership to mobilize the ranks for the disaffiliation of the police.
One of the reasons the TCL leaders hate our February 1997 Brazil dossier (Class Struggle and Repression in Volta Redonda,
Brazil) is that it reproduces materials they sought to suppress.
Thus, on page 10 of the dossier we show a union bulletin of 6
May 1996, which the TCL leadership translated but did not distribute to the membership. This bulletin is headlined "The Rank
and File Ts Deciding: Police Out of the Union" and reports: ''A
meeting of the [municipal] garage workers voted unanimously:
The police should not be part of, and should not interfere with,
the SFP'tvfVR or the workers movement in general. Because they
are the instrument and armed fist of the bourgeoisie."
That bulletin published a schedule for elections of workplace delegates to the union seminario. Even WV's favorite source,
the stee I bosses' paper Diario do Vale ( 17 May 1996), reported
that in early June, ''the union will hold a conference where it will
discuss the removal ofthe guardas from its membership, Geraldo
Ribeiro said yesterday." And it did. The main resolution from
the seminario declared that "the affiliation of guardas and police to workers' unions is incompatible with a class program."
WV rants that th is was from the "preamble" and came in the midst

Geraldo Ribeiro has stated repeatedly, from the beginning, that he is opposed to all court intervention in the unions.
He has done so in leaflets, on t~e radio, in statements to the
courts, as well as to international supporters. ff Geraldo Ribeiro
wanted to sue the union, as the TCL dishonestly claims, then
why would he have made the lawyers withdraw the requests
for injunctions? Why did he refuse the court's offer last December to rule in his favor?
WV says that if Geraldo signed power of attorney papers,
he must have known what his lawyers were doing. WV claims
that the fact that Ribeiro didn't know about these legal actions
for seven months is "Not possible." But it is true, so why isn't
it possible? Underlying WV's claim is the idea that lawyers
usually do what their clients want them to do, which is very far
from the· case when the clients are working-class and poor
people, let alone revolutionaries. Lawyers are agents of the
courts, and behind WV's haughty remarks is a form of confidence in the bourgeois state.

* * *

What is going on here is that the TCL leadership committed
a betrayal in Brazil, which they are now brazenly trying to cover .
up. The TCL correctly encouraged the LQB to undertake a fighttoremovethepolice from the Volta Redonda
Sindlcato dos Funcionarios Publicos do Munltlpio de Volta Redonda
dorpoderes executivo, leglslativo, admlnistra~Ao dintta, lndireta,
municipal workers union, and then when the struggle
autarqulas, funda~Oes a empresa de economia mlsta. (S.F.P.M.V.R.)
reached the boiling point, the TCL leaders told the LQB
CGC; 31.147.T)41G001~4. Tel. (0243) 43-3.ZSD Fundado am 26 r:M d"amhrtl d• 1911!
to "pull our hands out of the boiling water," pull out of
the union leadership and even pull out of town. When
the LQB refused this shameful request and continued
the fight to remove cops from the union, the JCL broke
off fraternal relations and pulled out. While waxing
ironic about our "passion" for defending the Brazilian
Cu Mercelo L~zaro Sendie,diretor do 5f P~VR alElto ~ura a y~~tio de ~o
comrades, the TCL leaders are out of control in a real
vembro ~e 19S5 • ~ovembro de 1998 participel do IQ Semin~rio 1o ~FP~VA,re
ali zado em a ua ti,. (RJ) no dh D/ 06/ 96.
frenzy to defame the Brazilian militants in order to
1

1

alibi the documentedfact that the !CL stabbed them1n
the back and deserted this key class battle.

Much as they have tried, the JCL leaders have not
been able to blot out the fact that they abandoned the
struggle in Volta Redonda in the midst of the fight to
remove the cops from the SFPMVR, so now they try
to pretend that it never happened. Jn answer to WV
671 's claim that the cal1 for the 19 June 1996 meetingthe day after they broke relations with the LQ&-had
"nothing about cops," we pointed out that the first
·agenda point was "Report of the resolutions of the I st
seminario [conference] ofthe SFPMVR" andthat''the
resolutions passed at that seminario called for removal
ofthe police." Now WV 672 shrieks "No they didn't!"
and repeats that ''workers were not publicly mobilized
for that purpose, and in fact it didn't happen." In fact,
the workers were publicly mobilized for that purpose,
and in fact it did happen.
The TCL leaders have become so blinded in their
frenzied vendetta that they believe they can simply
decree an alternate reality. Unfortunately for them, the
public record shows what really happened. In the first
place, there was a whole campaign by the union lead-
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of''more than a dozen paragraphs of economist verbiage." It is
. bizarre and grossly dishonest that they call ''economist" a highly
political text that, among other things, refers to ''the Transitional
Program ofthe Fourth International" and the "counterrevolution
in the planned and collectivized economies of the USSR and
East Europe," and calls for "a revolutionary workers party which
fights forthe end of capitalism and for socialism'' while stressing
that "this party must be internationalist with a multiracial composition of men~ women and youth."
The main resolution, quoted above, provided the overall
po1ltical motivation for the motions passed during the ten agenda
points. The question ofthe municipal guardas was point 7 on the
seminario agenda. And as we reported in our dossier, "a motion
was overwhelmingly passed calling forthe ouster ofthe guardas."
That motion, as recorded in the seminario minutes, voted that ''a
letter will be sent to all the unionized municipal guardas explaining that they will no longer be part of the membership ofthe
SFPMVR." The motion was passed with one vote against. Will
WV claim this didn't happen as well? We are reproducing this
point from the minutes of the June 13 SFPMVR seminario so
that readers can s~e for themselves.
And what of the 19 June 1996 uni on membership assembly? We have already cited the 28 June union bulletin which
reported that, in defiance of acourt order, as the cops moved
in to shut down that meeting, ''Geraldo read the resolutions of
the Jst seminario, and among the main points is: To disaffiliate the municipal guardas from the SFPMVR, because they
are not part of the working class.... " The front page of this
bulletin is reproduced in our Brazil dossier. But WV still pretends that this didn't happen either. So we will cite a source
their reporter had in his hands (because it is part of the court
papers he "personally examined" in Volta Redonda). The court
suit by Fernandes 's flunkey Sebastia'.o Passos includes them inutes of the meeting of Fernandes' court-rigged "executive
.board" held on 27 June 1996. In a bill of particulars against
union president Ribeiro, the minutes state:
"It was also public knowledge that the gen.eral assembly
cal led by the union president on 19 June 1996, at the Municipal Hall, despite being canceled judicially, decided to disobey judicial orders and at the beginning of the assembly
presented the following proposals: To disaffiliate the municipal guarda, disobeying' Article 6' of the statute .... "
This supposed violation of the union rule that membership is open to all city workers (the Fernandes clique calls
cops· "workers") was then cited as one of the reasons for the
"suspension" of union president Geraldo Ribeiro, originally
decreed by the court on 19 June 1996. Will the ICL leaders
continue the 1ie that "it never happened" to cover their shameful desertion the day before the June 19 meeting?
We have shown that WV's claim that at the 13 June 1996
union seminario "the Ribeiro/LQB faction did not call to remove the cops" is false. We have shown that WV's claims that
the agenda for the 19 June 1996 meeting did not deal with
the question of removing the cops from the union and that
"workers were not publicly mobilized for that purpose, and in
fact it didn't happen" are also fa1se. Now WV 672 pretends
that there was no vote at the 25 July 1996 union assemblyto .
1
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remove the cops. This, too, is demonstrably false.
After the 19 June 1996 meeting was dissolved by armed
police, the LQB comrades used leaflets, workplace gatherings
and a petition signed by hundreds of workers to mobi1ize for
the union meeting of 25 Ju1y 1996, held despite police intimidation, as the Brazilian comrades have powerfully described
in letters published in The Internationalist No. 3. Atthatmeeting a motion was passed to disaffiliate the police from the
SFPMVR. At:Le?Ccerpt.ofthe minute~ of that meeting is printed
on page 14 of our Brazil dossier, stating: "We proceeded to
the motion to disaffiliate the municipal guards from the union.
The proposal was accepted by a majority vote of those present."
We want to can attention to .a particular aspect of this slander published. by Workers Vanguard. We are not dealing here
with a reckless disregard for the truth, but a conscious, deliberate
lie. When WV's editors wrote their latest fabrication they had in
their possession the minutes of the 25 July 1996 meeting showing in black and white that this vote was held. How do we know?
Because an ICL spokesman requested them, and we sent them to
him, even before our Brazil dossier was published.

* * *

A side point, but a teHing one as to the cynicism of the
ICL leadership: The leatletthatthe ICL distributed to the CUT
labor congress says "labor donated" at the bottom. Those who
have closely followed WV's campaign of defamation wiU recall the vicious smear a year ago when they implied that our
bulletin on the TCL's purge ofteading cadres and its desertion ·
from the struggle in Brazilwas printed by scab labor, when in
fact our bulletin said it was labor donated! But consistency is
no concern of the ICL leaders.

* * *
-In an article on Mexico in issue No. 672 (devoted to a
polemic against the TG), WV repeats the smear that the Brazil-

ian comrades are trade-union ·opportunists and that "the LQB
went on to drag this union [the SFPMVR] through the capitalist courts." Wait a minute. Who was dragged through the courts?
Who was repeatedly beaten, including in one instance while
Artur Fernandes' right-hand man held a gun on him? It was
Geraldo Ribeiro. Who was dragged in handcuffs to the police
station after military police fired a shotgun in the air? Marcello
Carega. Who was "booted out" of the union hall by court order after the popular front mayor sent cops to shut down a
union meeting? The LQB comrades.
The ICL leaders not only try to obscure this but are running a smear operation denouncing as a "fraud" and a "diversion" the international effort to defend the LQB and anti-racist
unionists in Volta Redonda against this repression. Words have
meaning-the ICL leadership is actively opposing defense of
the Brazilian militants. Make no mistake: the TCL leaders' drive
to isolate and destroy the Liga Quarta-Jnternacionalista do
Brasil and the Internationalist Group weighs in the balance of
the class struggle-on the bosses' side. Those who seek to advance the proletarian struggle
socialist revolution must reject and expose this dirty smear campaign.
Internationalist.Group
1 September 1997

for
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continuedfrom page 72
Centennial Stevedoring Services and the PMA, charges the ILWU
with violating the no-strike provisions of the contract in refusing
to cross the picket line against the Neptune Jade. The bosses
already have a temporary injunction, enjoining the union from
honoring picket lines at that dock, and they want to extend it.
The third case is a suit against individuals and groups, demanding huge monetary damages and representing a wholesale
attack on labor rights and civil liberties. Named as defendants
are Irminger and ILWU Local I 0 Executive Board member Jack
Heyman, as well as the Laney College Labor Studies Club, the
Golden Gate chapter of the Labor Party, the Peace and Freedom
Party and anyone else the witchhunters can get their hands on
who had anything to do with the solidarity picket. Five hundred
''John Doe" citations were issued, along with "Doe One" to "Doe
Ten" labor organizations, and sim.ilarly for associations. Outrageou,sly, the names of those who testified on lrminger's behaJfin
the first case were added to the Jist of defendants!
The suit is a piece of vintage McCa.rthyite witchhunting, ·
designed to victimize and intimidate all those who respect
picket lines and participate in labor action. "Special Interrogatory No. I" demands that the defendants "IDENTIFY all PERSONS, associations, and organizations known to YOU who
participated in one or more of the demonstrations at Yusen
Terminals, Berth 23, Port of Oakland, during the period from
September 28, 1997 to October 1, 1997, inclusive." This is
followed by "Special Interrogatory No. 2," which demands
the names of anyone who participated in "planning, organizing or arranging" the demonstrations.
Other "discoveries" in this sinister fishing expedition ask
for the names of everyone affiliated in any way to the Committee
for Victory to the Liverpool Dockers; anyone who provided in. f(}rmation about when longshore workers ~er~ scheduled to work
the Neptune Jade; every communication, all notes, faxes, e-mails
concerning the action; and "without limitation, membership lists,
,organizational charts, articles ofincorporation, by-laws, mission
statements, minutes of meetings," as well as computer records,
phone records, diaries, bank checks, receipts and anything else
·these junior G-men could think of.
The PMA lawyers who filed this union-busting fink action
clearly missed their caJling. They should have been around during the 1950s, when they could have worked for the House UnAmerican Activities Committee under Senator Joe McCarthy's
witchhunter-in-chief Roy Cohen. HUAC went after the West
Coast Iongshore union with a vengeance, trying to get long-time
ILWU leader Harry Bridges deported on charges of communism.
Hell. they would have loved _the Inquisition under Savanarola,
when they could follow up their "interrogatories" by boiling the
defendants in oil. No danger ofbeing overturned ~m appeal there.
While the ILWU .is so far refusing to comply with the suit's
discovery moves, the president of Laney College (a former leader
of the SF State strike of 1969) shamefully responded by prohibiting student organizations from participating in labor protests.
That is a ban that is begging to be broken--and we hope someone
wilJ do so, soon. In the meantime, students (and workers) are
getting a real education on the class nature of the state.
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The ILWU has filed a motion under California's Anti-SLAPP
(Strategic Lawsuit Against Public Participation) law, calling to
strike the suit against Heyman on the grounds that the companies' action aims at chilling the exercise of free speech. Similar
motions have been filed by lawyers for the other defendants. A
hearing on Heyman 's case is scheduled for February 26. The
other defendants are scheduled for Mar~h 2. Protests at the
Alameda County courthouse in Oakland are projected.
The witchhunters can be defeated. Many ILWUers remem:
ber, and others can see on film, how the union swarmed into
the courthouse in San Francisco in 1960 when HUAC came tq
town to go after Harry Bridges, The presence of hundreds of
aggressive longshoremen put a crimp in the McCarthyites'
plans, and a big mobilization of the ranks of the ILwU and
union supporters throughout the Bay Area could have a real
impact on these cases and the battles to come.
·

For Solid International Labor Action!
The union dockers of Liverpool have tenaciously fought
their firings for more than two years of bitter struggle, ofheartbreak and privation. They have been stabbed in the back by
the leaders oftheir own union, the Transport and General Workers Union, which treacherously refuses to support them. In turn,
the International Transport Workers Federation refuses to take
official action until the T&GWU does. Now, with Tony Blair's
"New Labour" in power, the dockers' situation hasn't changed
one bit. When the bosses crack the whip, their loyal labor lieutenants bend their backs. But at the same time, the Merseyside
dock workers' grim determination has inspired a wave of actions by unions and labor militants around the globe.
In January 1997, longshoremen on the U.S.' West Coast
halted work in stoppages ranging from a shift to a day in support
of the Liverpool dockers. On February 26, Geraldo Ribeiro, the
elected president ofthe Volta RedondaMunicipal Workers Union
in Brazil and target of continuing state repression, sent a letter of
solidarity with the Liverpool dockers. During another International Day of Action last September 8, all major ports in Australia were hit by stoppages of five hours or more; in Canada, the
ports of Halifax, St. John (New Brunswick) and Vancouver
stopped all work for several hours. Brazilian dockworkers from
the port of Santos, who themselves are facing a union-busting
drive, presented demands to the British consul for reinstating the
Liverpool dockers. In Japan, the Zenkoku Kowan (All Japan
Dockworkers Union) pledged action against lines doing business in Liverpool. The U.S. government has targeted the dockers
unions, demanding the smashing ofunion power in Japanese ports.
Everywhere, from Denmark to South Afiica,-from Le Havre,
France to Auckland, New Zealand, port workers' solidarity was
fed by knowledge that they too are in the crosshairs ofthe unionbusters. Yet real solidarity action has been undermined by the
fact that the leadership of the unions support their "own" bourgeoisie, even as companies go all-out to smash them. Even where
union leaders made a show ofsympathy with the Liverpool dockers, as with the ILWU, they have failed to explicitly "hot cargo"
scab ships. The labor fakers fear to take on the capitalist state,
they quake at the thought that the PMA will charge them with
violating the sacrosanct contract and they will go to jail. Well,
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unions in the U.S. and around the world would be in a lot better
shape ifthere were some laborfighters prepared to go to jail to
win. Their example would inspire millions.
In the Oakland picket, ILWU officers refused to set up ari
official picket line, instead putting the onus on Local 10 members to honor the picket line if one was set up by others, citing a
danger to their "health and safety." This cop-out was an abdication of the elementary responsibility to mobilize solidarity with the
Liverpool dockers by using the union's muscle to enforce a ban.
Yet the members did respect the picket, even after an arbitrator andjudge ordered them to cross the line. A Local 10
business agent told the arbitrator: "I'll be goddamned if I'm
going to order the men to go through the picket line escorted
by the police like a bunch of scabs, when every July 5 we
celebrate Bloody Thursday because police killed our union
members" in the San Francisco general strike of 1934.
Serious solidarity action would mean "hot-cargoing" all ships
that stopped in ports run by Mersey Dock & Harbour, and the
bosses would surely counterattack in force with the power of the
state. It would be an all-out battle, but that is what it will take to
bust the union-busters.

Defend the ILWU!
Labor solidarity action is always a hot issue with the capitalist rulers. The anti-labor Taft-Hartley Act in the U.S. passed
in 1947 at the height of a red-hunt in the unions made a special
point of outlawing "secondary boycotts" when one union respects another's picket line, often just a single person, or refuses to handle "hot" (scab) cargoes. When that wasn't draconian enough to stop the Teamsters from organizing over-theroad truckers with hot-cargoing tactics, the U.S. Congress
passed the Landrum.Griffin Act to stiffen those provisions,
and launched its vendetta against Jimmy Hoffa. The feds' vendetta against the Teamsters is continuing, installing Ron Carey
as IBT president in government-ordered elections, and then
removing him in retaliation for the UPS strike last summer.
The court suits against the labor activists who "hotcargoed" the Neptune Jade are the opening shots of a war by
the PMA bosses against the West Coast longshore union. Earlier last year, the Maritime Association filed an "unfair labor
charge" with the National Labor Relations Board against the
ILWU after dock workers in Southern California struck for
four days in solidarity with the port pilots (part of a small union
affiliated with the ILWU). When a Superior Court judge ordered the pilots' picket lines atthe Los Angeles and San Pedro
ports taken down, the ILWU tops ordered the workers to work
the ships, scabbing on their fellow unionists. Rather than thanking the bureaucrats for this sellout, the PMA filed a federal
court suit against the union, seeking damages of over $3 million, the same tactic they are using in these cases. The Journal
o/Commerce (18 December 1997) reported:
"It was the PMA litigation following the Neptune Jade incident in September, however, that really has the union upset.
"In addition to going after the ILWU locals in Northern California, the PMA is seeking damages from individual picketers, including members of groups that have no affiliation
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with ~hq fliNaterfront or the ILWU."
The .k"#rrral ofCommerce article points to Joseph Miniace,
who becam~ PMA president two years ago, as responsible for
turning it into "an aggressive employers' organization" and
"single-handedly" ripping up the long-standing arbitration system. ILWU spokesmen complain that everything used to be
based on "trust." Nonsense, it was based on the maritime bosses
accommodating their labor lieutenants in a form of institutionalized class collaboration. Over the years, the ILWU leadership ripped up one hard-won union gain after another in the
name of labor-management cooperation, for example under
the "M&M" (Mechanization and Modernization) contracts
negotiated by Bridges himself, which slashed thousands ofjobs.
precisely through arbitration.
Now, in line with the overall bourgeois offensive to jack
up the rate of exploitation, the shippers have a new regime that
doesn't want to piece off the union bureaucrats for their services rendered in keepingthe ranks oflabor in line. Miniace &
Co. want to eliminate the occasional grandstanding by the
ILWU bureaucrats, who would occasionally walk out for a few
hours to bolster their "progressive" reputations. The only way
to fight this onslaught is by the methods of class struggle, with
a leadership that has the program and determination to tight
the class war through to the finish. Such a leadership must be
forged in the fight to build an internationalist workers party
that can make genuine labor solidarity a reality in the struggle
for socialist revolution around the world.
All defenders, of labor rights must rally behind the Bay
Area labor activists. Drop the charges! Smash the unionbusting witchhunt!
Send~c<mtributions for the defense to: Liverpool Dockers Victofy Defense Committee, P.O. Box 2574, Oakland,
CA 94614.
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Drop the Charges! Support Liverpool Dockers!

McCarthyite Witchhunt Against
Bay Area Labor Activists
Shipping Bosses Go After ILWU Over
Boycott of Scab Neptune Jade

fused to cross the line of some 30 picketers who stood their
ground in a driving rain. The Neptune Jade then set sail for
Yokohama, Japan, where it docked in mid-October. Japanese
longshoremen also refused to touch the ship. The Neptune
Orient Line eventually sold the ship in Taiwan, with the U.S.bound containers reportedly still on board. While this was a
limited protest against a single vessel, and thus its effect was
largely symbolic, the refusal by dock workers in port after port
to touch the Jade with its scab cargo shows the potential for
powerful international labor action. That is what the bosses,
and the union bureaucrats, fear.
So the maritime companies called on the capitalist state to
carry out its task of protect_ing the interests of capital, unleashing
a barrage of court cases. The first, for violating the injunction
limiting the number of picketers, was directed against Robert
Irminger, picket captain of the Oakland protests and now chairman of the San Francisco chapter of the Inlandboatmen's Union
(IBU), a division ofthe ILWU. After a hearing at Alameda County
Courthouse on November 18, where more than 100 labor activists rallied outside, in mid-December Irminger was declared in
contempt of court.
A second suit, filed in federal court by Yusen Terminals,

Bay Area labor activists, supporters of the Liverpool dock
workers and members of the International Longshoremen's and
Warehousemen's Union (ILWU) are battling a vicious McCarthyite witchhunt that is a threat to unions and defenders of
labor around the country. The shipping magnates of the Pacific Maritime Association (PMA) unleashed the capitalist
courts after protest pickets drove the scab Neptune Jade out of
West Coast ports last fall. In an effort to stop solidarity actions, the bosses are demanding that unionists "name names"
and asking for whopping fines in order to bankrupt anyone
who dares to fight for labor solidarity action. With the ILWU
coastwide longshore contract coming up this year, it is crucial
for labor and its supporters to mobilize now in powerful action to beat back this concerted union-busting attack.
From September 28 to October 1, a group oflabor activists
maintained a picket outside the Oakland dock, as members of
ILWU ~ocal 10 refused to cross the line to work the ship. When
the stevedoring company finally got a court injunction limiting
continued on page 70
the numbers on the line, the picketers courageously defied the
bosses' law. TheNeptuneJade
was carrying cargo loaded in
a port controlled by the
Mersey Dock and Harbour
Company, which exactly two
years earlier had fired all 500
dock workers in the port of
Liverpool, the last unionized
port in England. For any classconscious unionist, the scab
cargo was "too hot to handle."
After sitting at anchor for three
days, while its owners lost tens
of thousands of dollars every
day it was idle, the Jade sailed
out of the Port of Oakland, its
hot cargo still on board.
The ship fared no better
as it headed up the coast, arWorkers Liberty
riving in Vancouver, Canada
on October 4. Again, mem- Liverpool dockers, sacked for insisting that picket lines mean don't cross, have
bers of ILWU Local 500 re- received widespread support from unionists internationally.

